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Chapter 1 

Unidentified Flying Object 

 

 

 
 

Photographic image of alleged UFO, Passoria, New Jersey. 31 July 1952 

An unidentified flying object (usually abbreviated to UFO or U.F.O.) is any unusual 
apparent object or phenomenon in the sky whose cause cannot be identified by the 



observer, or (in a narrower definition) by investigators; though in popular usage it more 
loosely means alien spacecraft, being one explanation (among several) offered for such 
sightings. Though UFO sightings have occurred throughout history, modern interest in 
them dates from World War II, since when governments have investigated UFO reports, 
often from a military perspective, and UFO researchers have investigated, written about 
and created organizations devoted to the subject. 

Studies have established that the majority of UFOs are observations of some real but 
conventional object—most commonly aircraft, balloons, noctilucent clouds, nacreous 
clouds, or astronomical objects such as meteors or bright planets — that have been 
misidentified by the observer as anomalies, while a small percentage of reported UFOs 
are hoaxes. However, after excluding these incorrect reports, between 5% and 20% of the 
total remain unexplained, and so can be classified as unidentified in the strictest sense. 
Many such reports have been made by trained observers such as pilots, police and the 
military; some involve radar traces, so not all reports are visual. Proponents of an 
extraterrestrial hypothesis believe that these unidentified reports are of alien spacecraft, 
though various other hypotheses have been proposed. 

While UFOs have been the subject of extensive investigation by various governments, 
and some scientists support the extraterrestrial hypothesis, few scientific papers about 
UFOs have been published in peer-reviewed journals. There has been some debate in the 
scientific community about whether any scientific investigation into UFO sightings is 
warranted. 

UFOs have become a prominent theme in modern culture, and this cultural phenomenon 
has been the subject of academic research. 

Terminology 

The first widely publicized U.S. sighting, reported by private pilot Kenneth Arnold in 
June 1947, gave rise to the popular terms "flying saucer" and "flying disc", of which the 
former is still sometimes used, even though Arnold said the most of the objects he saw 
were not totally circular and one was crescent-shaped. 

The term "UFO" was first suggested in 1952 by Cpt. Edward J. Ruppelt, who headed 
Project Blue Book, then the USAF's official investigation of UFOs. Ruppelt felt that 
"flying saucer" did not reflect the diversity of the sightings. He suggested that UFO 
should be pronounced as a word — you-foe. However it is now usually pronounced by 
forming each letter: U.F.O. His term was quickly adopted by the United States Air Force, 
which also briefly used "UFOB". The Air Force initially defined UFOs as those objects 
that remain unidentified after scrutiny by expert investigators, though today the term 
UFO is often used for any unexplained sighting regardless of whether it has been 
investigated. 

Because the term UFO is ambiguous - referring either to any unidentified sighting, or in 
popular usage to alien spacecraft - and the public and media ridicule sometimes 



associated with the topic, some investigators now prefer to use other terms such as 
unidentified aerial phenomenon (or UAP). 

The equivalent acronym for UFO in Spanish, Portuguese, French, and Italian is OVNI 
(Objeto Volador No Identificado, Objeto Voador Não Identificado, Objet volant non 
identifié or Oggetto Volante Non Identificato). 

Early history 

Unexplained aerial observations have been reported throughout history. Some were 
undoubtedly astronomical in nature: comets, bright meteors, one or more of the five 
planets that can be seen with the naked eye, planetary conjunctions, or atmospheric 
optical phenomena such as parhelia and lenticular clouds. An example is Halley's Comet, 
which was recorded first by Chinese astronomers in 240 B.C. and possibly as early as 
467 B.C. Such sightings throughout history were often treated as supernatural portents, 
angels, or other religious omens. Some current-day UFO researchers have noticed 
similarities between some religious symbols in medieval paintings and UFO reports 
though the canonical and symbolic character of such images is documented by art 
historians placing more conventional religious interpretations on such images. 

• Shen Kuo (1031–1095), a Song Chinese government scholar-official and prolific 
polymath inventor and scholar, wrote a vivid passage in his Dream Pool Essays 
(1088) about an unidentified flying object. He recorded the testimony of 
eyewitnesses in 11th-century Anhui and Jiangsu (especially in the city of 
Yangzhou), who stated that a flying object with opening doors would shine a 
blinding light from its interior (from an object shaped like a pearl) that would cast 
shadows from trees for ten miles in radius, and was able to take off at tremendous 
speeds. 

• On January 25, 1878, The Denison Daily News wrote that local farmer John 
Martin had reported seeing a large, dark, circular flying object resembling a 
balloon flying "at wonderful speed." Martin also said it appeared to be about the 
size of a saucer, the first known use of the word "saucer" in association with a 
UFO. 

• On February 28, 1904, there was a sighting by three crew members on the USS 
Supply 300 miles west of San Francisco, reported by Lt. Frank Schofield, later to 
become Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Battle Fleet. Schofield wrote of three 
bright red egg-shaped and circular objects flying in echelon formation that 
approached beneath the cloud layer, then changed course and "soared" above the 
clouds, departing directly away from the earth after two to three minutes. The 
largest had an apparent size of about six suns. 

• 1916 and 1926: The three oldest known pilot UFO sightings, of 1305 cataloged by 
NARCAP. On January 31, 1916, a UK pilot near Rochford reported a row of 
lights, like lighted windows on a railway carriage, that rose and disappeared. In 
January 1926, a pilot reported six "flying manhole covers" between Wichita, 
Kansas and Colorado Springs, Colorado. In late September 1926, an airmail pilot 
over Nevada was forced to land by a huge, wingless cylindrical object. 



• On August 5, 1926, while traveling in the Humboldt Mountains of Tibet's 
Kokonor region, Nicholas Roerich reported that members of his expedition saw 
"something big and shiny reflecting the sun, like a huge oval moving at great 
speed. Crossing our camp the thing changed in its direction from south to 
southwest. And we saw how it disappeared in the intense blue sky. We even had 
time to take our field glasses and saw quite distinctly an oval form with shiny 
surface, one side of which was brilliant from the sun.”  Another description by 
Roerich was, "...A shiny body flying from north to south. Field glasses are at 
hand. It is a huge body. One side glows in the sun. It is oval in shape. Then it 
somehow turns in another direction and disappears in the southwest."  

• In the Pacific and European theatres during World War II, "Foo-fighters" 
(metallic spheres, balls of light and other shapes that followed aircraft) were 
reported and on occasion photographed by Allied and Axis pilots. Some proposed 
Allied explanations at the time included St. Elmo's Fire, the planet Venus, 
hallucinations from oxygen deprivation, or German secret weapon. 

• On February 25, 1942, U.S. Army observers reported unidentified aircraft both 
visually and on radar over the Los Angeles, California region. Antiaircraft 
artillery was fired at what was presumed to be Japanese planes. No readily 
apparent explanation was offered, though some officials dismissed the reports of 
aircraft as being triggered by anxieties over expected Japanese air attacks on 
California. However, Army Chief of Staff Gen. George C. Marshall and Secretary 
of War Henry Stimson insisted real aircraft were involved. The incident later 
became known as the Battle of Los Angeles, or the West coast air raid. 

• In 1946, there were over 2000 reports, collected primarily by the Swedish 
military, of unidentified aerial objects in the Scandinavian nations, along with 
isolated reports from France, Portugal, Italy and Greece, then referred to as 
"Russian hail", and later as "ghost rockets", because it was thought that these 
mysterious objects were possibly Russian tests of captured German V1 or V2 
rockets. Although most were thought to be natural phenomena like meteors, over 
200 were tracked on radar and deemed to be "real physical objects" by the 
Swedish military. In a 1948 top secret document, the Swedish military told the 
USAF Europe in 1948 that some of their investigators believed them to be 
extraterrestrial in origin. 



The Kenneth Arnold sightings 

 
 

This shows the report Kenneth Arnold filed in 1947 about his UFO sighting 

The post World War II UFO phase in the United States began with a famous sighting by 
American businessman Kenneth Arnold on June 24, 1947 while flying his private plane 
near Mount Rainier, Washington. He reported seeing nine brilliantly bright objects flying 
across the face of Rainier. 



  
 
This shows Kenneth Arnold holding a picture of a drawing of the crescent shaped UFO 
he saw in 1947. 

Although there were other 1947 U.S. sightings of similar objects that preceded this, it 
was Arnold's sighting that first received significant media attention and captured the 
public's imagination. Arnold described what he saw as being "flat like a pie pan", "shaped 
like saucers and were so thin I could barely see them… ", "half-moon shaped, oval in 
front and convex in the rear. … they looked like a big flat disk", and flew "like a saucer 
would if you skipped it across the water". (One of the objects, however, he would 
describe later as crescent-shaped, as shown in illustration at left.) Arnold’s descriptions 
were widely reported and within a few days gave rise to the terms flying saucer and 
flying disk. Arnold’s sighting was followed in the next few weeks by hundreds of other 
reported sightings, mostly in the U.S., but in other countries as well. After reports of the 
Arnold sighting hit the media, other cases began to be reported in increasing numbers. In 
one instance a United Airlines crew sighting of nine more disc-like objects over Idaho on 
the evening of July 4. At the time, this sighting was even more widely reported than 
Arnold’s and lent considerable credence to Arnold’s report. 

American UFO researcher Ted Bloecher, in his comprehensive review of newspaper 
reports (including cases that preceded Arnold's), found a sudden surge upwards in 



sightings on July 4, peaking on July 6–8. Bloecher noted that for the next few days most 
American newspapers were filled with front-page stories of the new "flying saucers" or 
"flying discs". Speculation as to what the flying saucers were was rampant in the 
newspapers. Theories ranged from hallucinations, mass hysteria, optical illusions, hoaxes, 
reflections off airplanes, unusual atmospheric conditions, and weather balloons to 
byproducts of atomic testing or U.S./Russian secret weapons, to even more esoteric 
interdimensional or interplanetary visitors. Reports began to rapidly tail off after July 8, 
when officials began issuing press statements on the Roswell UFO incident, in which 
they explained debris found on the ground by a rancher as being that of a weather 
balloon. 

Over several years in the 1960s, Bloecher (aided by physicist James E. McDonald) 
discovered 853 flying disc sightings that year from 140 newspapers from Canada, 
Washington D.C, and every U.S. state except Montana. 

Investigations 

UFOs have been subject to investigations over the years that vary widely in scope and 
scientific rigor. Governments or independent academics in the United States, Canada, the 
United Kingdom, Japan, Peru, France, Belgium, Sweden, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, 
Mexico, Spain, and the Soviet Union are known to have investigated UFO reports at 
various times. 

Among the best known government studies are the ghost rockets investigation by the 
Swedish military (1946–1947), Project Blue Book, previously Project Sign and Project 
Grudge, conducted by the United States Air Force from 1947 until 1969, the secret U.S. 
Army/Air Force Project Twinkle investigation into green fireballs (1948–1951), the 
secret USAF Project Blue Book Special Report #14  by the Battelle Memorial Institute, 
and Brazilian Air Force Operation Saucer (1977). France has had an ongoing 
investigation (GEPAN/SEPRA/GEIPAN) within its space agency CNES since 1977, as 
has Uruguay since 1989. 

Project Sign in 1948 wrote a highly classified opinion that the best UFO reports probably 
had an extraterrestrial explanation, as did the private but high-level French COMETA 
study of 1999. A top secret Swedish military opinion given to the USAF in 1948 stated 
that some of their analysts believed the 1946 ghost rockets and later flying saucers had 
extraterrestrial origins. In 1954, German rocket scientist Hermann Oberth revealed an 
internal West German government investigation, which he headed, that arrived at an 
extraterrestrial conclusion, but this study was never made public. Classified, internal 
reports by the Canadian Project Magnet in 1952 and 1953 also assigned high probability 
to extraterrestrial origins. Publicly, however, Project Magnet, nor later Canadian defense 
studies, ever stated such a conclusion. 

Project Sign was dismantled and became Project Grudge at the end of 1948. Angered by 
the low quality of investigations by Grudge, the Air Force Director of Intelligence 
reorganized it as Project Blue Book in late 1951, placing Ruppelt in charge. Blue Book 



closed down in 1970, using the Condon Commission's negative conclusion as a rationale, 
ending the official Air Force UFO investigations. However, a 1969 USAF document, 
known as the Bolender memo, plus later government documents revealed that nonpublic 
U.S. government UFO investigations continued after 1970. The Bollender memo first 
stated that "reports of unidentified flying objects that could affect national security… are 
not part of the Blue Book system," indicating that more serious UFO incidents were 
already handled outside of the public Blue Book investigation. The memo then added, 
"reports of UFOs which could affect national security would continue to be handled 
through the standard Air Force procedures designed for this purpose."  In addition, in the 
late 1960s, there was a chapter on UFOs at the U.S. Air Force Academy in their Space 
Sciences course, giving serious consideration to possible extraterrestrial origins. When 
word of the curriculum became public, the Air Force in 1970 put out a statement the book 
was outdated and that cadets were now being informed of Condon's negative conclusion 
instead. 

The initially classified USAF Regulation 200-2, first issued in 1953 after the Robertson 
Panel, which first defined UFOs and how information was to be collected, stated 
explicitly that the two reasons for studying the unexplained cases were for national 
security reasons and for possible technical aspects involved, implying physical reality and 
concern about national defense, but without opinion as to origins. (For example, such 
information would also be considered important if UFOs had a foreign or domestic 
origin.) The first two known classified USAF studies in 1947 also concluded real 
physical aircraft were involved, but gave no opinion as to origins. These early studies led 
to the creation of the USAF's Project Sign at the end of 1947, the first semi-public USAF 
study. 

Air Force Regulation 200-2, issued in 1953 and 1954, defined an Unidentified Flying 
Object ("UFOB") as "any airborne object which by performance, aerodynamic 
characteristics, or unusual features, does not conform to any presently known aircraft or 
missile type, or which cannot be positively identified as a familiar object." The regulation 
also said UFOBs were to be investigated as a "possible threat to the security of the United 
States" and "to determine technical aspects involved." As to what the public was to be 
told, "it is permissible to inform news media representatives on UFOB's when the object 
is positively identified as a familiar object," but "For those objects which are not 
explainable, only the fact that ATIC [Air Technical Intelligence Center] will analyze the 
data is worthy of release, due to many unknowns involved."  

Allen Hynek was a trained astronomer who participated in Project Bluebook after doing 
research as a federal government employee. He formed the opinion that some UFO 
reports could not be scientifically explained. Through his founding of the Center for UFO 
Studies and participation at CUFOs he spent the rest of his life researching and 
documenting UFOs. The movie Close Encounters of the Third Kind had a character 
loosely based on Hynek. Another group studying UFOs is Mutual UFO Network. 
MUFON is a grass roots based organization known for publishing one of the first UFO 
investigators handbooks. This handbook went into great detail on how to document 
alleged UFO sightings. 



Jacques Vallée, a scientist and prominent UFO researcher, has argued that most UFO 
research is scientifically deficient, including many government studies such as Project 
Blue Book, and that mythology and cultism are frequently associated with the 
phenomenon. Vallée states that self-styled scientists often fill the vacuum left by the lack 
of attention paid to the UFO phenomenon by official science, but also notes that several 
hundred professional scientists continue to study UFOs in private, what he terms the 
"invisible college". He also argues that much could be learned from rigorous scientific 
study, but that little such work has been done. 

There has been little mainstream scientific study of UFOs, and the topic has received 
little serious attention or support in mainstream scientific literature. Official studies ended 
in the U.S. in December 1969, subsequent to the statement by Edward Condon that the 
study of UFOs probably could not be justified in the expectation that science would be 
advanced. The Condon report and these conclusions were endorsed by the National 
Academy of Scientists, of which Condon was a member. However, a scientific review by 
the UFO subcommittee of the AIAA disagreed with Condon's conclusion, noting that at 
least 30% of the cases studied remained unexplained, and that scientific benefit might be 
gained by continued study. 

It has been claimed that all UFO cases are anecdotal and that all can be explained as 
prosaic natural phenomena. On the other hand, it has been argued that there is limited 
awareness among scientists of observational data, other than what is reported in the 
popular press. 

No official government investigation has ever publicly concluded that UFOs are 
indisputably real, physical objects, extraterrestrial in origin, or of concern to national 
defense. These same negative conclusions also have been found in studies that were 
highly classified for many years, such as the UK's Flying Saucer Working Party, Project 
Condign, the US CIA-sponsored Robertson Panel, the US military investigation into the 
green fireballs from 1948 to 1951, and the Battelle Memorial Institute study for the 
USAF from 1952 to 1955 (Project Blue Book Special Report #14). 

Some public government conclusions have indicated physical reality but stopped short of 
concluding extraterrestrial origins, though not dismissing the possibility. Examples are 
the Belgian military investigation into large triangles over their airspace in 1989–1991 
and the recent 2009 Uruguay Air Force study conclusion. 

Some private studies have been neutral in their conclusions, but argued the inexplicable 
core cases called for continued scientific study. Examples are the Sturrock Panel study of 
1998 and the 1970 AIAA review of the Condon Report. 

United States 

US investigations into UFOs include: 



• The Interplanetary Phenomenon Unit (IPU), established by the US Army 
sometime in the 1940s, and about which little is known. In 1987, British UFO 
researcher Timothy Good received a letter confirming the existence of the IPU 
from the Army Director of Counter-intelligence, in which it was stated, "… the 
aforementioned Army unit was disestablished during the late 1950s and never 
reactivated. All records pertaining to this unit were surrendered to the U.S. Air 
Force Office of Special Investigations in conjunction with operation 
BLUEBOOK." The IPU records have never been released. 

• Project Blue Book, previously Project Sign and Project Grudge, conducted by the 
United States Air Force from 1947 until 1969 

• The secret U.S. Army/Air Force Project Twinkle investigation into green fireballs 
(1948–1951) 

• Ghost rockets investigations by the Swedish, U.K., U.S., and Greek militaries 
(1946–1947) 

• The secret CIA Office of Scientific Investigation (OS/I) study (1952–53) 
• The secret CIA Robertson Panel (1953) 
• The secret USAF Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14 by the Battelle 

Memorial Institute (1951–1954) 
• The Brookings Report (1960), commissioned by NASA 
• The public Condon Committee (1966–1968) 
• The private, internal RAND Corporation study (1968) 
• The private Sturrock Panel (1998) 

Thousands of documents released under FOIA also indicate that many U.S. intelligence 
agencies collected (and still collect) information on UFOs, including the Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA), FBI, CIA, National Security Agency (NSA), as well as 
military intelligence agencies of the Army and Navy, in addition to the Air Force. 

The investigation of UFOs has also attracted many civilians, who in the U.S formed 
research groups such as National Investigations Committee On Aerial Phenomena 
(NICAP, active 1956–1980), Aerial Phenomena Research Organization (APRO, 1952–
1988), Mutual UFO Network (MUFON, 1969–), and Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS, 
1973–). 

After 1947 sightings 

Following the large U.S. surge in sightings in June and early July 1947, on July 9, 1947, 
Army Air Force (AAF) intelligence, in cooperation with the FBI, began a formal 
investigation into selected best sightings with characteristics that could not be 
immediately rationalized, which included Kenneth Arnold’s and that of the United 
Airlines crew. The AAF used "all of its top scientists" to determine whether or not "such 
a phenomenon could, in fact, occur". The research was "being conducted with the thought 
that the flying objects might be a celestial phenomenon," or that "they might be a foreign 
body mechanically devised and controlled." Three weeks later in a preliminary defense 
estimate, the air force investigation decided that, "This ‘flying saucer’ situation is not all 



imaginary or seeing too much in some natural phenomenon. Something is really flying 
around." 

A further review by the intelligence and technical divisions of the Air Materiel Command 
at Wright Field reached the same conclusion, that "the phenomenon is something real and 
not visionary or fictitious," that there were objects in the shape of a disc, metallic in 
appearance, and as big as man-made aircraft. They were characterized by "extreme rates 
of climb [and] maneuverability," general lack of noise, absence of trail, occasional 
formation flying, and "evasive" behavior "when sighted or contacted by friendly aircraft 
and radar," suggesting a controlled craft. It was thus recommended in late September 
1947 that an official Air Force investigation be set up to investigate the phenomenon. It 
was also recommended that other government agencies should assist in the investigation. 

Project Sign 

This led to the creation of the Air Force’s Project Sign at the end of 1947, one of the 
earliest government studies to come to a secret extraterrestrial conclusion. In August 
1948, Sign investigators wrote a top-secret intelligence estimate to that effect. The Air 
Force Chief of Staff Hoyt Vandenberg ordered it destroyed. The existence of this 
suppressed report was revealed by several insiders who had read it, such as astronomer 
and USAF consultant J. Allen Hynek and Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, the first head of the 
USAF's Project Blue Book. 

Another highly classified U.S. study was conducted by the CIA's Office of Scientific 
Investigation (OS/I) in the latter half of 1952 after being directed to do so by the National 
Security Council (NSC). They concluded UFOs were real physical objects of potential 
threat to national security. One OS/I memo to the CIA Director (DCI) in December read, 
"...the reports of incidents convince us that there is something going on that must have 
immediate attention... Sightings of unexplained objects at great altitudes and traveling at 
high speeds in the vicinity of major U.S. defense installations are of such a nature that 
they are not attributable to natural phenomena or any known types of aerial vehicles." 
The matter was considered so urgent, that OS/I drafted a memorandum from the DCI to 
the NSC proposing that the NSC establish an investigation of UFOs as a priority project 
throughout the intelligence and the defense research and development community. They 
also urged the DCI to establish an external research project of top-level scientists to study 
the problem of UFOs, now known as the Robertson Panel, to further analyze the matter. 
The OS/I investigation was called off after the Robertson Panel's negative conclusions in 
January 1953. 

Condon Committee 

A public research effort conducted by the Condon Committee for the USAF, which 
arrived at a negative conclusion in 1968, marked the end of the US government's official 
investigation of UFOs, though documents indicate various government intelligence 
agencies continue unofficially to investigate or monitor the situation. 



Controversy has surrounded the Condon report, both before and after it was released. It 
has been claimed that the report was "harshly criticized by numerous scientists, 
particularly at the powerful AIAA … recommended moderate, but continuous scientific 
work on UFOs". In an address made to the AAAS, James E. McDonald stated that he 
believed science had failed to mount adequate studies of the problem, criticizing the 
Condon report and prior studies by the US Air Force for being scientifically deficient. He 
also questioned the basis for Condon's conclusions and argued that the reports of UFOs 
have been "laughed out of scientific court." J. Allen Hynek, an astronomer whose 
position as USAF consultant from 1948 made him perhaps the most knowledgeable 
scientist connected with the subject, sharply criticized the report of the Condon 
Committee and later wrote two nontechnical books that set forth the case for 
investigating seemingly baffling UFO reports. 

Ruppelt recounted his experiences with Project Blue Book in his memoir, The Report on 
Unidentified Flying Objects (1956). 

Notable cases 

• The Battle of Los Angeles in 1942, where unidentified flying objects were 
sequently thought to be part of a Japanese airstrike. 

• The Roswell Incident involved New Mexico residents, local law enforcement 
officers, and the US military, the latter of whom allegedly collected physical 
evidence from the UFO crash site. 

• In the Kecksburg Incident, Pennsylvania residents reported seeing a bell shaped 
object crash in the area. Police officers, and possibly military personnel, were sent 
to investigate. 

• The Betty and Barney Hill abduction was the first reported abduction incident. 

• 1975 Travis Walton abduction case: The movie Fire in the Sky was based on this 
event, but embellished greatly the original account. 

• The "Phoenix Lights" March 13, 1997 



Canada 

  
 
The Falcon Lake incident report filed by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police on Stephen 
Michalak claimed incident with a UFO. 

In Canada, the Department of National Defence has dealt with reports, sightings and 
investigations of UFOs across Canada. In addition to conducting investigations into crop 
circles in Duhamel, Alberta, it still considers "unsolved" the Falcon Lake incident in 
Manitoba and the Shag Harbour incident in Nova Scotia. 

Early Canadian studies included Project Magnet (1950–1954) and Project Second Story 
(1952–1954), supported by the Defence Research Board. These studies were headed by 
Canadian Department of Transport radio engineer Wilbert B. Smith, who later publicly 
supported extraterrestrial origins. 



In the Shag Harbour incident, a large object sequentially flashing lights was seen and 
heard to dive into the water by multiple witnesses. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
and many local residents also witnessed a light floating on the water immediately 
afterward, and a large patch of unusual yellow foam when a water search was initiated. 
Multiple government agencies were eventually involved in trying to identify the crashed 
object and searching for it. Canadian naval divers later purportedly found no wreckage. 
In official documents, the object was called a "UFO" because no conventional 
explanation for the crashed object was discovered. Around the same time, both the 
Canadian and US military were involved in another UFO-related search at Shelburne, 
Nova Scotia, approximately 30 miles from Shag Harbour. 

France 

On March 2007, the French Centre National d'Études Spatiales (CNES) published an 
archive of UFO sightings and other phenomena online. 

French studies include GEPAN/SEPRA/GEIPAN (1977–), within the French space 
agency CNES, the longest ongoing government-sponsored investigation. About 14% of 
some 6000 cases studied remained unexplained. The official opinion of 
GEPAN/SEPRA/GEIPAN has been neutral or negative, but the three heads of the studies 
have gone on record in stating that UFOs were real physical flying machines beyond our 
knowledge or that the best explanation for the most inexplicable cases was an 
extraterrestrial one. 

The French COMETA panel (1996–1999) was a private study undertaken mostly by 
aerospace scientists and engineers affiliated with CNES and high-level French Air Force 
military intelligence analysts, with ultimate distribution of their study intended for high 
government officials. The COMETA panel likewise concluded the best explanation for 
the inexplicable cases was the extraterrestrial hypothesis and went further in accusing the 
United States government of a massive cover-up. 

United Kingdom 

The UK's Flying Saucer Working Party published its final report in 1951, which 
remained secret for over 50 years. The Working Party concluded that all UFO sightings 
could be explained as misidentifications of ordinary objects or phenomena, optical 
illusions, psychological delusions or hoaxes. The report stated: "We accordingly 
recommend very strongly that no further investigation of reported mysterious aerial 
phenomena be undertaken, unless and until some material evidence becomes available." 

Eight file collections on UFO sightings, dating from 1978 to 1987, were first released on 
May 14, 2008, to the UK National Archives by the Ministry of Defence. Although kept 
secret from the public for many years, most of the files have low levels of classification 
and none are classified Top Secret. 200 files are set to be made public by 2012. The files 
are correspondence from the public sent to government officials, such as the MoD and 
Margaret Thatcher. The MoD released the files under the Freedom of Information Act 



due to requests from researchers. These files include, but are not limited to, UFOs over 
Liverpool and the Waterloo Bridge in London. 

On October 20, 2008 more UFO files were released. One case released detailed that in 
1991 an Alitalia passenger aircraft was approaching Heathrow Airport when the pilots 
saw what they described as a "cruise missile" fly extremely close to the cockpit. The 
pilots believed that a collision was imminent. UFO expert David Clarke says that this is 
one of the most convincing cases for a UFO he has come across. 

A secret study of UFOs was undertaken for the UK’s Ministry of Defence (MoD) 
between 1996 and 2000 and was code-named Project Condign. The resulting report, titled 
"Unidentified Aerial Phenomena in the UK Defence Region", was publicly released in 
2006, but the identity and credentials of whomever constituted Project Condign remains 
classified. The report confirmed earlier findings that the main causes of UFO sightings 
are misidentification of man-made and natural objects. The report noted: "No artefacts of 
unknown or unexplained origin have been reported or handed to the UK authorities, 
despite thousands of UAP reports. There are no SIGINT, ELINT or radiation 
measurements and little useful video or still IMINT." It concluded: "There is no evidence 
that any UAP, seen in the UKADR [UK Air Defence Region], are incursions by air-
objects of any intelligent (extraterrestrial or foreign) origin, or that they represent any 
hostile intent." A little-discussed conclusion of the report was that novel meteorological 
plasma phenomenon akin to Ball Lightning are responsible for a small percentage of 
otherwise inexplicable sightings, especially reports of Black Triangle UFOs. 

In August 2009 The Black Vault internet archive announced the release by the British 
government of more than 4,000 pages of declassified records. The records include 
information on the Rendlesham Forest incident, crop circles, a UFO attack on a cemetery 
and even reports of alien abduction claims. 

On 1 December 2009, the British Ministry of Defense (MoD) quietly closed down its 
UFO investigations unit. The unit's hotline and email address were suspended by the 
Ministry of Defense on that date. The MoD said there was no value in continuing to 
receive and investigate sightings in a release, stating 

"... in over fifty years, no UFO report has revealed any evidence of a potential threat to 
the United Kingdom. The MoD has no specific capability for identifying the nature of 
such sightings. There is no Defence benefit in such investigation and it would be an 
inappropriate use of defence resources. Furthermore, responding to reported UFO 
sightings diverts MoD resources from tasks that are relevant to Defence." 

The Guardian reported that the MoD claimed the closure would save the Ministry around 
£50,000 a year. The MoD said that it would continue to release UFO files to the public 
through the National Archives. 

 



Notable cases 

• According to records released on August 5, 2010, British wartime prime minister 
Winston Churchill banned the reporting for 50 years of an alleged UFO incident 
because of fears it could create mass panic. Reports given to Churchill claimed 
the incident allegedly involved an RAF reconnaissance plane returning from a 
mission in France or Germany toward the end of the Second World War. It was 
over or near the English coastline when it was allegedly suddenly intercepted by a 
strange metallic object that matched the aircraft's course and speed for a time 
before accelerating away and disappearing. The plane's crew were reported to 
have photographed the object, which they said had "hovered noiselessly" near the 
aircraft, before moving off. According to the documents, details of the coverup 
emerged when the man wrote to the government in 1999 seeking to find out more 
about the incident. He described how his grandfather, who served with the Royal 
Air Force (RAF) in the Second World War, was present when Churchill and U.S. 
General Dwight Eisenhower discussed how to deal with the UFO encounter. The 
files come from more than 5,000 pages of UFO reports and letters and drawings 
from members of the public, as well as questions raised by MPs in Parliament. 
They are available to download for free for a month from The National Archives 
website. 

• In April 1957 the West Freugh Incident (named after RAF West Freugh in 
Scotland, the principal military base involved) occurred. Two unidentified objects 
flying very high over the UK were tracked by radar operators. The objects were 
reported to operate at speeds and perform manuveres beyond the capability of any 
known craft. Also significant is their alleged size which - based on the radar 
returns - was closer to that of a ship than an aircraft. 

• In the Rendlesham Forest incident of December 1980, US military personnel 
witnessed UFOs in the forest near the air base at Woodbridge, Suffolk, over a 
period of three nights. The sighting was the subject of an official memo to the 
UK’s Ministry of Defence. 

Uruguay 

The Uruguayan Air Force has had an ongoing UFO investigations since 1989 and 
analyzed 2100 cases, of which they consider only 40 (about 2%) definitely lacking any 
conventional explanation. All files have recently been declassified. The unexplained 
cases include military jet interceptions, abductions, cattle mutilations, and physical 
landing trace evidence. Colonel Ariel Sanchez, who currently heads the investigation, 
summarized their findings as follows: "The commission managed to determine 
modifications to the chemical composition of the soil where landings are reported. The 
phenomenon exists. It could be a phenomenon that occurs in the lower sectors of the 
atmosphere, the landing of aircraft from a foreign air force, up to the extraterrestrial 
hypothesis. It could be a monitoring probe from outer space, much in the same way that 
we send probes to explore distant worlds. The UFO phenomenon exists in the country. I 
must stress that the Air Force does not dismiss an extraterrestrial hypothesis based on our 
scientific analysis." 



Astronomer reports 

The Air Force's Project Blue Book files indicate that approximately 1 % of all unknown 
reports came from amateur and professional astronomers or other users of telescopes 
(such as missile trackers or surveyors). In 1952, astronomer J. Allen Hynek, then a 
consultant to Blue Book, conducted a small survey of 45 fellow professional astronomers. 
Five reported UFO sightings (about 11%). In the 1970s, astrophysicist Peter A. Sturrock 
conducted two large surveys of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
and American Astronomical Society. About 5 % of the members polled indicated that 
they had had UFO sightings. 

Astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, who admitted to six UFO sightings, including three green 
fireballs, supported the Extraterrestrial hypothesis (ETH) for UFOs and stated he thought 
scientists who dismissed it without study were being "unscientific". Another astronomer 
was Lincoln LaPaz, who had headed the Air Force's investigation into the green fireballs 
and other UFO phenomena in New Mexico. LaPaz reported two personal sightings, one 
of a green fireball, the other of an anomalous disc-like object. (Both Tombaugh and 
LaPaz were part of Hynek's 1952 survey.) Hynek himself took two photos through the 
window of a commercial airliner of a disc-like object that seemed to pace his aircraft. 
Even later UFO debunker Donald Menzel filed a UFO report in 1949. 

In 1980, a survey of 1800 members of various amateur astronomer associations by Gert 
Helb and Hynek for the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) found that 24 % responded 
"yes" to the question "Have you ever observed an object which resisted your most 
exhaustive efforts at identification?" 

Identification of UFOs 

Studies show that after careful investigation, the majority of UFOs can be identified as 
ordinary objects or phenomena. The most commonly found identified sources of UFO 
reports are: 

• Astronomical objects (bright stars, planets, meteors, re-entering man-made 
spacecraft, artificial satellites, and the moon) 

• Aircraft (Aerial advertising and other aircraft, missile launches) 
• Balloons (weather balloons, prank balloons, large research balloons) 
• Other atmospheric objects and phenomena (birds, unusual clouds, kites, flares) 
• Light phenomena (mirages, Fata Morgana, moon dogs, searchlights and other 

ground lights, etc.) 
• Hoaxes 



 
 

Lenticular clouds have been reported as UFOs due to their peculiar shape 

A 1952–1955 study by the Battelle Memorial Institute for the US Air Force included 
these categories as well as a "psychological" one. However, the scientific analysts were 
unable to come up with prosaic explanations for 21.5 % of the 3200 cases they examined 
and 33 % of what were considered the best cases remained unexplained, double the 
number of the worst cases. Of the 69 % identifieds, 38 % were deemed definitely 
explained while 31 % were thought to be "questionable." About 9 % of the cases were 
considered to have insufficient information to make a determination. 

The official French government UFO investigation (GEPAN/SEPRA/GEIPAN), run 
within the French space agency CNES between 1977 and 2004, scientifically investigated 
about 6000 cases and found that 13.5 % defied any rational explanation, 46 % were 
deemed definitely or likely identifiable, while 41 % lacked sufficient information for 
classification. 

An individual 1979 study by CUFOS researcher Allan Hendry found, as did other 
investigations, that only a small percentage of cases he investigated were hoaxes (<1 %) 
and that most sightings were actually honest misidentifications of prosaic phenomena. 
Hendry attributed most of these to inexperience or misperception. However, Hendry's 
figure for unidentified cases was considerably lower than many other UFO studies such 
as Project Blue Book or the Condon Report that have found rates of unidentified cases 
ranging from 6 % to 30 %. Hendry found that 88.6 % of the cases he studied had a clear 
prosaic explanation, and he discarded a further 2.8 % due to unreliable or contradictory 
witnesses or insufficient information. The remaining 8.6 % of reports could not 



definitively be explained by prosaic phenomena, although he felt that a further 7.1 % 
could possibly be explained, leaving only the very best 1.5 % without plausible 
explanation. 

UFO hypotheses 

To account for unsolved UFO cases, several hypotheses have been proposed. 

• The extraterrestrial hypothesis (ETH) is defined by Edward U. Condon in the 
1968 Condon Report as "The idea that some UFOs may be spacecraft sent to 
Earth from another civilization, or on a planet associated with a more distant star", 
further attributing the popularity of the idea to Donald Keyhoe's UFO book from 
1950, though the idea clearly predated Keyhoe, appearing in newspapers and 
various government documents. This is probably the most popular theory among 
Ufologists. Some private or governmental studies, some secret, have concluded in 
favor of the ETH, or have had members who disagreed with official conclusions 
against the conclusion by committees and agencies to which they belonged. 

• The UFO Hostility Hypothesis is inside the extraterrestrial hypothesis. It says that 
the extraterrestrial beings that travel in the UFOs, or most of them, are hostile. 
The hypothesis comes because of the Cattle Mutilations and the observations 
made by Wilhelm Reich amd Jerome Eden during their experiments with the 
Cloudbuster. 

• The interdimensional hypothesis (IDH or IH) says that UFOs are objects crossing 
over from other dimensions or parallel universe, popularly proposed by Jacques 
Vallée, though also predating him. 

• The paranormal/occult hypothesis is a variant of the interdimensional hypothesis, 
invoked to explain so-called paranormal aspects sometimes associated with UFO 
reports. 

• The psychosocial hypothesis, that what people report as UFO experiences is the 
result of psychological misperception mechanisms and is strongly influenced by 
popular culture. 

• That UFOs represent poorly understood or still unknown natural phenomena, such 
as ball lightning or sprites. 

• The earthquake lights/tectonic strain hypothesis: UFOs are caused by strains in 
Earth's crust near earthquake faults, which can also supposedly induce 
hallucinations. 

• That UFOs are military flying saucers, top secret or experimental aircraft 
unfamiliar to most people. 

Associated claims 

Besides anecdotal visual sightings, reports sometimes include claims of other kinds of 
evidence, including cases studied by the military and various government agencies of 
different countries (such as Project Blue Book, the Condon Committee, the French 
GEPAN/SEPRA, and Uruguay's current Air Force study). 



A comprehensive scientific review of cases where physical evidence was available was 
carried out by the 1998 Sturrock UFO panel, with specific examples of many of the 
categories listed below. 

• Radar contact and tracking, sometimes from multiple sites. These have included 
military personnel and control tower operators, simultaneous visual sightings, and 
aircraft intercepts. One such recent example were the mass sightings of large, 
silent, low-flying black triangles in 1989 and 1990 over Belgium, tracked by 
NATO radar and jet interceptors, and investigated by Belgium's military (included 
photographic evidence). Another famous case from 1986 was the JAL 1628 case 
over Alaska investigated by the FAA. 

• Photographic evidence, including still photos, movie film, and video. 
• Claims of physical trace of landing UFOs, including ground impressions, burned 

and/or desiccated soil, burned and broken foliage, magnetic anomalies, increased 
radiation levels, and metallic traces. See, e. g. Height 611 UFO Incident or the 
1964 Lonnie Zamora's Socorro, New Mexico encounter of the USAF Project Blue 
Book cases). A well-known example from December 1980 was the USAF 
Rendlesham Forest Incident in England. Another occurred in January 1981 in 
Trans-en-Provence and was investigated by GEPAN, then France's official 
government UFO-investigation agency. Project Blue Book head Edward J. 
Ruppelt described a classic 1952 CE2 case involving a patch of charred grass 
roots. 

• Physiological effects on people and animals including temporary paralysis, skin 
burns and rashes, corneal burns, and symptoms superficially resembling radiation 
poisoning, such as the Cash-Landrum incident in 1980. 

• Animal/cattle mutilation cases, that some feel are also part of the UFO 
phenomenon. 

• Biological effects on plants such as increased or decreased growth, germination 
effects on seeds, and blown-out stem nodes (usually associated with physical trace 
cases or crop circles) 

• Electromagnetic interference (EM) effects. A famous 1976 military case over 
Tehran, recorded in CIA and DIA classified documents, was associated with 
communication losses in multiple aircraft and weapons system failure in an F-4 
Phantom II jet interceptor as it was about to fire a missile on one of the UFOs. 

• Apparent remote radiation detection, some noted in FBI and CIA documents 
occurring over government nuclear installations at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1950, also reported by Project 
Blue Book director Ed Ruppelt in his book. 

• Claimed artifacts of UFOs themselves, such as 1957, Ubatuba, Brazil, magnesium 
fragments analyzed by the Brazilian government and in the Condon Report and by 
others. The 1964 Socorro/Lonnie Zamora incident also left metal traces, analyzed 
by NASA. A more recent example involves "the Bob White object" a tear drop 
shaped object recovered by Bob White and was featured in the TV show UFO 
Hunters. 

• Angel hair and angel grass, possibly explained in some cases as nests from 
ballooning spiders or chaff. 



Reverse engineering 

Attempts have been made to reverse engineer the possible physics behind UFOs through 
analysis of both eyewitness reports and the physical evidence, on the assumption that 
they are powered vehicles. Examples are former NASA and nuclear engineer James 
McCampbell in his book Ufology, NACA/NASA engineer Paul R. Hill in his book 
Unconventional Flying Objects, and German rocketry pioneer Hermann Oberth. Among 
subjects tackled by McCampbell, Hill, and Oberth was the question of how UFOs can fly 
at supersonic speeds without creating a sonic boom. McCampbell's proposed solution is 
microwave plasma parting the air in front of the craft. In contrast, Hill and Oberth 
believed UFOs utilize an as yet unknown anti-gravity field to accomplish the same thing 
as well as provide propulsion and protection of occupants from the effects of high 
acceleration. 

Ufology 

Ufology is a neologism describing the collective efforts of those who study UFO reports 
and associated evidence. 

Categorization 

Some ufologists recommend that observations be classified according to the features of 
the phenomenon or object that are reported or recorded. Typical categories include: 

• Saucer, toy-top, or disk-shaped "craft" without visible or audible propulsion. (day 
and night) 

• Large triangular "craft" or triangular light pattern, usually reported at night. 
• Cigar-shaped "craft" with lighted windows (Meteor fireballs are sometimes 

reported this way, but are very different phenomena). 
• Other: chevrons, (equilateral) triangles, crescent, boomerangs, spheres (usually 

reported to be shining, glowing at night), domes, diamonds, shapeless black 
masses, eggs, pyramids and cylinders, classic "lights". 

Popular UFO classification systems include the Hynek system, created by J. Allen 
Hynek, and the Vallée system, created by Jacques Vallée. 

Hynek's system involves dividing the sighted object by appearance, subdivided further 
into the type of "close encounter" (a term from which the film director Steven Spielberg 
derived the title of his UFO movie, "Close Encounters of the Third Kind"). 

Jacques Vallée's system classifies UFOs into five broad types, each with from three to 
five subtypes that vary according to type. 



Scientific skepticism 

A scientifically skeptical group that has for many years offered critical analysis of UFO 
claims is the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI). 

Responding to local beliefs that "extraterrestrial beings" in UFOs were responsible for 
crop circles appearing in Indonesia, the government and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Agency (Lapan) described them as "man-made". Thomas Djamaluddin, research 
professor of astronomy and astrophysics at Lapan stated: "We have come to agree that 
this 'thing' cannot be scientifically proven. A professor at the Indonesian National 
Aeronautics and Space Agency put UFOs in the category of pseudoscience." 

Conspiracy theories 

UFOs are sometimes an element of conspiracy theories in which governments are 
allegedly intentionally "covering up" the existence of aliens or sometimes collaborating 
with them. There are many versions of this story; some are exclusive, while others 
overlap with various other conspiracy theories. 

In the U.S., an opinion poll conducted in 1997 suggested that 80 % of Americans 
believed the U.S. government was withholding such information. Various notables have 
also expressed such views. Some examples are astronauts Gordon Cooper and Edgar 
Mitchell, Senator Barry Goldwater, Vice Admiral Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter (the first CIA 
director), Lord Hill-Norton (former British Chief of Defense Staff and NATO head), the 
1999 high-level French COMETA report by various French generals and aerospace 
experts, and Yves Sillard (former director of the French space agency CNES, new 
director of French UFO research organization GEIPAN). 

It has also been suggested by a few paranormal authors that all or most human 
technology and culture is based on extraterrestrial contact. 

Allegations of evidence suppression 

There have been allegations of suppression of UFO related evidence for many decades. 
There are claims that physical evidence might have been removed and/or 
destroyed/suppressed by some governments. 

Famous hoaxes 

• The Maury Island incident 
• The Ummo affair, a decades-long series of detailed letters and documents 

allegedly from extraterrestrials. The total length of the documents is at least 1000 
pages, and some estimate that further undiscovered documents may total nearly 
4000 pages. A José Luis Jordan Pena came forward in the early nineties claiming 
responsibility for the phenomenon, and most consider there to be little reason to 
challenge his claims. 



• George Adamski over the space of two decades made various claims about his 
meetings with telepathic aliens from nearby planets. He claimed that photographs 
of the far side of the moon taken by a Soviet orbital probe in 1959 were fake, and 
that there were cities, trees and snow-capped mountains on the far side of the 
moon. Among copycats was a shadowy British figure named Cedric Allingham. 

• In 1987/88, Ed Walters allegedly perpetrated a hoax in Gulf Breeze, Florida. 
Walters claimed at first having seen a small UFO flying near his home, and then 
in a second incident seeing the same UFO and a small alien being standing by his 
back door after being alerted by his dog. Several photographs were taken of the 
craft, but none of the being. Three years later, in 1990, after the Walters family 
had moved, the new residents discovered a model of a UFO poorly hidden in the 
attic that bore an undeniable resemblance to the craft in Walters' photographs. 
Various witnesses and detractors came forward after the local Pensacola 
newspaper printed a story about the discovered model, and some investigators 
now consider the sightings to be a hoax. In addition, a six-figure television 
miniseries and book deal were nearly struck with Walters. 

• Warren William "Billy" Smith is a popular writer and confessed hoaxster. 

A Ufologist who disagrees that the Ed Walters Gulf Breeze photos are hoaxes is naval 
optical physicist Bruce Maccabee. He investigated the incident, analyzed the various 
photos and deemed them authentic. Maccabee claimed he himself was among 
independent witnesses of some of the Gulf Breeze sightings. 



Chapter 2 

Identification Studies of UFOs 

 

 
Identifying Unidentified Flying Objects is a difficult task due to the normally poor 
quality of the evidence provided by those who report sighting the objects. Nevertheless, 
most officially investigated UFO sightings, such as from the U.S. Air Force's Project 
Blue Book, have been identified as being due to honest misidentifications of natural 
phenomena, aircraft, or other prosaic explanations. In early U.S. Air Force attempts to 
explain UFO sightings, unexplained sightings routinely numbered over one in five 
reports. However, in early 1953, right after the CIA's Robertson Panel, percentages of 
unexplained sightings dropped precipitously, usually being only a few percent in any 
given year. When Project Blue Book closed down in 1970, only 6% of all cases were 
classified as being truly unidentified. 

UFOs that can be explained are sometimes termed "IFOs" or Identified Flying Objects. 

UFO studies 

The following are some major studies undertaken during the past 50 years that reported 
on identification of UFOs: 

• Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14 (referred to further below as BBSR) 
was a massive statistical study the Battelle Memorial Institute did for the USAF 
of 3,200 UFO cases between 1952 and 1954. Of these, 22% remained were 
classified as unidentified (“true UFOs”). Another 69% were deemed identified 
(IFOs). There was insufficient information to make a determination in the 
remaining 9%. 

• The official French government UFO investigation (GEPAN/SEPRA), run 
within the French space agency CNES between 1977 and 2004, scientifically 
investigated about 6000 cases and found that 13% defied any rational explanation 
(UFOs), while 46% were deemed readily identifiable and 41%, lacked sufficient 
information for classification. 

• The USAF-sponsored Condon Committee study reported that all 117 cases 
studies were or could probably be explained. A 1971 review of the results by the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics concluded that 30% of the 
117 cases remained unexplained. 



• Of about 5,000 cases submitted to and studied by the civilian UFO organization 
NICAP, 16% were judged unknowns. 

In contrast, much more conservative numbers for the percentage of UFOs were arrived at 
individually by astronomer Allan Hendry, who was the chief investigator for the Center 
for UFO Studies (CUFOS). CUFOS was founded by astronomer Dr. Allen Hynek (who 
had been a consultant for the Air Force’s Project Blue Book) to provide a serious 
scientific investigation into UFOs. Hendry spent 15 months personally investigating 
1,307 UFO reports. In 1979, Hendry published his conclusions in The UFO Handbook: A 
Guide to Investigating, Evaluating, and Reporting UFO Sightings. Hendry admitted that 
he would like to find evidence for extraterrestrials but noted that the vast majority of 
cases had prosaic explanations. He found 89% of reports definitely or probably 
identifiable and only 9% unidentified. “Hardcore” cases—well-documented events which 
defied any conceivable conventional explanation—made up only 1.5% of the reports. 

Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14 

Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14 was compiled between 1951 and 1954, and 
included 3201 reported UFO sightings. Battelle employed four scientific analysts, who 
sought to divide cases into "knowns", "unknowns", and a third category of "insufficient 
information." They also broke down knowns and unknowns into four categories of 
quality, from excellent to poor. In order for a case to be deemed "identified", two analysts 
had to independently agree on a solution and for a case to be called "unidentified", all 
four analysts had to agree. A report classified as "unidentified" was defined as: "Those 
reports of sightings wherein the description of the object and its maneuvers could not be 
fitted to the pattern of any known object or phenomenon." 

Out of 3,201 cases, 69% were judged to be identified, 22% were unidentified, and 9% had 
insufficient information to make a determination. 

Breakdown by category of IFO and case quality 

Category/Case Quality All Excellent Good Doubtful Poor 
Astronomical 22% 24% 23% 19% 23% 
Aircraft 22% 19% 22% 25% 16% 
Balloon 15% 12% 17% 17% 13% 
Light phenomena 2.2% .9% 2.4% 2.9% 1.1% 
Birds 1.0% 0.9% 1.0% 1.2% 0.7% 
Clouds, dust, etc. 0.4% 0% 1.0% 0.4% 0% 
Psychological 2.0% 0% 0.5% 3.3% 3.3% 
Other 5% 5% 5% 5% 6% 
Insufficient information 9% 4% 4% 14% 21% 
Unknown origin 22% 33% 25% 13% 17% 



BBSR further broke these results down based on whether the identification was 
considered certain or merely doubtful. For example, in both the astronomical and aircraft 
IFO categories, 12% were considered certain and 9% were doubtful. Overall, of the 69% 
listed as IFOs, 42% were thought to be solved with certainty, while 27% were still 
considered doubtful. 

In addition, if a case was lacking in adequate data, it was placed in the insufficient 
information category, separate from both IFOs and UFOs. 

Military vs. civilian breakdown 

 IFO UFO Insufficient Information 
 Mil Civ All Mil Civ All Mil Civ All 

Best reports 65% 72% 68% 32% 24% 28% 2% 4% 3% 
Worst reports 70% 70% 70% 24% 14% 16% 7% 17% 14% 

The Battelle BBSR study included of many internal military reports; fully 38% of the 
cases were designated as military. Military witnesses tended to submit better quality 
reports, had much fewer reports rated as having insufficient information, and had higher 
percentages of unknowns. As in the previous breakdown, the percentage of UFOs again 
rose with case quality for both the military and civilian subcategories. 

In the summary table, best reports are those rated excellent and good; worst reports are 
doubtful” and poor. 

Comparison of IFOs to UFOs by characteristics 

A key study of BBSR was to statistically compare IFOs and UFOs by six characteristics: 
color, number of objects, shape, duration of observations, speed, and light brightness. If 
there were no significant differences, the two classes were probably the same, the UFOs 
then representing merely a failure to properly identify prosaic phenomena that could 
already account for the IFOs. On the other hand, if the differences were statistically 
significant, this would suggest IFOs and UFOs were indeed distinctly different 
phenomena. 

In the initial results, all characteristics except brightness tested significant at less or much 
less than 1% (brightness was greater than 5%). By removing "astronomical" sightings 
from the "knowns" and redoing the test, just two categories, number and speed, were 
significant at less than 1%, the remainder having results between 3% and 5%. This 
indicated that there was a statistically significant difference between the characteristics 
ascribed to UFOs and IFOs, but perhaps not as significant as the initial results suggested. 
For two characteristics, brightness and speed, the significance actually increased with the 
revised test. 



Allan Hendry study 

Like the Air Force, astronomer Allan Hendry found that only a small percentage of cases 
were hoaxes and that most sightings were actually honest misidentifications of prosaic 
phenomena. Hendry attributed most of these to inexperience or misperception. 

Out of 1,307 cases Hendry deemed 88.6% had clear prosaic explanations (IFOs) and only 
8.6% were unknowns (UFOs). Of the UFOs, Hendry reported that 7.1%, might still have 
a prosaic explanation while 1.5% (20 cases) had no possible plausible explanation and 
were completely unexplained. The remaining miscellaneous cases (2.8%) were “garbage” 
cases, where Hendry deemed the witnesses unreliable, the reports hopelessly 
contradictory, or lacking in sufficient information. 

Overall, in the three major categories, 42% of all cases had astronomical explanations, 
37% were aircraft, and 5% were balloons. A further breakdown allowed 77% to be 
readily explained by five main classes of objects: 29% were bright stars or planets, 19% 
were advertising planes, 15% were other aircraft, 9% were meteors and reentering space 
debris, and 5% were balloons of various types (mostly weather or advertising balloons 
but also a few prank balloons). 

Breakdown of cases 

Hendry also used a case classification system developed by his mentor Dr. J. Allen 
Hynek, who established CUFOS, where the study was carried out. In this summary table: 

• NL = “Nocturnal Lights”, lights seen in the sky at night. 
• DD = “Daylight Discs”, objects seen in daytime (but not necessarily disc in 

shape). 
• RV = “Radar/Visual” cases, objects observed by both witnesses and radar. 
• CE = “Close Encounter” cases. For convenience, CE cases listed below are 

combined totals of Hynek’s CE1, CE2, and CE3 cases, where:  
o CE1 cases were objects thought to be seen up close (within 500 feet). 
o CE2 had purported physical interactions with the environment (physical 

trace cases or electromagnetic interference). 
o CE3 cases were supposed to involve sightings of occupants. 

Category NL DD CE RV Total 
Cases Percent 

       

Astronomical       
bright stars or planets 360 2 16 2 380 29% 
meteors, re-entering man-made spacecraft 113 5 4 0 122 9% 
artificial satellites 24 0 0 0 24 2% 
moon 22 0 0 0 22 2% 



TOTAL (all cases) 519 7 22 2 550 42% 
       

Aircraft       
advertising planes 230 0 22 0 252 19% 
other aircraft 196 22 6 0 224 17% 
missile launches 9 0 1 0 10 0.7% 
TOTAL 435 22 29 0 486 37% 
       

balloons 23 35 2 3 63 5% 
birds 5 1 0 0 6 0.5% 
clouds, dust 10 2 0 0 12 0.9% 
light phenomena (mirage, moon dog, ground 
lights, searchlights, etc.) 9 1 4 0 14 1.1% 

other (kites, flares, reflections, windblown 
debris, etc.) 12 3 1 0 16 1.2% 

       

Total Identified       
Cases 1024 71 58 5 1158 88.6% 
Percent 78.3% 5.4% 4.4% .4% 88.6%  
       

Total Unidentified       
Cases 79 18 16 0 113 8.6% 
Percent 6% 1.4% 1.2% 0% 8.6%  
       

MISC (insufficient information, inconsistent 
accounts, unreliable witnesses)     36 2.8% 

       

Total all cases       
Cases 1103 89 74 5 1307 100% 
Percent 84.4% 6.8% 5.7% 0.4% 100%  

Common causes of misidentification and IFOs 

Both BBSR and Hendry found that three classes of objects or phenomena—astronomical, 
aircraft, or balloons—accounted for a large majority of identifiable UFO reports (referred 
to as IFOs), 86% and 83% in the two studies. For example, in Hendry’s study, bright stars 
and planets made up 29% of all cases while meteors (and to a much lesser extent, re-
entering space debris) made up 9%. Hovering aircraft such as helicopters or blimps, or 
aircraft that appear to be hovering, such as airplanes seen at night from the front with 



their headlights on as they approach for landing can often confuse witnesses, as can 
aircraft strobe lights. BBSR reported a much higher percentage of balloons than Hendry. 

Claims of misidentification are after-the-fact analyses, not direct observations, and are 
often misconstrued by skeptics and UFO advocates alike: They do not suggest that the 
experiences did not exist, but merely that they can be explained by prosaic causes. For 
instance, retrospective analyses of the Jimmy Carter UFO incident of 1969 connect the 
sighting with the known position of the planet Venus for that time, date, and location. 
Gordon Cooper, a strong advocate of the Extraterrestrial hypothesis, claimed to have 
been fooled by the planet Venus when he was a fighter pilot, thinking it a distant enemy 
plane, and the 1967 "flying cross" of Devon, England and the 1966 Portage County UFO 
Chase case have both been associated with astronomical sources. 

There are several natural and man-made objects that are commonly suggested as 
explanations for UFO sightings: 

Venus 
Venus is the brightest object in the sky (except for the sun, the moon and the 
International Space Station), and is often visible in the early evening and morning 
sky. Even experienced witnesses, especially when they are in unfamiliar 
surroundings or unusual atmospheric conditions, can fail to identify Venus 
correctly. However, the location of Venus is easily calculable, and professional 
astronomers report that many of the phone calls they receive from concerned 
citizens reporting the presence of a UFO are due to observations of the planet. 
Astronomer Phil Plait, in particular, has suggested that Venus is responsible for a 
majority of all UFO reports  

Meteors 
The brightest meteors known as bollides are long lasting fireballs that leave a trail 
in the sky which can be visible for up to an hour after passing. Such events are 
relatively rare but can be witnessed by a large area of the Earth since most events 
occur kilometers up in the atmosphere. Those witnessing such events who are not 
familiar with meteors can be easily fooled into thinking that the meteor is a UFO. 
Because meteors are not predictable with the same degree of accuracy as planets, 
stars, or man-made objects such as satellites, these occurrences are more difficult 
to prove in retrospect, though UFO sightings during meteor showers, or where 
there are astronomical reports of bollides, are likely to be explained as such. 

 



 

 
 

Lenticular clouds have been reported as UFOs due to their peculiar shape 

Misperception 

Light distortion from air turbulence can cause celestial bodies to move to a limited degree 
as can a visual perceptual effect called the autokinetic effect, caused by small, 
involuntary eye movements after staring at a star-like light against a black background 
without a frame of reference. To some observers, these may cause stars and planets to 
appear to start and stop, change direction, or dart around. Hendry and other UFO skeptics 
attribute complex patterns of apparent motion in UFO reports to the autokinetic effect, 
but this is disputed. 

Another type of misperceived motion sometimes occurs when people are driving in a 
vehicle. Witnesses may believe the “UFO” was following them even though the celestial 
body was actually stationary. Even police and other normally reliable witnesses can 
occasionally be fooled by sightings of bright stars and planets. 

In about 10% of Hendry’s cases caused by celestial bodies, witnesses greatly 
underestimated distances to the objects, giving distance estimates ranging from 200 feet 
to 125 miles (60 m to 200 km). 

According to Hendry, moving clouds may also sometimes confuse observers by creating 
induced motion. Hendry believes this occasionally makes observers also believe objects 
have suddenly disappeared or make a rapid departure. 



Fata Morgana 

 
 

Fata Morgana of distant islands distorts images beyond recognition 

Fata Morgana is a type of mirage responsible for some UFO sightings, by making objects 
located below the astronomical horizon appear to be hovering in the sky. It also magnifies 
images and makes them look unrecognizable. 

The UFOs seen on radar can also be due to Fata Morgana, since water vapor in the air 
can create radar mirages more readily than temperature inversions can create optical 
mirages. According to GEPAN/SEPRA, the official UFO investigation in France, 

As is well known, atmospheric ducting is the explanation for certain optical mirages, and 
in particular the arctic illusion called "fata morgana" where distant ocean or surface ice, 



which is essentially flat, appears to the viewer in the form of vertical columns and spires, 
or "castles in the air." 
People often assume that mirages occur only rarely. This may be true of optical mirages, 
but conditions for radar mirages are more common, due to the role played by water vapor 
which strongly affects the atmospheric refractivity in relation to radio waves. Since 
clouds are closely associated with high levels of water vapor, optical mirages due to 
water vapor are often rendered undetectable by the accompanying opaque cloud. On the 
other hand, radar propagation is essentially unaffected by the water droplets of the cloud 
so that changes in water vapor content with altitude are very effective in producing 
atmospheric ducting and radar mirages. 

Other misidentifications 

The BBSR and Hendry studies identified as rare causes for UFO reports based on 
misidentification, such objects and phenomena as birds, light phenomena (including 
mirages, moondogs, sundogs, auroras, ground lights such as street lights, and searchlights 
reflected off of clouds), and atmospheric phenomena such as clouds, dust and fog 
(including unusual cloud formations such as lenticular clouds, noctilucent clouds, 
rainbow effects, and high-altitude ice crystals). Other identified causes included kites, 
flares, reflections off windows, and windborn debris. 

Upper atmospheric lightning 

 
 

A sprite 



More recently, Professor Colin Price head of the Geophysics and Planetary Sciences 
Department at Tel Aviv University has commented that occurrences of upper-
atmospheric lightning such as sprites, elves and blue jets could account for some of the 
strange reports of UFO sightings. 

Astronomical object misidentification 

The frequent reporting of bright stars and planets as UFOs has caused at least one 
misidentification. In August 1965 the U.S. Air Force tried to explain widespread UFO 
sightings in the midwest as bright stars in or near the constellation Orion. However, 
Orion, a winter constellation, was still well below the horizon at the time, a fact quickly 
pointed out by some astronomers, and the Air Force was forced to make a hasty 
retraction. 



Chapter 3 

Black Triangle 

 

 

 
 

An artist's concept of a typical black triangle object 

"Black triangles" are a class of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) with certain common 
features which have reportedly been observed from the 1940s to the present. Reports of 
black triangles originally came from the United States and United Kingdom. 

Reports generally describe this class of UFOs as enormous, silent, black triangular crafts, 
hovering or slowly cruising at low altitudes over cities and highways, usually at night and 
making no attempt to evade detection. These crafts are often described as having 
"running lights", either bright white lights or pulsing colored lights that appear at each 
corner of the triangle. 

Declassified research (subject to a Freedom of Information request) from the UK 
Ministry of Defense suggests that "black triangle" class UFO sightings are caused by 
buoyant formations of high-energy plasma electricity, which emanate an unidentified 
energy field that refracts light, producing the appearance of a black polygonal shape with 
lights at the corners. 



They are often reported by witnesses to hover, or move very slowly. In some cases when 
passing overhead, witnesses reported the feeling of static electricity, and the sound of a 
low hum, like that of an electrical transformer. When reported, more often than not, 
military fighter jets have been scrambled to take a look at the object, as was the case with 
the famous Belgium Triangle incident. Some people believe they are the product of the 
USA's Black-Budget projects, possibly the TR-3B black triangle, rumoured to be part of 
the Aurora program. . Others believe they are of actual Extra-Terrestrial origin. 

UK Ministry of Defense Report Findings 

The UK Ministry of Defense report UAP in the UK Air Defence Region, code named 
Project Condign and released to the public in 2006, draws several conclusions as to the 
origin of "Black Triangle" UFO sightings. Their researchers conclude that "Black 
Triangle" UFOs are formations of electrical plasma, the interaction of which creates 
mysterious energy fields that both refract light and produce hallucinations in witnesses 
that are in close proximity. 

The report states: "Occasionally and perhaps exceptionally, it seems that a field with, as 
yet, undetermined characteristics, can exist between certain charged buoyant objects in 
loose formation, such that, depending on the viewing aspect, the intervening space 
between them forms an area (viewed as a shape, often triangular) from which the 
reflection of light does not occur. This is a key finding in the attribution of what have 
frequently been reported as black 'craft,' often triangular and even up to hundreds of feet 
in length." These plasma formations also have the effect through "magnetic, electric or 
electromagnetic (or even unknown field), appears to emanate from some of the buoyant 
charged masses. Local fields of this type have been medically proven to cause responses 
in the temporal lobes of the human brain. These result in the observer sustaining his or 
her own vivid, but mainly incorrect, description of what is experienced. This is suggested 
to be a key factor in influencing the more extreme reports found in the media and are 
clearly believed by the 'victims.' 

Reported sightings 

Triangular-shaped UFOs have been reported since the 1940s. Accounts of flying 
triangles, wedges, or boomerangs have increased dramatically since the 1990s. 

On March 30, 1993 multiple witnesses across south-west and west England saw a large 
black triangle at low speeds. Analysis of the sightings by Nick Pope concluded that the 
object moved in a north-easterly course from Cornwall to Shropshire over a period of 
approximately 6 hours. 

The sightings report clearly visible objects over densely populated areas and highways, 
mostly in the United States and Britain, but other parts of the world as well. A geographic 
distribution of U.S. sightings has been correlated by a currently inactive American-based 
investigative organization, the National Institute for Discovery Science, which led to a 
July 2002 report which suggested that the craft may belong to the U.S. Air Force; 



however, a subsequent report in August 2004 by the same organization (NIDS) found that 
the rash of sightings did not conform to previous deployment of black project aircraft and 
that the objects' origins and agendas were unknown. 

Rendlesham Forest incident 

A pyramid-shaped craft was reported to have landed near an American air base at 
Rendlesham Forest in Suffolk, England on December 27, 1980. Military personnel 
reported having approached at least one landed craft in the forest and observed it in great 
detail before it once again took flight. Another craft was observed landing in an open 
field near the base and then taking off at incredible speed. Between 2002 and 2005, 
reporter Bryant Gumbel hosted a series of exclusive SciFi Channel documentaries, one of 
which, entitled UFO Invasion at Rendlesham, focused on this incident. Gumbel 
interviewed some of the men involved with the sighting, and the documentary toured 
some of the scenes, attempting to gather evidence that something landed in the forest. 
The History Channel also aired an episode of UFO Files on the incident, calling it 
"Britain's Roswell". 

Belgian Air Force report 

 
 
A picture purported to have been taken during the Belgian UFO wave, but which did not 
show up until thirteen years later. 

On March 30, 1990, citizens of the city of Brussels spotted what appeared to be a large 
black triangular craft (The TR-3B top secret aerospace platform, rumoured to be part of 



the Aurora program seems to fit the description) hovering silently over the city for 
several minutes. Local police officials arrived on the scene and reported observing the 
object as it appeared to hover over apartment buildings. One officer reported that the 
object released a red glowing disk of light from its center which flew down to the ground 
and darted around several buildings before disappearing. 

Phoenix Lights incident 

One of the more famous appearances of these craft was during the event known as the 
"Phoenix Lights", where multiple unidentified objects, many of them black triangles, 
were spotted by the residents of Phoenix, Arizona and videotaped by both the local media 
and residents with camcorders across multiple evenings beginning on Thursday, March 
13, 1997. Some lights drifted as low as 1000 feet and moved far too slowly for 
conventional aircraft and too silently for helicopters. Some of the lights appeared to 
group up in a giant "V" formation that lingered above the city for several minutes. Many 
residents reported one triangle to be over a mile wide that drifted slowly over their houses 
blocking out the stars of the night sky. Other reports indicated the craft were spotted 
flying away from Phoenix as far away as Las Vegas, Nevada and Los Angeles, 
California. 

An official report made by the Air Force about the incident concluded that the military 
had been testing flares launched from conventional aircraft during that time. 
Eyewitnesses confirmed military jets were scrambled from nearby Luke Air Force Base, 
but instead of launching flares, they were seen chasing after some of the objects. 

The next few nights, in an attempt to recreate the incident, local pilots flew prop-planes 
over the city in a "V" formation, but the sounds of their engines were easily heard. The 
original lights made no sound. Flares were also deployed above Phoenix. Comparison of 
the video taken of the lights (which appeared at night) against daytime images of the 
same scene show that the lights "disappear" at the exact moment they are shown to fall 
behind a mountain range. The mountains were invisible against the night sky. There were 
apparently no reported radar sightings of the objects which appears to be consistent with 
the flare theory. 

Common explanations 

Black triangles are the subject of much speculation in the ufology community and various 
conspiracy theories, as well as more skeptical hypotheses. Common explanations include 
the following: 

• craft of extraterrestrial origin 
• top-secret craft containing suppressed or reverse-engineered anti-gravity 

technology ie: Triangle nuclear powered aerospace platform, knows as the TR-
3B. 

• the Aurora, an alleged hypersonic spy plane 
• misidentifications of one or more conventional aircraft 



• psychological phenomenon, such as the availability of previous reports 
influencing suggestible witnesses 

• B-2 Spirit stealth bomber or F-117 Nighthawk stealth fighter 
• satellites passing overhead, whose points make what appear to be a black triangle 

in the sky 



Chapter 4 

Flying Saucer 

 

 

  
 

An alleged flying saucer seen over Passaic, New Jersey in 1952 

A flying saucer (also referred to as a flying disc) is a type of unidentified flying object 
(UFO) with a disc- or saucer-shaped body, usually described as silver or metallic, 
occasionally reported as covered with running lights or surrounded with a glowing light, 
hovering or moving rapidly either alone or in tight formations with other similar craft, 
and exhibiting high maneuverability. 



Although disc-shaped flying objects have been interpreted as recorded occasionally since 
the Middle Ages, the first highly publicized sighting by Kenneth Arnold on June 24, 
1947, resulted in the creation of the term by U.S. newspapers. Although Arnold never 
specifically used the term "flying saucer", he was quoted at the time saying the shape of 
the objects he saw was like a "saucer", "disc", or "pie-plate", and several years later 
added he had also said "the objects moved like saucers skipping across the water." (The 
Arnold article has a selection of newspaper quotes.) Both the terms flying saucer and 
flying disc were used commonly and interchangeably in the media until the early 1950s. 

Arnold's sighting was followed by thousands of similar sightings across the world. Such 
sightings were once very common, to such an extent that "flying saucer" was a synonym 
for UFO through the 1960s before it began to fall out of favor. However, the term is still 
often used generically for any UFO. 

More recently, the flying saucer has been largely supplanted by other alleged UFO-
related vehicles, such as the black triangle. The term UFO was, in fact, invented in 1952, 
to try to reflect the wider diversity of shapes being seen. However, unknown saucer-like 
objects are still reported, such as in the widely-publicized 2006 sighting over Chicago-
O'Hare airport. 

Many of the alleged flying saucer photographs of the era are now believed to be hoaxes. 
The flying saucer is now considered largely an icon of the 1950s and of B-movies in 
particular, and is a popular subject in comic science fiction. 



Sightings 
 

  
 
News notice printed in Nuremberg, describing the 4th April 1561 Nuremberg mass 
sighting. Discs and spheres were said to emerge from large cylinders. From Wickiana 
collection in Zurich. 
 



  
 
"The Baptism of Christ", 1710, by Aert de Gelder; flying saucer shooting down beams or 
religious symbolism? 

A manuscript illustration of the 10th-century Japanese narrative, The Tale of the Bamboo 
Cutter, depicts a round flying machine similar to a flying saucer. 

Perhaps the oldest recording of a saucer-shaped object is from 1290, when a silver disc 
was reported flying over a village in Yorkshire. Disc-like flying objects were 
occasionally reported throughout the millennium. For example, in a mass sighting over 
Nuremberg in 1561, discs and spheres were reported emerging from large cylinders. 
(woodcut at left) They also frequently show up in religious artwork, though it is usually 
ambiguous as to whether the artists were trying to depict something that had been seen or 
whether there was obscure religious symbolism involved. In particular, artwork of the 



Annunciation of Mary frequently shows a narrow beam of light descending from a 
saucer-like object. (examples at right and lower left) 

However, perhaps the first well-documented instance to specifically compare the objects 
to saucers, and the first to be widely reported, was the Kenneth Arnold sighting on June 
24, 1947, while Arnold was flying near Mount Rainier. He reported seeing 9 brightly-
reflecting vehicles, one shaped like a crescent but the others more disc- or saucer-shaped, 
flying in an echelon formation, weaving like the tail of a kite, flipping and flashing in the 
sun, and traveling with a speed of at least 1,200 miles per hour (1,900 km/h). In addition 
to the saucer or disc shape (Arnold also used the terms "pie plate" and half-moon 
shaped), he also later said he described the motion of the craft as "like a saucer if you 
skip it across water", leading to the term "flying saucer" and also "flying disc" (which 
were synonymous for a number of years). 

  
 
14th Century woodcut of the Annunciation of Mary. Annunciation artwork often depicts 
a narrow beam descending from saucer-like objects. 



Immediately following the report, hundreds of sightings of usually saucer-like objects 
were reported across the United States and also in some other countries. The most widely 
publicized of these was the sighting by a United Airlines crew on July 4 of nine more 
disc-like objects pacing their plane over Idaho, not far from Arnold's initial sighting. On 
July 8, the Army Air Force base at Roswell, New Mexico issued a press release saying 
that they had recovered a "flying disc" from a nearby ranch (the so-called Roswell UFO 
incident, which was front-page news until the military issued a retraction saying that it 
was a weather balloon. 

On July 9, the Army Air Force Directorate of Intelligence, assisted by the FBI, began a 
secret study of the best of the flying saucer reports, including Arnold's and the United 
Airlines' crew. Three weeks later they issued an intelligence estimate describing the 
typical characteristics reported (including that they were often reported as disc-like and 
metallic) and concluded that something was really flying around. A follow-up 
investigation by the Air Materiel Command at Wright Field, Ohio arrived at the same 
conclusion. A widespread official government study of the saucers was urged by General 
Nathan Twining. This led to the formation of Project Sign (also known as Project Saucer) 
at the end of 1947, the first public Air Force UFO study. This evolved into Project 
Grudge (1949–1951) and then Project Blue Book (1952–1970). 

The term "flying saucer" quickly became deeply ingrained in the English vernacular. A 
Gallup poll from August 1947 found that 90% had heard about the mysterious flying 
saucers or flying discs, and a 1950 Gallup poll found that 94% of those polled had heard 
the term, easily beating out all other mentioned commonly used terms in the news such as 
"Cold War", "universal military training," and "bookie." 

Air Force statistics indicated that the basic saucer-shape continued to be the most 
commonly reported one through the 1950s and 1960s until Project Blue Book ended in 
1970. There have been some claims, still undocumented by scientific study, that reports 
of saucers began to decline in the 1970s, being supplanted by other craft such as black 
triangles, cylinders, and amorphous shapes. It has also been asserted that despite the 
increase in portable cameras, photographs dwindled as Cold War and Space Race interest 
decreased and a number of notable images were exposed as fakes. 



Explanations 

 
 
A lenticular cloud. Studies show such clouds account for less than 1% of flying saucer 
reports. 

In addition to the extraterrestrial hypothesis, a variety of possible explanations for flying 
saucers have been put forward. One of the most common states that most photos of 
saucers were hoaxes; cylindrical metal objects such as pie tins, hubcaps and dustbin lids 
were easy to obtain, and the poor focus seen in UFO images makes the true scale of the 
object difficult to ascertain. However, some photos and movies were deemed authentic 
after intensive study. An example was the saucer-like object photographed by farmer 
Paul Trent near Portland, Oregon in 1950, which passed all tests when studied by the 
Condon Committee in the 1960s. 

Another theory states that most are natural phenomena such as lenticular clouds and 
balloons, which appear disc-like in some lighting conditions. 

A third theory puts all saucer sightings down to a form of mass hysteria. Arnold 
described the craft he saw as saucer-like but not perfectly round (he described them as 
thin, flat, rounded in front but chopped in back and coming to a point), but the image of 
the circular saucer was fixed in the public consciousness. The theory posits that as the use 
of the term flying saucer in popular culture decreased, so too did sightings. 

However, one Air Force commissioned study contradicted some of these contentions. A 
scientific and statistical analysis of 3200 Air Force cases by the Battelle Memorial 
Institute from 1952-1954 found that most were indeed due to natural phenomena. But 
only about 2% were due to hoaxes or psychological effects and only .4% were thought 
due to clouds. Other very minor contributors to the identifieds were birds, light 



phenomena such as mirages or searchlights, and various miscellany such as flares or 
kites. The vast majority of identified objects (about 84%) were explained as balloons, 
aircraft, or astronomical objects. However, about 22% of all sightings still defied any 
plausible explanation by the team of scientists. The percent of unidentifieds rose to 33% 
for the best witnesses and cases. Thus when carefully studied, a very substantial fraction 
of reports (given the available data) cannot be easily explained away as being caused by 
mundane phenomena. Other scientific studies have come to similar conclusions.   

Fata Morgana (mirages) and flying saucers 

 
 

Fata Morgana of distant islands distorted images beyond recognition 

Fata Morgana, a type of mirage, might be responsible for some flying saucers sightings, 
by displaying objects located below the astronomical horizon hovering in the sky. It 
might also magnify these objects and make them look absolutely unrecognizable. 



Similarly some unidentifieds seen on radar might also be due to Fata Morgana-type 
atmospheric phenomena, though more technically known as "anomalous propagation" 
and more commonly as "radar ghosts". Official UFO investigations in France indicates: 

As is well known, atmospheric ducting is the explanation for certain optical mirages, and 
in particular the arctic illusion called "fata morgana" where distant ocean or surface ice, 
which is essentially flat, appears to the viewer in the form of vertical columns and spires, 
or "castles in the air." 
People often assume that mirages occur only rarely. This may be true of optical mirages, 
but conditions for radar mirages are more common, due to the role played by water vapor 
which strongly affects the atmospheric refractivity in relation to radio waves. Since 
clouds are closely associated with high levels of water vapor, optical mirages due to 
water vapor are often rendered undetectable by the accompanying opaque cloud. On the 
other hand, radar propagation is essentially unaffected by the water droplets of the cloud 
so that changes in water vapor content with altitude are very effective in producing 
atmospheric ducting and radar mirages. 

Fata Morgana was named as a hypothesis for the mysterious Australian phenomenon Min 
Min light 

Earth-based examples 

 
 

The Avrocar, a one-man flying saucer style aircraft 



The first documented patent for a lenticular flying machine was submitted by Romanian 
inventor Henri Coanda. He made a functional small scale model which was flown in 
1932 and a patent was granted in 1935  At a Symposionum organized by the Romanian 
Academy in 1967 Coanda said: 

"These airplanes we have today are no more than a perfection of a toy made of paper 
children use to play with. My opinion is we should search for a completely different 
flying machine, based on other flying principles. I consider the aircraft of the future, that 
which will take off vertically, fly as usual and land vertically. This flying machine should 
have no parts in movement. The idea came from the huge power of the cyclons" [sic] 

Other attempts have been made, with limited success, to produce manned vehicles based 
on the flying saucer design. While some, such as the Avrocar and M200G Volantor have 
been produced in limited numbers, most fail to leave the drawing board. The Avrocar, 
with vertical takeoff and landing, was originally intended to replace both the Jeep and the 
helicopter in combat situations, but proved to be inadequate for both. In spite of a 
powerful turbojet, it could not rise more than 4 or 5 feet off the ground, i.e., out of ground 
effect. Thus, the Avrocar could be seen as a prototype for the early generations of 
hovercraft, lacking only a 'skirt' to make it a truly effective example of the type. 
Unmanned saucers have had more success; the Sikorsky Cypher is a saucer-like UAV 
which uses the disc-shaped shroud to protect rotor blades. 

  
 

The British Rail flying saucer, a proposed saucer-like spacecraft 



Some more advanced flying saucers capable of spaceflight have been proposed, often as 
black projects by aeronautics companies. The Lenticular Reentry Vehicle was a secret 
project run by Convair for a saucer device which could carry both astronauts and nuclear 
weapons into orbit; the nuclear powered system was planned in depth, but is not believed 
to have ever flown. More exotically, British Rail worked on plans for the British Rail 
"Space Vehicle" a proposed, saucer-shaped craft based on so far undiscovered 
technologies such as nuclear fusion and superconductivity, which was supposed to have 
been able to transport multiple passenger between planets, but never went beyond the 
patent stage. 

There is at least one design that received a US patent in 2005: U.S. Patent 6,960,975 It 
claims to be "propelled by the pressure of inflationary vacuum state". 

Additionally, a professor at the University of Florida has begun work on a Wingless 
Electromagnetic Air Vehicle (WEAV) for NASA which has received public interest 
because of its coincidental resemblance to a flying saucer. 

Military uses 

In the last decade, plasma induction technologies have led to the advance of propulsion 
and energy systems, operators such as the USAF and NASA have taken an interest in 
utilizing this tech for the purpose of building flying saucers. 



Chapter 5 

Green Fireballs 

 

 
Green fireballs 

Terminology 
Definition Green fireballs and/or the Cold War 

Signature Green fireballs sighted in the sky from 
1948 onwards 

Status Various hypotheses 

Green fireballs are a type of unidentified flying object which have been sighted in the 
sky since the late 1940s. Early sightings primarily occurred in the southwestern United 
States, particularly in New Mexico. They were once of notable concern to the US 
government because they were often clustered around sensitive research and military 
installations, such as Los Alamos and Sandia National Laboratory, then Sandia base. 
Furthermore, the strange green balls of light appeared suddenly and were reported many 
times per month near such New Mexico installations, but hardly anywhere else. 

Meteor expert Dr. Lincoln LaPaz headed much of the investigation into the fireballs on 
behalf of the military. LaPaz's conclusion was that the objects displayed too many 
anomalous characteristics to be a type of meteor and instead were artificial, perhaps 
secret Russian spy devices. The green fireballs were seen by many people of high repute 
including LaPaz, distinguished Los Alamos scientists, Kirkland AFB intelligence officers 
and Air Command Defense personnel. A February 1949 Los Alamos conference attended 
by aforementioned sighters, Project Sign, world renowned upper atmosphere physicist 
Dr. Joseph Kaplan, H-bomb scientist Dr. Edward Teller, other scientists and military 
brass concluded, though far from unanimity, that green fireballs were natural phenomena. 
To the conference attendees, only the green fire ball source was unknown, their existence 
was unquestioned.. Secret conferences were convened at Los Alamos to study the 
phenomenon and in Washington by the U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory Board. 

In December 1949 Project Twinkle, a network of green fireball observation and 
photographic stations, was established but never fully implemented. It was discontinued 
two years later, with the official conclusion that the phenomenon was probably natural in 
origin. 



Green fireballs have been given natural, man-made, and extraterrestrial origins and have 
become associated with both the Cold War and ufology. Because of the extensive 
government paper trail on the phenomenon, many ufologists consider the green fireballs 
to be among the best documented examples of unidentified flying objects (UFOs). 

Early green fireballs 

Some early reports came from late November 1948, but were at first dismissed as 
military green flares. Then on the night of December 5, 1948, two separate plane crews, 
one military [Air Force C-47, Captain Goede, 9:27 p.m., 10 miles (16 km) east of 
Albuquerque] and one civilian [DC-3, Pioneer Flight 63, 9:35 p.m., east of Las Vegas, 
New Mexico], each asserted that they had seen a "green ball of fire"; the C-47 crew had 
seen an identical object 22 minutes before near Las Vegas. The military crew described 
the light as like a huge green meteor except it arched upwards and then flat instead of 
downwards The civilian crew described the light as having a trajectory too low and flat 
for a meteor, at first abreast and ahead of them but then appearing to come straight at 
them on a collision course, forcing the pilot to swerve the plane at which time the object 
appeared full moon size 

In addition, on the same night, a dozen green fireballs were seen traveling generally north 
to south between 7:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. by security guards at military installations in 
the vicinity of Albuquerque and Las Vegas, New Mexico. The sightings near 
Albuquerque were at Sandia base, a highly sensitive installation where atomic bombs 
were assembled near Kirtland Air Force Base. The next night, a similar green light was 
again spotted for a few seconds over Sandia base. 

The following day, the U.S. Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI) at 
Kirtland AFB began an official inquiry, fearing the fireballs might be related to espionage 
and sabotage. 

Two AFOSI investigators — both of whom were experienced pilots themselves — 
witnessed a green fireball while flying an aircraft the evening of December 8. They said it 
was about 2,000 feet (610 m) above their craft, roughly resembling the green flares 
commonly used by the Air Force, though "much more intense" and apparently 
"considerably brighter." The light seemed to burst into full brilliance almost 
instantaneously. Their report stated that the light was "definitely larger and more brilliant 
than a shooting star, meteor or flare." The light lasted only a few seconds, moving 
"almost flat and parallel to the earth". The light's "trajectory then dropped off rapidly" 
leaving "a trail of fragments reddish orange in color" which then fell towards the ground. 

The next day, AFOSI consulted Dr. Lincoln LaPaz, an astronomer from the University of 
New Mexico and a world renowned meteor expert who had previously worked on top-
secret military projects. LaPaz himself saw a "green fireball" on December 12, which was 
also seen at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, enabling LaPaz to determine the 
trajectory using triangulation. From this LaPaz discovered that the center of the trajectory 
was straight over Los Alamos. 



In a classified letter to the Air Force on December 20, LaPaz wrote that the object moved 
far too slowly to have been a meteor and left no "trail of sparks or dust cloud" as would 
be typical of meteors flying at low altitudes. Other anomalous characteristics were the 
intense lime-green color (completely unlike the Geminids meteor shower being observed 
at the same time), low altitude of only 8–10 miles yet exhibiting no sound, flat rather than 
arced trajectory, and turning on and off like a light switch. Later, he was to add that the 
sightings were confined almost entirely to northern New Mexico, and no fragments were 
ever found despite extensive searches using triangulation techniques that had previously 
been successful in locating meteor fragments. 

LaPaz suggested that security patrols at Los Alamos should attempt to photograph the 
green fireballs. However, the duration of the fireballs was so brief (1–5 seconds) and the 
onset so unexpected that photography was unsuccessful. Other green fireball sightings 
occurred over Los Alamos on December 11, 13, 14, 20, 28, and January 6, 1949, raising 
the level of concern of security and military intelligence. The green fireball on December 
20 was most remarkable in that it was seen to change direction, quite impossible for a 
meteor. Two security guards saw it first descending at a 45-degree angle, then leveling 
off at an altitude of about two miles (3 km). Even though at most only a few miles 
distant, no sound was heard, just as with the other green fireballs. 

On January 13, 1949, the following message was sent to the Director of Army 
Intelligence from Fourth Army Headquarters in Texas: "Agencies in New Mexico are 
greatly concerned . . .Some foreign power [may be] making 'sensing shots' with some 
super-stratosphere device designed to be self-disintegrating . . . The phenomena [may be] 
the result of radiological warfare experiments by a foreign power . . . the rays may be 
lethal or might be . . . the cause of the plane crashes that have occurred recently . . . These 
incidents are of such great importance, especially as they are occurring in the vicinity of 
sensitive installations, that a scientific board [should] be sent . . . to study the situation." 

On January 30 the brightest and most widely seen green fireball sighting occurred near 
Roswell, New Mexico. The next day, the FBI was informed by Army and Air Force 
intelligence that flying saucers and the fireballs were classified top secret. LaPaz 
interviewed hundreds of witnesses, with help from the FBI and military intelligence, and 
again tried to recover fragments by triangulating a trajectory, but was again unsuccessful. 

After his own sighting and interviewing numerous witnesses, LaPaz had concluded that 
"green fireballs" were an artificial phenomenon. On February 8 he met with Dr. Joseph 
Kaplan, a UCLA geophysicist and member of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board. 
Kaplan, himself a meteor expert, agreed they could not be conventional meteorite falls 
and informed LaPaz that he knew of no secret military projects that could explain the 
fireballs. He found LaPaz's data on the fireballs unsettling and felt an investigation was 
needed in the name of national security. 

LaPaz's informal scientific study for the Air Force quickly became formal, being called 
the "Conference on Aerial Phenomena", convening at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
in mid-February to review the data. The assembled people—both military personnel and 



civilian scientists—were informed by LaPaz that the fireballs were not the result of any 
secret military project, according to Dr. Kaplan. LaPaz reiterated that he was absolutely 
convinced the green fireballs were not conventional fireballs or meteorites. Dr. Edward 
Teller felt they could not be material objects because they made no sound and suggested 
they might be some unknown atmospheric electrical phenomena. In any event, he thought 
they could not be foreign probes of some kind. 

The scientists felt that a network of instrument stations should be established to 
photograph and analyze the fireballs. Despite the recommendation and the continuation 
of the green fireballs at a rate of about half a dozen a month, LaPaz and AFOSI oddly 
encountered both resistance and apathy from Air Force authorities responsible for setting 
up such a network. 

By April 1949 similar sights were reported over a nuclear-weapons storage facility at 
Fort Hood in Texas. The intrusions were deemed so serious that, unlike the Air Force, the 
Army quickly set up an observation network. Sightings continued through August, the 
most spectacular being on June 6 when a hovering orange light, 30 to 70 feet (21 m) 
across and a mile in the air, was spotted. Finally, it started moving in level flight and then 
burst into small particles. 

On July 24 a green fireball was observed falling close to Socorro, New Mexico. Dust 
samples were collected at the School of Mines there and were found to contain large 
particles of copper. LaPaz found this highly significant, since copper burns with the same 
yellow-green color characteristic of the green fireballs. He also noted that if the copper 
particles came from the green fireballs, then they could not be conventional meteorites, 
since copper was never found in dust of meteoric origin. LaPaz suggested that further air 
and ground samples be taken in areas where the fireballs were seen. 

At the same time, AFOSI informed LaPaz on investigations of "anomalous luminous 
phenomena" between early June and early August. Many of the green fireballs were now 
descending on vertical paths, whereas initially they almost always traveled horizontally. 

Another Los Alamos conference convened on October 14. No one disputed the reality of 
the phenomena and nobody could explain it. Among the puzzles were the sudden onset 
and the high concentration of sightings in New Mexico, quite unlike natural phenomena. 
Despite this, it was decided the fireballs were probably atmospheric in origin. 
Instrumented observations—photographic, triangulation, and spectroscopic—were 
deemed essential to solving the mystery. 

On November 3 Dr. Kaplan brought the plan to the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board 
at the Pentagon. Kaplan by this time had decided the fireballs might be a new type of rare 
meteor. Nonetheless, most of the scientists remained puzzled by the brightness, 
trajectories, and absence of sound. Seeming to contradict his meteor hypothesis, Kaplan 
also said, "This high selectivity of direction seems to indicate that some group was trying 
to pinpoint Los Alamos with a new sort of weapon." Concerns were expressed about the 
possibility of panic and the need for continued secrecy. 



Project Twinkle 

Finally, on December 20 after nearly a year of foot-dragging, the instrument observation 
program was approved and Project Twinkle was born. The first instrument post 
(consisting of two officers) was established at Holloman Air Force Base in February 
1950. Only one other instrument post was ever set up. LaPaz criticized Project Twinkle 
as inadequate, arguing the green fireballs were worthy of "intensive, systematic 
investigation". Twinkle did manage to record a few events, but the data collected were 
said to be incomplete in the final Twinkle report. Besides, it was stated, no funding had 
been provided for follow-up data analysis. In addition, the fireball activity near the 
observation posts seemed to virtually disappear, as noted in a report from September: "It 
may be considered significant that fireballs have ceased abruptly as soon as a systematic 
watch was set up." 

Over the objections of LaPaz and others, the final report on Project Twinkle concluded 
the green lights were probably a natural event, maybe sunspot activity or an unusual 
concentration of meteors. The report stated, "There has been no indication that even the 
somewhat strange observations often called 'Green Fireballs' are anything but natural 
phenomena." Twinkle was discontinued in December 1951. 

Despite efforts of the final Twinkle report to downplay the fireballs and other studied 
UFO phenomena as natural, a follow-up report in February 1952 from the USAF 
Directorate of Intelligence disagreed: 

"The Scientific Advisory Board Secretariat has suggested that this project not be 
declassified for a variety of reasons, chief among which is that no scientific explanation 
for any of the fireballs and other phenomena was revealed by the report and that some 
reputable scientists still believe that the observed phenomena are man-made." 

It was also stated that some of the scientists continued to believe they were Russian spy 
devices. Besides LaPaz, this included Dr. Anthony Mirarchi, the first director of Project 
Twinkle. 

The following month, another letter from the Directorate of Intelligence to the Research 
Division of the Directorate of Research and Development again stated that the report 
should not be publicly released, since no real solution had been provided: 

"It is believed that a release of the information to the public in its present 
condition would cause undue speculation and give rise to unwarranted fears 
among the populace such as occurred in previous releases on unidentified flying 
objects. This results from releases when there has been no real solution." 

Opinions of Los Alamos scientists 

Edward J. Ruppelt, director of the USAF Project Blue Book UFO study, stated he visited 
the Los Alamos National Laboratory in early 1952 and spoke to various scientists and 



technicians there, all of whom had experienced green fireball sightings. None of them 
believed they had a conventional explanation, such as a new natural phenomenon, secret 
government project, or psychologically enlarged meteors. Instead, the scientists 
speculated that they were extraterrestrial probes "projected into our atmosphere from a 
'spaceship' hovering several hundred miles above the earth." Ruppelt commented, "Two 
years ago I would have been amazed to hear a group of reputable scientists make such a 
startling statement. Now, however, I took it as a matter of course. I'd heard the same type 
of statement many times before from equally qualified groups." 

However, such opinions were apparently not unanimous. Immediately afterward, Ruppelt 
said he visited LaPaz in Albuquerque. Ruppelt reported that "LaPaz said that some 
people, including Dr. Joseph Kaplan and Dr. Edward Teller, thought that the green 
fireballs were natural meteors. But he didn't think so." LaPaz then reiterated the various 
anomalous characteristics which led him to believe the fireballs were artificial. Ruppelt 
also mentioned that he had previously met with Kaplan earlier in Los Angeles, and 
although Kaplan respected LaPaz professionally, he was not convinced that the fireballs 
were man-made. 

Ruppelt further mentioned that he discussed the issue with some of the people who had 
been at the Los Alamos meeting in February 1949, but did not provide any names. 
"People who were at that meeting have told me that Dr. LaPaz's theory was very 
interesting and that each point was carefully considered. But evidently it wasn't 
conclusive enough because when the conference broke up, after two days, it was decided 
that the green fireballs were a natural phenomenon of some kind." However, despite what 
Ruppelt may have been told and then reported in his book, there is nothing in the actual 
transcript of the conference that indicates that such a group decision was ever reached. 
Instead, opinions remained divided, much puzzlement was expressed, and further 
research was recommended to help resolve the issue. 

Astronomer sightings of green fireballs 

Other astronomers besides LaPaz known to have sighted green fireballs in New Mexico 
during this period were Clyde Tombaugh, who in 1956 said he had seen three, and Dr. 
Donald Menzel, who sighted one in May 1949 near Alamogordo. In a letter to the Air 
Force Scientific Advisory Board, Menzel admitted the phenomenon must be real and 
expressed puzzlement, wondering why the fireballs should be so confined to New 
Mexico if they were natural phenomena. Menzel eventually became a famous UFO 
debunker, and in two of his books stated he was never puzzled by his sighting, instantly 
identifying the object as an ordinary meteor fireball. 

Green fireballs after Project Twinkle 

Despite the discontinuation of Project Twinkle, green fireballs were still occasionally 
sighted and LaPaz continued to comment. In early November, 1951, a month before the 
official termination of Twinkle, a huge flurry of green fireball sightings occurred in the 
Southwest and other states. LaPaz was widely quoted saying that such a concentration of 



fireballs was unprecedented in history, and he didn't believe they were a natural 
phenomenon. (more details below in Atomic testing and fallout theory) In April 1952 the 
green fireballs and Project Twinkle were written up in a famous Life magazine article 
titled "Have We Visitors From Space?" A recent green fireball incident over Arizona 
from November 1951 was mentioned. LaPaz again repeated why the fireballs could not 
be ordinary meteors. The article also described LaPaz's UFO sighting near Roswell, New 
Mexico, on July 10, 1947, about the same time as the famous Roswell UFO incident. 
LaPaz, however, remained anonymous. Also described was a 1949 UFO sighting by 
astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto (Life magazine article). 

In January 1953 LaPaz was quoted in newspaper articles saying the green fireballs were 
artificial devices and might be a Soviet missile scouting the U.S. and other parts of the 
world. According to Ruppelt, the green fireballs reappeared in September 1954. One the 
size of a full moon was seen streaking southeast across Colorado, lighting up Denver, and 
into northern New Mexico. It was seen by thousands at a football stadium in Santa Fe. 
LaPaz was called back in to investigate, but told a reporter that he did not expect to find 
anything. From April 3 to 9, 1955, five green fireballs were reported in New Mexico and 
two in northern California. At least three were reported within minutes of one another 
midmorning of April 5. LaPaz stated, "This is a record . . . I'm sure the yellow-green 
fireballs aren't ordinary meteorite falls. I've been observing the skies since 1914, and I've 
never seen any meteoritic fireballs like them." In a visit by astronomer Dr. J. Allen 
Hynek in March 1965, LaPaz told Hynek that one had been reported as recently as the 
previous Christmas (Steiger, p. 132). 

Meteor Spooks Southern U.S. Birds aren’t the only things dropping from the sky these 
days: A huge emerald fireball in the sky spooked people who saw it in the Southern U.S., 
with sightings reported from Oklahoma, to the Florida panhandle. It turns out that it was 
a meteor strike, which hit somewhere near Poteau Mountain in Oklahoma. It burned 
green briefly, which likely means it contained copper. 

Atomic testing and fallout theory 

A recent theory of the green fireballs was introduced in Robert Hastings' 2008 book 
UFOs and Nukes. Although it had been a concern from the beginning to military 
intelligence that the sightings seemed concentrated near sensitive nuclear facilities such 
as Los Alamos and Kirtland AFB, researcher Dan Wilson discovered that later heavy 
concentrations of sightings might also be correlated with atomic tests that began in 
Nevada in January 1951. In particular, green fireball sightings, and other reported UFO 
sightings, seemed to follow the drift of the fallout clouds as winds carried them into other 
states. 

Hastings cites a number of examples from Wilson's research. Perhaps the most graphic 
example occurred during the "Buster series" of atomic tests on November 1 and 5, 1951, 
which were accompanied by so many reported green fireball sightings in states affected 
by fallout, that even the New York Times carried a story on November 9, "Southwest's 7 
Fireballs in 11 Days Called 'Without Parallel in History'." Dr. LaPaz was widely quoted 



saying, "There has never been a rate of meteorite fall in history that has been one-fifth as 
high as the present fall. If that rate should continue, I would suspect the phenonenom is 
not natural... [they] don't behave like ordinary meteorites at all." 

Initially the green fireballs were reported in Arizona and New Mexico as the fallout 
clouds left Nevada, but as the clouds spread out and drifted further east, south, and north, 
green fireball sightings then followed in Texas, northern Mexico, Iowa, Kansas, Indiana, 
Michigan, and New York. Portions of the fallout also drifted west into the Los Angeles 
area on November 7, followed the next day by a green fireball sighting there. 

Time magazine also took note on November 19, in a somewhat satirical article titled 
"Great Balls of Fire." In the article, they lightheartedly speculated that the green fireballs 
were connected to the atomic testing. 

Summarizing the rash of fireball sightings in November 1951, Wilson commented, 
"Some researchers imply that the radioactivity itself was producing the green fireballs, 
possibly as an electrostatic effect. Dr. Lincoln La Paz thought otherwise. He said that the 
green fireballs move too regularly and had been sighted earlier, on a number of 
occasions, at the Los Alamos and Sandia atomic labs, where no measurable radiation was 
released, as well as at Killeen Base, in Texas, where the weapons were simply stored. So 
it seems that the electrostatic theory doesn't stand up." 

Wilson concluded, "We can make one statement of fact: the fireball sightings—green or 
otherwise—occurred in areas that received radioactive debris from Operation Buster. 
Was this just coincidence, or a planned occurrence? We simply don't know, so all we can 
do is to continue to collect data and see if some overwhelmingly convincing pattern 
emerges." Wilson nonetheless felt the evidence pointed to the fireballs being real, 
artificial, and those responsible having some sort of agenda."  

Hastings then noted similar comments by Project Blue Book head Edward Ruppelt, citing 
the opinion of a number of Los Alamos scientists on the green fireballs when he visited in 
early 1952, that they might be extraterrestrial probes from an orbiting spacecraft.   

Condon Committee theory 

In the 1969 Condon Committee UFO report, astronomer William K. Hartmann thought 
the green fireballs might be explained by lunar material ejected during recent meteor 
impacts on the Moon's surface . Hartmann's reasoning was that such ejected lunar 
meteors could account for the abnormally low velocities calculated for the green fireballs 
by LaPaz of about Earth's escape velocity, that is, much lower than normal meteor 
velocities. Hartmann further claimed, without explanation or elaboration, that "the 
predicted characteristics match those of the 'green fireball episode'." 

However, this theory would not account for the many other anomalous characteristics of 
the green fireballs detailed by LaPaz, such as strong confinement to the New Mexico 
area, lime-green color, low altitude yet absence of sound, absence of smoke trail, and 



absence of meteorite fragments. Despite the entirely speculative nature of Hartmann's 
hypothesis, it is sometimes cited as scientific fact: for example, astronomer Carl Sagan 
presented it as such in his Cosmos television series in 1980. 

Other UFO Investigations of Dr. Lincoln LaPaz 

Roswell Incident (1947) 

At least three witnesses, including two involved with Army and Air Force 
counterintelligence, also claimed that LaPaz was brought in after the Roswell UFO 
incident to interview witnesses and reconstruct the trajectory of the crash object (affidavit 
of one witness). One counterintelligence agent claimed LaPaz told him he thought the 
object got into trouble, touched down for repairs, took off again and then exploded. The 
two of them then speculated about possible origins. LaPaz allegedly held the opinion that 
the object was an unoccupied extraterrestrial probe. 

However, UFO researcher Karl T. Pflock discovered some facts that might call into 
question some aspects of this testimony. For example, one of the purported witnesses to 
LaPaz's Roswell involvement claimed that LaPaz spoke fluent Spanish, but by 
interviewing family members, Pflock discovered that LaPaz did not speak any Spanish. 

Anomalous satellites (mid-1950s) 

  
 
Dr. Lincoln LaPaz (right) discussing search for near-Earth satellites with Clyde 
Tombaugh, March 3, 1954. Photo from Albuquerque Journal. 

Besides LaPaz's consultations with the Air Force on the green fireballs, in 1954 he was 
also involved with astronomer Clyde Tombaugh in a search for near-Earth orbiting 
satellites on behalf of the Army (several years before Sputnik became the first man-made 
satellite). In August 1954 a story broke in the press that Tombaugh and LaPaz had found 
two of the satellites only 400 and 600 miles (970 km) out that had recently come into 
orbit. LaPaz at first vehemently denied that he was involved, and later denied that 
anything had been found. 



Zamora/Socorro Incident (1964) 

In 1964 LaPaz was also involved peripherally in the investigation of the famous Socorro 
UFO incident, in which a Socorro policeman named Lonnie Zamora claimed to have seen 
a small egg-shaped object land, saw two humanoid figures near the object, and then when 
he approached to within 50 feet (15 m), the object blasted off and rapidly disappeared. 
LaPaz interviewed Zamora and vouched for him as a witness. 

Green fireballs revisited (1965) 

LaPaz's last known comments on the green fireballs occurred in 1965 during a visit by 
astronomer Dr. J. Allen Hynek, a consultant to the Air Force's Project Blue Book. Hynek 
was also investigating the Socorro incident. According to Hynek, LaPaz felt the fireballs 
were the most important part of the UFO phenomenon. He remained convinced that the 
fireballs' anomalous characteristics had never been adequately explained by the official 
investigation. LaPaz continued to think the green fireballs were artificial, but now 
believed the fireballs, and also the Socorro craft, to be highly secret projects of the U.S. 
government. He also accused Hynek, Project Blue Book, and others of being part of "a 
grand cover-up for something the government does not want discussed". 

Green fireballs outside the United States 

There have been reports of green fireballs outside the U.S. and long after the early days 
of Project Twinkle often near sensitive government or military bases: Randles and 
Houghe note that a Royal Air Force pilot had a near collision with three unusual green 
fireballs near Manchester, England, and were also sighted near a nuclear power plant in 
Suffolk in 1983 (Randles and Houghe, p. 92). 

In January 2007, a green fireball was reported in Singapore, witnesses from across the 
country allegedly saw a bright green light move across the evening sky at around 7:40PM 
Singapore Time. Some described it as a shooting star while others thought it was a 
satellite re-entering the atmosphere. The fireball traveled from east to west and 
disappeared a few seconds later. One of the witnesses managed to capture a video of the 
fireball using his cellphone, which may be viewed here. 



Chapter 6 

Kenneth Arnold UFO Sighting 

 

 
The Kenneth Arnold UFO sighting was an incident on June 24, 1947, where private 
pilot Kenneth Arnold spotted a string of nine, shiny, mostly disc-like unidentified flying 
objects flying past Mount Rainier at then unheard of supersonic speeds that Arnold 
clocked at a minimum of 1200 miles an hour. This was the first post-War sighting in the 
United States that garnered nationwide news coverage and is credited with starting the 
modern era of UFO sightings, including numerous reported sightings over the next two to 
three weeks. Arnold's description of the objects also led to the press quickly coining the 
terms flying saucer and flying disc as popular descriptive terms for UFOs. 

Sighting 

On June 24, 1947, Arnold was flying from Chehalis, Washington to Yakima, Washington 
in a CallAir A-2 on a business trip. He made a brief detour after learning of a $5,000 
reward for the discovery of a U.S. Marine Corps C-46 transport airplane that had crashed 
near Mt. Rainer. The skies were completely clear and there was a mild wind. 

A few minutes before 3:00 p.m. at about 9,200 feet (2,800 m) in altitude and near 
Mineral, Washington, he gave up his search and started heading eastward towards 
Yakima. He saw a bright flashing light, similar to sunlight reflecting from a mirror. 
Afraid he might be dangerously close to another aircraft, Arnold scanned the skies around 
him, but all he could see was a DC-4 to his left and behind him, about 15 miles (24 km) 
away. 

About 30 seconds after seeing the first flash of light, Arnold saw a series of bright flashes 
in the distance off to his left, or north of Mt. Rainier, which was then 20 to 25 miles 
(40 km) away. He thought they might be reflections on his airplane's windows, but a few 
quick tests (rocking his airplane from side to side, removing his eyeglasses, later rolling 
down his side window) ruled this out. The reflections came from flying objects. 

They flew in a long chain, and Arnold for a moment considered they might be a flock of 
geese, but quickly ruled this out for a number of reasons, including the altitude, bright 
glint, and obviously very fast speed. He then thought they might be a new type of jet and 
started looking intently for a tail and was surprised that he couldn't find any. 



They quickly approached Rainier and then passed in front, usually appearing dark in 
profile against the bright white snowfield covering Rainier, but occasionally still giving 
off bright light flashes as they flipped around erratically. Sometimes he said he could see 
them on edge, when they seemed so thin and flat they were practically invisible. 
According to Clark Arnold said that one of the objects was rather crescent-shaped, while 
the other eight objects were more circular, but initially Arnold's descriptions were they 
resembled saucers skipping on water, no mention of them actually looking like saucers. 

At one point Arnold said they flew behind a subpeak of Rainier and briefly disappeared. 
Knowing his position and the position of the (unspecified) subpeak, Arnold placed their 
distance as they flew past Rainier at about 23 miles (37 km). 

Using a dzus cowling fastener as a gauge to compare the nine objects to the distant DC-4, 
Arnold estimated their angular size as slightly smaller than the DC-4, about the width 
between the outer engines (about 60 feet). Arnold also said he realized that the objects 
would have to be quite large to see any details at that distance and later, after comparing 
notes with a United Airlines crew that had a similar sighting 10 days later, placed the 
absolute size as larger than a DC-4 airliner (or greater than 100 feet (30 m) in length). 
Army Air Force analysts would later estimate 140 to 280 feet (85 m), based on analysis 
of human visual acuity and other sighting details (such as estimated distance). 

Arnold said the objects were grouped together, as Ted Bloecher writes, "in a diagonally 
stepped-down, echelon formation, stretched out over a distance that he later calculated to 
be five miles". Though moving on a more or less level horizontal plane, Arnold said the 
objects weaved from side to side ("like the tail of a Chinese kite" as he later stated), 
darting through the valleys and around the smaller mountain peaks. They would 
occasionally flip or bank on their edges in unison as they turned or maneuvered causing 
almost blindingly bright or mirror-like flashes of light. The encounter gave him an "eerie 
feeling", but Arnold suspected he had seen test flights of a new U.S. military aircraft. 

As the objects passed Mt Rainer, Arnold turned his plane southward on a more or less 
parallel course. It was at this point that he opened his side window and began observing 
the objects unobstructed by any glass that might have produced reflections. The objects 
did not disappear and continued to move very rapidly southward, continuously moving 
forward of his position. Curious about their speed, he began to time their rate of passage: 
he said they moved from Mt. Rainer to Mount Adams where they faded from view, a 
distance of about 50 miles (80 km), in one minute and forty-two seconds, according to 
the clock on his instrument panel. When he later had time to do the calculation, the speed 
was over 1,700 miles per hour (2,700 km/h). This was about three times faster than any 
manned aircraft in 1947. Not knowing exactly the distance where the objects faded from 
view, Arnold conservatively and arbitrarily rounded this down to 1,200 miles (1,900 km) 
an hour, still faster than any known aircraft, which had yet to break the sound barrier. It 
was this supersonic speed in addition to the unusual saucer or disk description that 
seemed to capture people's attention. 



Arnold shares the story 

Arnold landed in Yakima at about 4.00 p.m., and quickly told friend and airport general 
manager Al Baxter the amazing story, and before long, the entire airport staff knew of 
Arnold's claims. He discussed the story with the staff, and later wrote that Baxter didn't 
believe him. 

Arnold flew on to an air show Pendleton, Oregon, not knowing that somebody in Yakima 
had phoned in ahead to say that Arnold had seen some strange new aircraft. It was at this 
time that Arnold studied his maps, determined the distance between Mt. Rainier and Mt. 
Adams, and calculated the rather astonishing speed. He told a number of pilot friends, 
and wrote in his account to AAF intelligence that they did not scoff or laugh. Instead they 
suggested that maybe he had seen guided missiles or something new, though Arnold felt 
this explanation to be inadequate. He also wrote that some former Army pilots told him 
that they had been briefed before going into combat "that they might see objects of 
similar shape and design as I described and assured me that I wasn't dreaming or going 
crazy."   

Arnold wasn't interviewed by reporters until the next day (June 25) when he went to the 
office of the East Oregonian in Pendleton. Any skepticism the reporters might have 
harbored evaporated when they interviewed Arnold at length; as historian Mike Dash 
records: 

Arnold had the makings of a reliable witness. He was a respected businessman 
and experienced pilot ... and seemed to be neither exaggerating what he had seen, 
nor adding sensational details to his report. He also gave the impression of being a 
careful observer ... These details impressed the newspapermen who interviewed 
him and lent credibility to his report. 

Arnold would soon complain about the effects of the publicity on his life. On June 27 he 
was reported saying, "I haven't had a moment of peace since I first told the story." He 
then said a preacher had called and told him that the objects he saw were "harbingers of 
doomsday" and that the preacher was preparing his congregation "for the end of the 
world." But that wasn't half as bad as an encounter he had with a woman in a Pendleton 
cafe who looked at him and dashed out shrieking, "There's the man who saw the men 
from Mars." She ran out "sobbing she would have to do something for the children" 
Arnold was reported saying "with a shudder". 

He then added that, "This whole thing has gotten out of hand. I want to talk to the FBI or 
someone. Half the people look at me as a combination of Einstein, Flash Gordon and 
screwball. I wonder what my wife back in Idaho thinks." 

Arnold talks of possible non-earthly origins 

On July 7, 1947, two stories came out where Arnold again was raising the topic of 
possible extraterrestrial origins, both as his opinion and those who had written to him. In 



an Associated Press story, Arnold said he had received quantities of fan mail eager to 
help solve the mystery, none of it calling him a "screwball". Like the earlier doomsday 
preacher Arnold spoke of, many of the writers placed a religious interpretation on his 
sighting. But others, he said, "suggested the discs were visitations from another planet." 
Arnold added he had purchased a movie camera, which he would now take with him on 
every flight, hoping to obtain photographic proof of what he had seen. 

In the other story, Arnold was interviewed by the Chicago Times: 

"...Kenneth Arnold ...is not so certain that the strange contraptions are made on 
this planet. Arnold... said he hoped the devices were really the work of the U.S. 
Army. But he told the TIMES in a phone conversation: 'If our government knows 
anything about these devices, the people should be told at once. A lot of people 
out here are very much disturbed. Some think these things may be from another 
planet. But they aren’t harming anyone and I think it would be the wrong thing to 
shoot one of the down—even if can be done. Their high speed would completely 
wreck them…' 
"Arnold, in pointing to the possibility of these discs being from another world, 
said, regardless of their origin, they apparently were traveling to some reachable 
destination. Whoever controlled them, he said, obviously wasn’t trying to hurt 
anyone. …He said discs were making turns so abruptly in rounding peaks that it 
would have been impossible for human pilots inside survived the pressure. So, he 
too thinks they are controlled from elsewhere, regardless of whether it’s from 
Mars, Venus, or our own planet." 

Arnold would make similar statements when interviewed by journalist Edward R. 
Murrow in 1950.  

Corroboration 

Arnold's sighting was partly corroborated by a prospector named Fred Johnson on Mt. 
Adams, who wrote AAF intelligence that he saw six of the objects on June 24 at about 
the same time as Arnold, which he viewed through a small telescope. He said they were 
"round" and tapered "sharply to a point in the head and in an oval shape." He also noted 
that the objects seemed to disturb his compass. An evaluation of the witness by AAF 
intelligence found him to be credible. Ironically, Johnson's report was listed as the first 
unexplained UFO report in Air Force files, while Arnold's was dismissed as a mirage, yet 
Johnson seemed to be describing a continuation of the same event as Arnold. 

The Portland Oregon Journal reported on July 4 receiving a letter from an L. G. Bernier 
of Richland, Washington (about 110 miles (180 km) east of Mt. Adams and 140 miles 
(230 km) southeast of Mt. Rainier). Bernier wrote that he saw three of the strange objects 
over Richland flying "almost edgewise" toward Mt. Rainier about one half hour before 
Arnold. Bernier thought the three were part of a larger formation. He indicated they were 
traveling at high speed: "I have seen a P-38 appear seemingly on one horizon and then 
gone to the opposite horizon in no time at all, but these disks certainly were traveling 



faster than any P-38. [Maximum speed of a P-38 was about 440 miles an hour.] No doubt 
Mr. Arnold saw them just a few minutes or seconds later, according to their speed." The 
previous day, Bernier had also spoken to his local newspaper, the Richland Washington 
Villager, and was among the first witnesses to suggest extraterrestrial origins: "I believe 
it may be a visitor from another planet."  

About 60 miles (97 km) west-northwest of Richland in Yakima, Washington, a woman 
named Ethel Wheelhouse likewise reported sighting several flying discs moving at 
fantastic speeds at around the same time as Arnold's sighting. 

When military intelligence began investigating Arnold's sighting in early July, they found 
yet another witness from the area. A member of the Washington State forest service, who 
had been on fire watch at a tower in Diamond Gap, about 20 miles (32 km) south of 
Yakima, reported seeing "flashes" at 3:00 p.m. on the 24th over Mount Rainier (or 
exactly the same time as Arnold's sighting), that appeared to move in a straight line. 
Similarly, at 3:00 p.m. Sidney B. Gallagher in Washington state (exact position 
unspecified) reported seeing nine shiny discs flash by to the north. 

A Seattle newspaper also mentioned a woman near Tacoma who said she saw a chain of 
nine, bright objects flying at high speed near Mt. Rainier. Unfortunately this short news 
item wasn't precise as to time or date, but indicated it was around the same date as 
Arnold's sighting. 

However, a pilot of a DC-4 some 10 to 15 miles (24 km) north of Arnold en route to 
Seattle reported seeing nothing unusual. (This was the same DC-4 seen by Arnold and 
which he used for size comparison.) 

Other Seattle area newspapers also reported other sightings of flashing, rapidly moving 
unknown objects on the same day, but not the same time, as Arnold's sighting. Most of 
these sightings were over Seattle or west of Seattle in the town of Bremerton, either that 
morning or at night. Altogether, there were at least 16 other reported UFO sightings the 
same day as Arnold's in the Washington state area. maptable of Washington state 
sightings 



  
 
Eight Arnold-like objects photographed over Tulsa, Oklahoma, July 12, 1947 (from Tulsa 
Daily World). 

The primary corroborative sighting, however, occurred ten days later (July 4) when a 
United Airlines crew over Idaho en route to Seattle also spotted five to nine disk-like 
objects that paced their plane for 10 to 15 minutes before suddenly disappearing. The 
next day in Seattle, Arnold met with the pilot, Cpt. Emil J. Smith, and copilot and 
compared sighting details. The main difference in shape was that the United crew thought 
the objects appeared rough on top. This was one of the few sightings that Arnold felt was 
reliable, most of the rest he thought were the public seeing other things and letting their 
imaginations run wild. Arnold and Cpt. Smith became friends, met again with Army Air 
Force intelligence officers on July 12 and filed sighting reports, then teamed up again at 
the end of July in investigating the strange Maury Island incident. 

A similar sighting of eight objects also occurred over Tulsa, Oklahoma on July 12, 1947. 
In this instance, a photo was taken and published in the Tulsa Daily World the following 
day (photo at right). Interestingly, the photographer, Enlo Gilmore, said that in blowups 
of the photo, the objects resembled baseball catcher's mitts or flying wings. He was of the 
opinion that the military had a secret fleet of flying wing airplanes. He had been a 
gunnery officer in the Navy during the war, and using information from another witness, 



also a veteran, he performed a triangulation and arrived at an estimation of speed of 
1,700 miles per hour (2,700 km/h), or essentially the same estimate as Arnold's. One of 
the objects, he said, seemed to have a hole in the middle.  

Two or three photos of a similar, solitary object were taken by William Rhodes over 
Phoenix, Arizona on July 7, 1947, and appeared in a local Phoenix newspaper and some 
other newspapers. The object was rounded in front with a crescent back. These photos 
also seem to show something resembling a hole in the middle, though Rhodes thought it 
was a canopy.  Rhodes's negatives and prints were later confiscated by the FBI and 
military. However, the photos show up in later Air Force intelligence reports.  

Arnold was soon shown the Rhodes photos when he met with two AAF intelligence 
officers. He commented, "It was a disk almost identical to the one peculiar flying saucer 
that had been worrying me since my original observation—the one that looked different 
from the rest and that I had never mentioned to anyone." As a result, Arnold felt that the 
Rhodes photos were genuine. 

Publicity and origins of term "flying saucer" 

Arnold's account was first featured in a few late newspaper editions on June 25, appeared 
in numerous U.S. and Canadian papers (and some foreign newspapers) on June 26 and 
thereafter, often on the front page. Without exception, according to Bloecher, the Arnold 
story was initially related with a serious, even-handed tone. The first reporters to 
interview Arnold were Nolan Skiff and Bill Bequette of the East Oregonian in Pendleton, 
Oregon on June 25, and the first story on the Arnold sighting, written by Bequette, 
appeared in the newspaper the same day. 

Starting June 26 and June 27, newspapers first began using the terms "flying saucer" and 
"flying disk" (or "disc") to describe the sighted objects. Thus the Arnold sighting is 
credited with giving rise to these popular terms. The actual origin of the terms is 
somewhat controversial and complicated. Jerome Clark cites a 1970 study by Herbert 
Strentz, who reviewed U.S. newspaper accounts of the Arnold UFO sighting, and 
concluded that the term was probably due to an editor or headline writer: the body of the 
early Arnold news stories did not use the term "flying saucer" or "flying disc." However, 
earlier stories did in fact credit Arnold with using terms such as "saucer", "disk", and 
"pie-pan" in describing the shape.  

Years later, Arnold claimed he told Bill Bequette that "they flew erratic, like a saucer if 
you skip it across the water." Arnold felt that he had been misquoted since the description 
referred to the objects' motion rather than their shape. Thus Bequette has often been 
credited with first using "flying saucer" and supposedly misquoting Arnold, but the term 
does not appear in Bequette's early articles. Instead, his first article of June 25 says only, 
"He said he sighted nine saucer-like aircraft flying in formation..." 

The next day in a much more detailed article, Bequette wrote, "He clung to his story of 
shiny, flat objects racing over the Cascade mountains with a peculiar weaving motion 



‘like the tail of a Chinese kite.' ...He also described the objects as 'saucer-like' and their 
motion 'like fish flipping in the sun.' ...[Arnold] described the objects as 'flat like a pie-
pan and somewhat bat-shaped'." It wasn't until June 28 that Bequette first used the term 
"flying disc" (but not "flying saucer"). 

A review of early newspaper stories indicates that immediately after his sighting, Arnold 
generally described the objects’ shape as thin and flat, rounded in the front but chopped 
in the back and coming to a point, i.e., more or less saucer- or disk-like. He also 
specifically used terms like "saucer" or "saucer-like", "disk", and "pie pan" or "pie plate" 
in describing the shape. The motion he generally described as weaving like the tail of a 
kite and erratic flipping. 

For example, in a surviving recorded radio interview from June 25, Arnold described 
them as looking "something like a pie plate that was cut in half with a sort of a convex 
triangle in the rear." His motion descriptions were: "I noticed to the left of me a chain 
which looked to me like the tail of a Chinese kite, kind of weaving... they seemed to flip 
and flash in the sun, just like a mirror... they seemed to kind of weave in and out right 
above the mountaintops..."  

The following day (June 26) were the following quotes attributed to Arnold:  

• United Press: "They were shaped like saucers and were so thin I could barely see 
them..." 

• Associated Press: "He said they were bright, saucer-like objects--he called them 
'aircraft'. ...He also described the objects as ‘saucer-like’ and their motion 'like a 
fish flipping in the sun.’ ...Arnold described the objects as 'flat like a pie pan'." 

• Associated Press: "They flew with a peculiar dipping motion, 'like a fish flipping 
in the sun,' he said. ... He said they appeared to fly almost as if fastened together -
- if one dipped, the others did, too." 

• Chicago Tribune: "They were silvery and shiny and seemed to be shaped like a 
pie plate.... I am sure they were separate units because they weaved in flight like 
the tail of a kite." 

On June 27 was the following quote: 

• Portland Oregon Journal: "'They were half-moon shaped, oval in front and 
convex in the rear. ...There were no bulges or cowlings; they looked like a big flat 
disk.’ ...Arnold said that the objects weaved 'like the tail of a Chinese kite'." 



  
 
Kenneth Arnold's written report to Army Air Forces (AAF) intelligence, July 12, 1947, 
with drawing of objects. 

Two weeks later, Arnold was still referring to the shape of the objects as "saucers" or 
"saucer-like." In the Portland Oregonian on July 11, he was quoted saying, "I actually 
saw a type of aircraft slightly longer than it was wide, with a thickness about one 
twentieth as great as its width. ...I reckoned the saucers were 23 miles away." 

In a written statement to Army Air Forces (AAF) intelligence the following day (July 
12), Arnold several times referred to the objects as "saucer-like." At the end of the report 
he drew a picture of what the objects appeared to look like at their closest approach to 
Mt. Rainier. He wrote, "They seemed longer than wide, their thickness was about 1/20th 
their width." (document with Arnold's drawing at right) As to motion, Arnold wrote, 



"They flew like many times I have observed geese to fly in a rather diagonal chain-like 
line as if they were linked together. They seemed to hold a definite direction but rather 
swerved in and out of the high mountain peaks." He also spoke of how they would "flip 
and flash in the sun." text of written report 

To complicate the shape descriptions further, a month after his sighting, Arnold was to 
become involved in the bizarre Maury Island incident. Arnold was dispatched by a 
magazine publisher to Tacoma to investigate it, although he eventually turned the 
investigation over to the AAF. In a meeting with two AAF intelligence officers (the same 
ones who interviewed him on July 12 and for whom he wrote his report), Arnold first 
revealed one of the nine objects was different, being larger and shaped more like a 
crescent coming to a point in the back. It was at this time that Arnold was also shown the 
Rhodes photos of a crescent-shaped object over Phoenix, which Arnold deemed authentic 
because of the unusual shape. 

Some note the object in the drawing bears an uncanny similarity to the WW2 German 
design, the Horten Ho 229, sometimes further claiming it was captured German 
technology being tested. But there is no historical evidence of any kind supporting this. 

Widespread UFO reports after Arnold sighting 

In the weeks that followed Arnold's June, 1947 story, at least several hundred reports of 
similar sightings flooded in from the U.S. and around the world — most of which 
described saucer-shaped objects. A sighting by a United Airlines crew of another nine, 
disk-like objects over Idaho on July 4 probably garnered more newspaper coverage than 
Arnold's original sighting, and opened the floodgates of media coverage in the days to 
follow. 

Bloecher collected reports of 853 flying disc sightings that year from 140 newspapers 
from Canada, Washington D.C, and every U.S. state save Montana. This was more UFO 
reports for 1947 than most researchers ever suspected. Some of these stories were poorly 
documented or fragmentary, but Bloecher argued that about 250 of the more detailed 
reports (such as those made by pilots or scientists, multiple eyewitnesses, or backed by 
photos) made a persuasive case for a genuine mystery. 

Adding intrigue to Arnold's story, the U.S. military denied having any planes at all in the 
area of Mount Rainier at the time of his sighting. Likewise, on July 6, speculation arose 
in newspaper articles that the objects being sighted were due to either the "flying wing" 
or "flying flapjack," a disc-shaped aircraft, both experimental planes under development 
by the U.S. military at the time. The military repeated that neither aircraft could account 
for the sightings, which is also born out by historical records. 

The most famous UFO event during this period was the Roswell UFO incident, the 
alleged military recovery of a crashed flying disk, the story of which broke on July 8, 
1947. To calm rising public concern, this and other cases were debunked by the military 
in succeeding days as mistaken sightings of weather balloons. Just before the Roswell 



story came out, the Army Air Forces in Washington issued a press statement saying they 
had the matter under investigation and had decided the flying discs definitely were not 
"secret bacteriological weapons designed by some foreign power," "new-type army 
rockets," or "space ships." 

Military investigation of Arnold story 

The first investigation of Arnold's claims came from Lt. Frank Brown and Capt. William 
Davidson of Hamilton Field in California, who interviewed Arnold on July 12. Arnold 
also submitted a written report at that time. Regarding the reliability of Arnold's sighting, 
they concluded: 

"It is the present opinion of the interviewer that Mr. Arnold actually saw what he 
stated he saw. It is difficult to believe that a man of [his] character and apparent 
integrity would state that he saw objects and write up a report to the extent that he 
did if he did not see them." 

Despite this, the Army Air Force's formal public conclusion was that Arnold had seen a 
mirage. 

In addition, on July 9 AAF intelligence, with help from the FBI, secretly began an 
investigation of the best sightings, mostly from pilots and military personnel. Arnold's 
sighting, as well as that of the United Airline's crew, were included in the list of best 
sightings. Three weeks later they came to the conclusion that the saucer reports were not 
imaginary or adequately explained by natural phenomena; something real was flying 
around. This laid the groundwork for another intelligence estimate in September 1947 by 
Gen. Nathan Twining, commanding officer of the Air Materiel Command, which 
likewise concluded the saucers were real and urged a formal investigation by multiple 
government agencies. This in turn resulted in the formation of Project Sign at the end of 
1947, the first publicly acknowledged USAF UFO investigation. Project Sign eventually 
evolved into Project Grudge, and then the better known Project Blue Book. 

The personnel of the U.S. Air Force's Project Sign (1947–1949) also later studied 
Arnold's story. According to Major Edward J. Ruppelt, 

I found that there was a lot of speculation on this report [amongst Sign personnel]. 
Two factions ... joined up behind two lines of reasoning. One side said that 
Arnold had seen plain, everyday jet airplanes flying in formation ... The other side 
didn't buy this idea at all. They based their argument on the fact that Arnold knew 
where the objects were when he timed them ... 
There was an old theory that maybe Arnold had seen wind whipping snow along 
the mountain ridges, so I asked Air Force investigators about this. I got a flat 
"Impossible." 



Skeptical explanations 

One skeptical objection raised is that Arnold was suspiciously precise in his descriptions 
(for example, "approaching Mt. Rainier at about 170 degrees" and "passed almost directly 
in front of me, but at a distance of about 23 miles"), perhaps calling into question 
Arnold's reliability as a witness. 

Steuart Campbell has argued that the objects Arnold reported could have been mirages of 
several snow-capped peaks in Cascade Range. Campbell's calculation of the objects' 
speed determined that they were travelling at roughly the same speed as Arnold's plane, 
indicating that the objects were in fact stationary. Mirages could have been caused by 
temperature inversions over several deep valleys in the line of sight. 

Philip J. Klass cited an article by Keay Davidson of the San Francisco Examiner in 
arguing that Arnold might have misidentified meteors on June 24, 1947. In rebuttal, 
optical physicist Bruce Maccabee pointed out a meteor theory would require impossibly 
slow speeds and durations for brightly glowing meteors on a horizontal trajectory. 

James Easton was the first of several skeptics to suggest that Arnold may have 
misidentified pelicans: the birds live in the Washington region, are rather large 
(wingspans of over three meters are not uncommon), have a pale underside that can 
reflect light, can fly at rather high altitudes, and can appear to have a somewhat crescent-
shaped profile when flying. 

Richard Carrier recently claimed  to have seen the same UFOs as Arnold described, 
"ovoid objects flying in formation" "rotating along their axis of motion, like footballs, 
with one side black and one bright white, so they alternated in color while they spun." He 
later realized it was a flock of seagulls. He claimed that Arnold's account showed that 
Arnold was incorrectly estimating his height, believing himself level to mountains four 
thousand feet below him giving him erroneous estimates of the level, distance, and speed 
of the objects. 

Maccabee, argues it is impossible for a bird to be as bright as reported by Arnold—the 
objects' brightness was what Arnold said initially attracted his attention. Further, Arnold 
was flying at roughly 110 miles (180 km) an hour on a parallel course to the objects. 
Arnold reported the objects rapidly moving forward of his position as he observed them 
flying southward on a parallel course between Mt. Rainier and Mt. Adams. No bird could 
fly faster than Arnold's plane; instead birds would have steadily moved backward, not 
forwards, relative to his position. 

Donald Menzel's explanations 

Donald Menzel was a Harvard astronomer and one of the earliest UFO debunkers. Over 
the years, he offered several mutually exclusive explanations for the Arnold's 1947 UFO 
sighting. Bruce Maccabee rebutted Menzel's explanations in a 1986 monograph, arguing 
that Menzel often left out data that conflicted with a given 'explanation'. 



1. In 1953, Menzel argued that Arnold had seen clouds of snow blown from the 
mountains south of Mt. Rainier. Maccabee noted that such snow clouds have hazy 
light, not the mirror-like brilliance reported by Arnold. Further, such clouds could 
not be in the rapid motion reported by Arnold, nor would they account for Arnold 
first seeing the bright objects north of Rainier. 

2. In 1963, Menzel argued that Arnold had seen orographic clouds or wave clouds; 
Maccabee noted that this conflicted with testimony from Arnold and others that 
the sky was clear, and again can't account for the brightness of the objects or their 
rapid motion over a very large angular region. 

3. In 1971, Menzel argued that Arnold had merely seen spots of water on his 
airplane's windows; Maccabee notes that this contradicts Arnold's testimony that 
he had specifically ruled out water spots or reflections shortly after seeing the 
nine UFOs. For example, the early Bill Bequette article of June 26 in the East 
Oregonian has Arnold saying he at first thought that maybe he was seeing 
reflections off his window, but "he still saw the objects after rolling it down." 

Other sightings by Arnold and his opinion 

In a 1950 interview with journalist Edward R. Murrow, Arnold reported seeing similar 
objects on three other occasions, and said other pilots flying in the northwestern U.S. had 
sighted such objects as many as eight times. The pilots initially felt a duty reporting the 
objects despite the ridicule, he said, because they thought the U.S. government didn't 
know what they were. Arnold did not assert that the objects were alien spacecraft, 
although he did say: "being a natural-born American, if it's not made by our science or 
our Army Air Forces, I am inclined to believe it's of an extraterrestrial origin." Then he 
added that he thought everybody should be concerned, but "I don't think it's anything for 
people to get hysterical about." 

The first issue of Fate (1948) featured the article The Truth About The Flying Saucers by 
Arnold. In 1952 he described his experiences in the book The Coming of the Saucers, 
which he and a publisher friend named Raymond A. Palmer published themselves. 



Chapter 7 

Ufology 

 

 
Ufology is a neologism coined to describe the collective efforts of those who study 
reports and associated evidence of unidentified flying objects (UFOs). UFOs have been 
subject to various investigations over the years by governments, independent groups, and 
scientists. The term derives from UFO, which is pronounced as an acronym, and the 
suffix -logy, which comes from the Ancient Greek λογία (logiā). 

Etymology 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, one of the first documented uses of the 
word ufology can be found in the Times Literary Supplement from January 23, 1959, in 
which it writes, "The articles, reports, and bureaucratic studies which have been written 
about this perplexing visitant constitute 'ufology'." This article was printed eight years 
after Edward J. Ruppelt of the United States Air Force (USAF) coined the word UFO in 
1951. 



Historical background 

  
 
A Swedish Air Force officer searches for a "ghost rocket" in Lake Kölmjärv, Norrland, 
Sweden, in July 1946. 

The modern UFO mythology has three traceable roots: the late 19th century "mystery 
airships" reported in the newspapers of western United States, "foo fighters" reported by 
Allied airmen during World War II, and the Kenneth Arnold "flying saucer" sighting near 
Mt. Rainier, Washington on June 24, 1947. UFO reports between "The Great Airship 
Wave" and the Arnold sighting were limited in number compared to the post-war period: 
notable cases include reports of "ghost fliers" in Europe and North America during the 
1930s and the numerous reports of "ghost rockets" in Scandinavia (mostly Sweden) from 
May to December 1946. Media hype in the late 1940s and early 1950s following the 
Arnold sighting brought the concept of flying saucers to the public audience. 

As the public's preoccupation in UFOs grew, along with the number of reported 
sightings, the United States military began to take notice of the phenomenon. The UFO 
explosion of the early post-war era coincides with the escalation of the Cold War and the 
Korean War. The U.S. military feared that secret aircraft of the Soviet Union, possibly 
developed from captured German technology, were behind the sightings. If correct, the 
craft causing the sightings were thus of importance to national security and of need of 
systematic investigation. By 1952, however, the official US government interest in UFOs 
began to fade as the USAF projects Sign and Grudge concluded, along with the CIA's 
Robertson Panel that UFO reports indicated no direct threat to national security. The 
government's official research into UFOs ended with the publication of the Condon 
Committee report in 1969, which concluded that the study of UFOs in the past 21 years 



had achieved little, if anything, and that further extensive study of UFO sightings was 
unwarranted. It also recommended the termination of the USAF special unit Project Blue 
Book. 

As the U.S. government ceased officially studying UFO sightings, the same became true 
for most governments of the world. A notable exception is France, which still maintains 
the GEIPAN, formerly known as GEPAN (1977–1988) and SEPRA (1988–2004), a unit 
under the French Space Agency CNES. During the Cold War, British, Canadian, Danish, 
Italian, and Swedish governments have each collected reports of UFO sightings. Britain's 
Ministry of Defence ceased accepting any new reports as of 2010. 

Status as a field 

Ufology has generally not been embraced by academia as a scientific field of study, even 
though UFOs were during the late 1940s and early 1950s the subject of large-scale 
scientific studies. The lack of acceptance of ufology by academia as a field of study 
means that people can claim to be "UFO researchers", without the sorts of scientific 
consensus building and, in many cases peer review, that otherwise shape and influence 
scientific paradigms. Even among scientifically inclined UFO research efforts, data 
collecting is often done by amateur investigators. 

Famous mainstream scientists who have shown interest in the UFO phenomenon include 
Stanford physicist Peter A. Sturrock, astronomer J. Allen Hynek, computer scientist and 
astronomer Jacques F. Vallée, and University of Arizona meteorologist James E. 
McDonald. 

As a pseudoscience 

Ufology has sometimes been characterized as a partial or total pseudoscience, which 
many ufologists reject. Pseudoscience is a term that classifies studies that are claimed to 
exemplify the methods and principles of science, but that do not adhere to an appropriate 
scientific methodology, lack supporting evidence or plausibility, or otherwise lack 
scientific status. 

Feist thinks that ufology can be categorized as a pseudoscience because, he says, its 
adherents claim it to be a science while being rejected as being one by the scientific 
community and because, he says, the field lacks a cumulative scientific progress; ufology 
has not, in his view, advanced since the 1950s. Cooper states that the fundamental 
problem in ufology is not the lack of scientific methodology, as many ufologists have 
strived to meet standards of scientific acceptability, but rather the fact that the 
assumptions on which the research is often based are seemingly highly unlikely to be 
true. 



Methodological issues 

Scientific UFO research suffers from the fact that the phenomena under observation do 
not usually make predictable appearances at a time and place convenient for the 
researcher. Ufologist Diana Palmer Hoyt argues, 

The UFO problem seems to bear a closer resemblance to problems in meteorology than in 
physics. The phenomena are observed, occur episodically, are not reproducible, and in 
large part, are identified by statistical gathering of data for possible organization into 
patterns. They are not experiments that can be replicated at will at the laboratory bench 
under controlled conditions. 

On the other hand, skeptics have argued that UFOs are not a scientific problem at all, as 
there is no tangible physical evidence to study. Barry Markovsky argues that, under 
scrutiny by qualified investigators, the vast majority of UFO sightings turn out to have 
mundane explanations. Astronomer Carl Sagan stated on UFO sightings, "The reliable 
cases are uninteresting and the interesting cases are unreliable. Unfortunately there are no 
cases that are both reliable and interesting." 

Peter A. Sturrock states that UFO studies should be compartmentalized into at least "the 
following distinct activities": 

1. Field investigations leading to case documentation and the measurement or 
retrieval of physical evidence; 

2. Laboratory analysis of physical evidence; 
3. The systematic compilation of data (descriptive and physical) to look for patterns 

and so extract significant facts; 
4. The analysis of compilations of data (descriptive and physical) to look for patterns 

and so extract significant facts; 
5. The development of theories and the evaluation of those theories on the basis of 

facts. 

Denzler states that ufology as a field of study has branched into two different mindsets: 
the first group of investigators wants to convince the unbelievers and earn intellectual 
legitimacy through systematic study using the scientific method, and the second group 
sees the follow-up questions concerning the origin and "mission" of the UFOs as more 
important than a potential academic standing. 



UFO categorization 

  
 

J. Allen Hynek (left) and Jacques Vallée 

Different systems for the classification of UFO cases have been coined by ufologists. 

Hynek system 

Developed in the 1970s, J. Allen Hynek's original system of description divides sightings 
into six categories. It first separates sightings into distant- and close-encounter categories, 
arbitrarily setting five-hundred feet as the cutoff point. It then subdivides these close and 
distant categories based on appearance or special features: 

• Nocturnal Lights (NL): Anomalous lights seen in the night sky. 
• Daylight Discs (DD): Any anomalous object, generally but not necessarily 

"discoidal", seen in the distant daytime sky. 
• Radar/Visual cases (RV): Objects seen simultaneously by eye and on radar. 

Hynek also defined three close encounter (CE) subcategories: 

• CE1: Strange objects seen nearby but without physical interaction with the 
environment. 

• CE2: A CE1 case that leaves physical evidence, e.g. soil depressions, vegetation 
damage, or causes electromagnetic interference. 

• CE3: CE1 or CE2 cases where occupants or entities are seen. 

Later, Hynek introduced a fourth category, CE4, which is used to describe cases where 
the witness feels he was abducted by a UFO. Some ufologists have adopted a fifth 



category, CE5, which involves conscious human-initiated contact with extraterrestrial 
intelligence. 

Vallée system 

Jacques Vallée has devised a UFO classification system, where the UFO sightings of four 
different categories are divided into five subcategories: 

• Close Encounter (CE): As per Hynek. 
• Maneuver (MA): Trajectory discontinuity in flight. 
• Fly-by (FB): No observed discontinuity in flight. 
• Anomaly (AN): Unusual lights or unexplained entities. 

The five subcategories can apply to all previous categories of sightings: 

1. Sighting 
2. Physical effects: for example, radar sighting 
3. Life form or living entity 
4. Reality transformation: witnesses experienced a transformation of their sense of 

reality (often corresponding to the popular characterization of the incident as an a 
abduction) 

5. Physiological impact: Such as death or serious injury 

Thus, the Vallée categorization categorizes cases as MA-2, AN-1, CE-4, for example. 

Alleged academic ridicule 

Stanton Friedman considers the general attitude of mainstream academics as arrogant and 
dismissive, or bound to a rigid world view that disallows any evidence contrary to 
previously held notions. Denzler states that the fear of ridicule and a loss of status has 
prevented scientists of pursuing a public interest in UFOs. J. Allen Hynek's also 
commented, "Ridicule is not part of the scientific method and people should not be taught 
that it is." Hynek said of the frequent dismissal of UFO reports by astronomers that the 
critics knew little about the sightings, and should thus not be taken seriously. Peter A. 
Sturrock suggests that a lack of funding is a major factor in the institutional disinterest in 
UFOs. 

Ufology and fringe theories 

In addition to UFO sightings, certain supposedly related phenomena are of interest to 
some in the field of ufology, including crop circles, cattle mutilations, and alien 
abductions and implants. Some ufologists have also promoted UFO conspiracy theories, 
including the alleged Roswell UFO Incident of 1947, the Majestic 12 documents, and 
UFO disclosure advocation.. 



Skeptic Robert Sheaffer has accused ufology of having a "credulity explosion". He 
claims a trend of increasingly sensational ideas steadily gaining popularity within 
ufology. Sheaffer remarked, "the kind of stories generating excitement and attention in 
any given year would have been rejected by mainstream ufologists a few years earlier for 
being too outlandish." 

Likewise, James McDonald has expressed the view that extreme groups undermined 
serious scientific investigation, stating that a "bizarre 'literature' of pseudo-scientific 
discussion" on "spaceships bringing messengers of terrestrial salvation and occult truth" 
had been "one of the prime factors in discouraging serious scientists from looking into 
the UFO matter to the extent that might have led them to recognize quickly enough that 
cultism and wishful thinking have nothing to do with the core of the UFO problem." In 
the same statement, McDonald said that, "Again, one must here criticize a good deal of 
armchair-researching (done chiefly via the daily newspapers that enjoy feature-writing 
the antics of the more extreme of such subgroups). A disturbing number of prominent 
scientists have jumped all too easily to the conclusion that only the nuts see UFOs". 

Surveys of scientists and amateur astronomers concerning UFOs 

In 1973, Peter A. Sturrock conducted a survey among members of the San Francisco 
chapter of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, where 1175 
questionnaires were mailed and 423 were returned, and found no consensus concerning 
the nature and scientific importance of the UFO phenomenon, with views ranging equally 
from "impossible" to "certain" in reply to the question, "Do UFOs represent a 
scientifically significant phenomenon?"  In a later larger survey conducted among the 
members of the American Astronomical Society, where 2611 were questionnaires mailed 
and 1356 were returned, Sturrock found out that opinions were equally diverse, with 23% 
replying "certainly", 30% "probably", 27% "possibly", 17% "probably not", and 3% 
"certainly not", to the question of whether the UFO problem deserves scientific study. 
Sturrock also asked in the same survey if the surveyee had witnessed any event which 
they could not have identified and which could have been related to the UFO 
phenomenon, with around 5% replying affirmatively. 

In 1980, a survey of 1800 members of various amateur astronomer associations by Gert 
Herb and J. Allen Hynek of the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) found that 24% 
responded "yes" to the question, "Have you ever observed an object which resisted your 
most exhaustive efforts at identification?" 



Notable studies, panels, and conferences in ufology 

Project Sign, Project Grudge (USA, 1947-1949) 

  
 

Nathan F. Twining 

The first official USAF investigations of UFOs were Project Sign (1947–1949) and its 
successor Project Grudge (1949). Several hundred sightings were examined, a majority of 
them having a mundane explanation. Some sightings were classified as credible but 
inexplicable, and in these cases the possibility of an advanced unknown aircraft could not 
be ruled out. The initial memos of the project took the UFO question seriously. After 
surveying 16 early reports, Lt. Col. George D. Garrett estimated that the sightings were 
not imaginary or exaggerations of natural phenomena. Lt. General Nathan F. Twining 
expressed the same estimate in a letter to Brig. General Schulgen. 



Flying Saucer Working Party (UK, 1950–1951) 

The United Kingdom's Ministry of Defence, alarmed by reports of seemingly advanced 
unidentified aircraft, followed the US military's example by conducting its own study on 
UFOs in 1950. A research group was formed based on the recommendation of the 
chemist Henry Tizard, and was involved in similar work, such as "Project Sign". After 
less than a year, the directorate, named the "Flying Saucer Working Party" (FSWP), 
concluded that most observations were either cases of mistaken identity, optical illusions, 
psychological delusions, or hoaxes, and recommended that no further investigation on the 
phenomena should be undertaken. In 1952, the directorate informed Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill, after his inquiry about UFOs, that they had found no evidence of 
extraterrestrial spacecraft. The FSWP files were classified for fifty years and were 
released to the British public in 2001. 

Project Magnet, Project Second Story (Canada, 1950-1954) 

Project Magnet, led by senior senior radio engineer Wilbert B. Smith from the 
Department of Transport, had the goal of studying magnetic phenomena, specifically 
geomagnetism, as a potential propulsion method for vehicles. Smith believed UFOs were 
using this method to achieve flight. The final report of the project, however, contained no 
mention of geomagnetism. It discussed twenty-five UFO sightings reported during 1952, 
and concluded with the notion that "extraterrestrial space vehicles" are probable. 

Along with the Smith group, a parallel committee dedicated solely to dealing with "flying 
saucer" reports was formed. This committee, called Project Second Story, was sponsored 
by the Defence Research Board, with its main purpose being to collect, catalog, and 
correlate data from UFO sighting reports. The committee appeared to have dissolved 
after five meetings, as the group deemed the collected material unsuitable for scientific 
analysis. 

Project Blue Book (USA, 1951-1969) 

As a continuation of Project Sign and Project Grudge in 1951, the USAF launched 
Project Blue Book, led by Captain Edward J. Ruppelt. Under Ruppelt, the collection and 
investigation of UFO sightings became more systematic. The project issued a series of 
status reports, which were declassified in September 1960 and made available in 1968. 
Project Blue Book was terminated in December 1969, following the report of the Condon 
Committee. Until then, 12,618 incidents had been investigated, the grand majority of 
which explained by conventional means. 701 cases, around 6%, remained "unidentified". 
Officially, the USAF concluded from the project that the phenomena investigated were of 
no concern to national security, and that there was no evidence the sightings categorized 
as "unidentified" were caused by extraterrestrial aircraft. 

 

 



Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14 (USA, 1952-1954) 

 
 

The main entrance to Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio 

Ruppelt contracted a team of scientists from the Battelle Memorial Institute to evaluate 
the early sightings gathered by Project Blue Book. They conducted analysis, primarily 
statistical, on the subject for almost two years. The study concluded that the more 
complete the data was and the better the report, the more likely it was that the report was 
classified as "unidentified". However, the report emphasized the subjectivity of the data, 
and stated that the conclusions drawn from the study were not based on facts, but on the 
subjective observations and estimations of the individual. Furthermore, the report 
summary and conclusion stated that "unknowns" were not likely something beyond the 
era's technology, and almost certainly not "flying saucers". 

Robertson Panel (USA, 1953) 

Before the final Battelle report was published, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) had 
developed an interest in UFOs as a national security issue, and set up a committee to 
examine existing UFO data. The panel, headed by mathematician and physicist Howard 
Percy Robertson, met from January 14th to 17th, 1953. It concluded unanimously that the 
UFO sightings posed no direct threat to national security, but did find that a continued 
emphasis on UFO reporting might threaten government functions by causing the channels 



of communication to clog with irrelevant reports and by inducing mass hysteria. Also, the 
panel worried that nations hostile to the US might use the UFO phenomena to disrupt air 
defenses. To meet these problems, the panel stated that a policy of public education on 
the lack of evidence behind UFOs was needed, to be done through the mass media and 
schools, among others. It also recommended monitoring private UFO groups for 
subversive activities. 

The recommendations of the Roberson Panel were partly implemented through a series of 
special military regulations. The December 1953 Joint-Army-Navy-Air Force Publication 
146 (JANAP 146) made publication of UFO sightings a crime under the Espionage Act. 
The Air Force Regulation 200-2 (AFR 200-2) revision of 1954 made all UFO sightings 
reported to the USAF classified. AFR 200-2 revision of February 1958 allowed the 
military to deliver to the FBI names of those who were "illegally or deceptively" bringing 
UFOs to public attention. 

Condon Committee (USA, 1966-1968) 

 
 

Edward U. Condon 



After the recommendations of the Robertson Panel, the USAF wanted to end its 
involvement in UFOs, and pass Project Blue Book to another agency. In October 1966, 
the USAF contracted the University of Colorado, under the leadership of physicist 
Edward U. Condon, for $325,000 to conduct more scientific investigations of selected 
UFO sightings and to make recommendations about the project's future. The committee 
looked at ninety-one UFO sightings, of which 30% was unidentifiable. The report 
concluded that there was no "direct evidence" that UFOs were extraterrestrial spacecraft, 
that UFO research from the past twenty-one years had not contributed anything to 
scientific knowledge, and that further study was not justified. As a direct result of the 
Condon report, Project Blue Book was closed in December 1969. Many ufologists, 
however, were not satisfied with the Condon report, and considered it a cover-up. 

RAND Corporation paper (USA, 1968) 

The RAND Corporation produced a short internal document titled "UFOs: What to Do?", 
published in November 1968. The paper gave a historical summary of the UFO 
phenomenon, talked briefly about issues concerning extraterrestrial life and interstellar 
travel, presented a few case studies and discussed the phenomenological content of a 
UFO sighting, reviewed hypotheses, and concluded with a recommendation to organize a 
central UFO report-receiving agency and conducting more research on the phenomenon. 

Project Identification (USA, 1973-1980) 

In 1973, a wave of UFO sightings in southeast Missouri prompted Harley D. Rutledge, 
physics professor at the University of Missouri, to conduct an extensive field 
investigation of the phenomenon. The findings were published in the book Project 
Identification: the first scientific field study of UFO phenomena. Although taking a 
specific interest in describing unidentified aerial phenomena, as opposed to identifying 
them, the book references the presumed intelligence of the sighted objects. Rutledge's 
study results were not published in any peer-reviewed journal or other scientific venue or 
format. 



Studies by GEPAN, SERPA & GEIPAN (France, 1977–present) 

  
 

Drawing from the GEPAN report on the Cussac case 

In 1977, the French Space Agency CNES Director General set up a unit to record UFO 
sighting reports. The unit was initially known as Groupe d’Etudes des Phénomènes 
Aérospatiaux Non identifiés (GEPAN), changed in 1988 to Service d'expertise de rentrée 
atmosphérique Phenom (SERPA) and in 2005 to Groupe d'études et d'informations sur 
les phénomènes aérospatiaux non identifiés (GEIPAN). 

GEIPAN found a mundane explanation for the vast majority of recorded cases, but in 
2007, after 30 years of investigation, 1,600 cases, approximately 28% of total cases, 
remained unexplained "despite precise witness accounts and good-quality evidence 
recovered from the scene" and are categorized as "Type D". In April 2010, GEIPAN 
statistics stated that 23% of all cases were of Type D. However, Jean-Jacques Velasco, 
the head of SEPRA from 1983 to 2004, wrote a book in 2004 noting that 13.5% of the 
5,800 cases studied by SEPRA were dismissed without any rational explanation, and 
stated that UFOs are extraterrestrial in origin. 

United Nations (1977-1979) 

Thanks to the lobbying of Eric Gairy, the Prime Minister of Grenada, the United Nations 
General Assembly addressed the UFO issue in the late 1970s. On July 14, 1978, a panel, 
with Gordon Cooper, J. Allen Hynek, and Jacques Vallée among its members, held a 
hearing to inform the UN Secretary General Kurt Waldheim about the matter. As a 
consequence of this meeting, the UN adopted decisions A/DEC/32/424 and 
A/DEC/33/426, which called for the "establishment of an agency or a department of the 



United Nations for undertaking, co-ordinating and disseminating the results of research 
into unidentified flying objects and related phenomena". 

Project Hessdalen / Project EMBLA (Norway, 1983–present / Italy 
1999-2004) 

Since 1981, in an area near Hessdalen in Norway, unidentified flying objects have been 
commonly observed. This so-called Hessdalen phenomenon has twice been the subject of 
scientific field studies: Project Hessdalen (1983–1985, 1995–) secured technical 
assistance from the Norwegian Defense Research Establishment, the University of Oslo, 
and the University of Bergen, while Project EMBLA (1999–2004) was a team of Italian 
scientists led by Massimo Teodorani from the Istituto di Radioastronomia di Bologna. 

Both studies confirmed the presence of the phenomenon and were able to record it with 
cameras and various technical equipment such as radar, laser, and infrared. The origin 
and nature of the lights remains unclear. Researchers from Project EMBLA speculated 
the possibility that atmospheric plasma had been the origin of the phenomenon. 

Project Condign (UK, 1996-2000) 

The British Ministry of Defence (MoD) published in 2006 the "Scientific & Technical 
Memorandum 55/2/00a" of a four-volume, 460-page report entitled Unidentified Aerial 
Phenomena in the UK Air Defence Region, based on a study on behalf of the Defence 
Intelligence Staff, section DI55, codenamed Project Condign. It discusses the British 
UFO reports received between 1959 and 1997. 

The report affirms that UFOs are an existing phenomenon, but points out that they 
present no threat to national defense. The report further states that there is no evidence 
that UFO sightings are caused by incursions of intelligent origin, or that any UFO 
consists of solid objects which might create a collision hazard. Although the study admits 
of being unable to explain all analyzed UFO sightings with certainty, it recommends that 
section DI55 ceases monitoring UFO reports, as they do not provide information useful 
for Defence Intelligence. The report concludes that a small percentage of sightings that 
can not be easily explained are caused by atmospheric plasma phenomenon similar to ball 
lightning; Magnetic and other energy fields produced by these "bouyant plasma 
formations" are responsible for the appearance of so-called "Black Triangles" as well as 
having hallucinogenic effects on the human mind, inducing experiences of Close 
Encounters. 

Sturrock Panel Report (USA, 1997) 

From Sept. 29 to Oct. 4, 1997 a workshop examining selected UFO incidents took place 
in Tarrytown, New York. The meeting was initiated by Peter A. Sturrock, who had 
reviewed the Condon report and found it dissatisfying. The international review panel 
consisted of nine physical scientists, who responded to eight investigators of UFO 
reports, who were asked to present their strongest data. The final report of the workshop 



was published under the title "Physical Evidence Related to UFO Reports" in the Journal 
of Scientific Exploration in 1998. The study concluded that the studied cases presented no 
unequivocal evidence for the presence of unknown physical phenomena or for 
extraterrestrial intelligence, but argued that a continued study of UFO cases might be 
scientifically valuable. 

COMETA Report (France, 1999) 

COMETA (Comité d'Études Approfondies, "Committee for in-depth studies") is a private 
French group, which is mainly composed of high-ranking individuals from the French 
Ministry of Defence. In 1999 the group published a ninety-page report entitled "Les 
OVNI et la défense: à quoi doit-on se préparer?" ("UFOs and Defense: What Should We 
Prepare For?"). The report analyzed various UFO cases and concluded that UFOs are 
real, complex flying objects, and that the extraterrestrial hypothesis has a high probability 
of being the correct explanation for the UFO phenomenon. The study recommended that 
the French government should adjust to the reality of the phenomenon and conduct 
further research. Skeptic Claude Maugé criticized COMETA for research incompetency, 
and claimed that the report tried to present itself as an official French document, when in 
fact it was published by a private group. 

"Disclosure Project" Press Conference (USA, 2001) 

  
 

Steven M. Greer 



On May 9, 2001, twenty government workers from military and civilian organizations 
spoke about their experiences regarding UFOs and UFO confidentiality at the National 
Press Club in Washington D.C.. The press conference was initiated by Steven M. Greer, 
founder of the Disclosure Project, which has the goal of disclosing alleged government 
UFO secrecy. The purpose of the press conference was to build public pressure through 
the media to obtain a hearing before the United States Congress on the issue. Although 
major American media outlets reported on the conference, the interest quickly died down, 
and no hearing came forth. 

Fife Symington Press Conference (USA, 2007) 

On November 12, 2007, a press conference, moderated by former Governor of Arizona 
Fife Symington, was held at the National Press Club in Washington D.C. Nineteen 
former pilots and military and civilian officials spoke about their experiences with UFOs, 
demanding that the U.S. government engage in a new investigation of the phenomenon. 

Notable cases in ufology 

Below are short summaries of select famous cases in UFO research. All of the incidents 
remain subject to controversy. 

Kenneth Arnold UFO sighting (USA, 1947) 

On June 24, 1947 pilot Kenneth Arnold reported seeing nine metallic objects flying near 
Mt. Rainier, Washington. The term "flying saucer" was coined by an Associated Press 
reporter, Bill Bequette, who based it on Arnold's description of the objects. 

Roswell UFO Incident (USA, 1947) 

The Roswell Incident of 1947 ranks as one of the most publicized and controversial UFO 
incidents. The US Army allegedly recovered extra-terrestrial spacecraft debris, including 
alien pliots, from an object which crashed near Roswell, New Mexico in July 1947. Many 
books on the incident have been written since the 1970s, and numerous alleged witnesses 
have spoken on the event. The USAF maintains that the crashed object was a top-secret 
military spy balloon, a part of Project Mogul. 

July 1952 Washington D.C. UFO incident (USA, 1952) 

From July 13th to 29th, 1952, there was a major wave of UFO sightings over Washington 
D.C. Simultaneous radar and visual sightings were reported, of what appeared to be a 
group of UFOs flying over the city, and the Capitol Building. Fighter jets were scrambled 
to intercept the objects, which allegedly disappeared when the planes got close enough to 
engage, and reappeared when the jets disengaged. The USAF held a major press 
conference to respond to the media and public inquiry, and brought in Harvard 
astronomer Donald Menzel to explain away the sightings as being caused by temperature 
inversion. 



The Billy Meier Case (Switzerland, 1975-present) 

The Swiss contactee, Eduard Albert "Billy" Meier, famously took over one thousand day 
and night photographs of UFOs, mostly during the latter half of the 1970s, allegedly with 
the full cooperation and assistance of the extraterrestrial pilots, said to call themselves the 
Plejaren. Billy has also supplied other forms of evidence for scientific analysis such as 
metal fragments. IBM scientist Dr Marcel Vogel analysed several of these and found high 
quantities of thulium, a rare Earth element and was also of the opinion that some kind of 
cold fusion processing was involved in it's manufacture. The UFO researcher, the late Lt. 
Col. Wendelle C. Stevens, investigated The Meier Case, as it came to be known, during 
the 1970s and 80s and remained convinced of it's authenticity until his death in 2010. 
Billy Meier formed an association of people interested in the study of the information 
given by the Plejaren and have made much of it available to the public via their 
organisation known as FIGU. Several books and films have been released over the years 
including Light Years by Gary Kinder. Billy Meier also claims to be a spokesperson for 
the Plejaren, quote: "Acting as a mediator and spokesperson for the Pleiadians/Plejaren 
from planet Erra, Eduard Meier imparts their fascinating, esoteric teachings and wisdom 
to us and assists them in their monumental task of guiding Earth mankind back to the 
path we have left so long ago.". 



Tehran UFO Incident (Iran, 1976) 
 

  
 

Page 2 of a USAF report on the Tehran incident by Captain Henry S. Shields 

On the morning of September 19, 1976, a bright object was sighted and recorded by radar 
over Tehran, Imperial State of Iran. Two Imperial Iranian Air Force F-4 Phantom jet 
fighters tried to intercept the object, but turned back, reportedly after an instrumentation 
and communications failure on both planes. The second plane's weapons system 
reportedly also died when it tried to fire a missile at a smaller object, which had emerged 
from the object pursued. The case is confirmed both by the statements of a senior Iranian 
military official and by a report from the U.S. Defense Department on the case.  Skeptic 
Philip J. Klass, after having examined the case, claims the witnesses initially saw an 
astronomical body, possibly Jupiter, while equipment malfunction and pilot 



incompetence accounted for the technical malfunctions. Klass also pointed out that 
although being supposedly such a spectacular UFO case, it remained unclassified, and 
that there was no evidence of a follow-up investigation. 

Rendlesham Forest Incident (UK, 1980) 

From December 26th to 28th, 1980, several bright UFOs were reportedly observed by 
military personnel in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk, England. In one case, a witness 
reported seeing a landed object, which he then touched and felt characters etched on its 
surface, before the object flew off. Later, military personnel found impressions and 
increased radioactivity measurements on the supposed landing site. The witnesses were 
all military personnel, including the deputy commander of the nearby Bentwaters Royal 
Air Force base, Lt. Col. Charles I. Halt. An official USAF memo dated January 13, 1981 
documents the incident. An audio recording of the military investigation that took place 
on the December 27th is also available to the public. Skeptic Brian Dunning of the 
Skeptoid podcast suggests the UFO and strange light sightings were misidentifications of 
the nearby Orfordness lighthouse, the re-entry of the Russian Cosmos 749 rocket, and 
meteors. 

Belgian UFO wave (Belgium, 1989-1991) 

From 1989 to mid-1991, around 3,500 UFO sightings were recorded in Belgium. On the 
night of March 30, 1990, hundreds of people reported seeing UFOs in the airspace over 
Belgium, and unknown targets were confirmed by radar. Two Belgian Air Force (BAF) 
F-16 fighters attempted to intercept the objects, with no success. The radar tapes were 
later analyzed by the BAF, who concluded that the anomalies could have been caused by 
processing errors on the on-board computers. Ufologist Renaud Leclet states that some of 
the sightings could be explained by helicopters with unusual designs, with which the 
public was unfamiliar. 

Phoenix Lights (USA, 1997) 

On March 13, 1997, from around 8:15 to 10 p.m. local time, hundreds of citizens in the 
city of Phoenix, Arizona reported seeing a formation of lights move over city and 
surrounding mountains, giving the impression of a large "V"-shaped object. Along with 
eyewitness testimony, video material and pictures of the lights exist. It was revealed that 
the visiting 104th Fighter Squadron of the Maryland Air National Guard dropped 
illumination flares as a part of an exercise near Phoenix around 8:15 to 8:30 p.m. 

Notable UFO organizations 

United States 

In the US, groups and affiliates interested in UFO investigation number in the hundreds, 
of which a few have achieved prominence based on their longevity, size, and researcher 
involvement with scientific credentials. The first significant UFO interest group in the US 



was the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization (APRO), formed in 1952 by Coral and 
James Lorenzen. The organization closed down in 1988. The National Investigations 
Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), which formed in 1957 and shut down in the 
1970ṣ, whose Board of Directors included former Director of Central Intelligence and 
first head of the Central Intelligence Agency, VADM Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter, was, at 
one time, the largest UFO organization in the country, with numerous chapters. In 1957, 
brothers W. H. and J. A. Spaulding founded the Ground Saucer Watch, which later 
became famous when, in 1977, the group filed a suit under the Freedom of Information 
Act against the CIA. 

The two major UFO groups active today are the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON), 
founded in 1969, and the Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS), founded in 1973 by J. Allen 
Hynek. MUFON grew as the key members of NICAP joined the organization in the 
1970s. CUFOS has tried to limit its membership to established researchers, but has found 
little academic acceptance. 

United Kingdom 

The British UFO Research Association (BUFORA) is the largest and oldest of the active 
British UFO organizations. It traces its roots to the London UFO Research Association, 
founded in 1959, which merged with the British UFO Association (BUFOA) to form 
BUFORA in 1964. 

Australia 

The Australian Flying Saucer Bureau (AFSB) and the Australian Flying Saucer Research 
Society (AFSRS) were the earliest UFO groups established in Australia, with both being 
founded in the early 1950s. The Australian Centre for UFO Studies (ACUFOS) was 
established in 1974 with links to the American CUFOS. Other currently active Australian 
UFO groups include the Victorian UFO Research Society (VUFORS), the Australian 
UFO Research Network (AUFORN), and UFO Research Queensland (UFORQ). 

Skeptic organizations 

The Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI), although not a UFO organization, has 
investigated various UFO cases and has given a skeptical review of the phenomena in its 
publications, often in the Skeptical Inquirer magazine. Founded as the Committee for the 
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP) in 1976 by professor of 
philosophy Paul Kurtz, the committee is notable for its member scientists and skeptics, 
such as Carl Sagan, Isaac Asimov, Philip J. Klass, Ray Hyman, James Randi, and Martin 
Gardner. The Skeptics Society, founded by science historian Michael Shermer in 1992, 
has also addressed the UFO issue in its magazine Skeptic. 



Chapter 8 

Project Sign and Flying Saucer Working 
Party 

 

 

Project sign 
Project Sign was an official U.S. government study of unidentified flying objects 
(UFOs) undertaken by the United States Air Force in late 1947 and dissolved in late 
1948. 

Formally, Project Sign came to no conclusion about UFOs with their final report stating 
that the existence of "flying saucers" could neither be confirmed or denied. However, 
prior to this, Sign officially argued that UFOs were likely of extraterrestrial origin, and 
most of the project's personnel came to favor the extraterrestrial hypothesis before this 
opinion was rejected and Sign was dissolved. 

Background 

Sign was instigated following a recommendation from Lt. General Nathan F. Twining, 
then the head of Air Materiel Command. Just before this, Brig. Gen. George Schulgen, of 
the Army Air Forces air intelligence division, had completed a preliminary review of the 
many UFO reports—then called "flying discs" by military authorities—which had 
received considerable publicity following the Kenneth Arnold sighting of June 24, 1947. 
Schulgen's study, completed in late July 1947, concluded that the flying discs were real 
craft. Schulgen then asked Twining and his command, which included the intelligence 
and engineering divisions located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (then Wright 
Field), to carry out a more exhaustive review of the data. 

In his formal letter to Schulgen on September 23, 1947, in part, Twining wrote: 

• The phenomenon reported is something real and not visionary or fictitious. 
• There are objects probably approximately the shape of a disc, of such appreciable 

size as to appear to be as large as a man-made aircraft. 
• There is the possibility that some of the incidents may be caused by natural 

phenomena, such as meteors. 



• The reported operating characteristics such as extreme rates of climb, 
maneuverability (particularly in roll), and action which must be considered 
evasive when sighted or contacted by friendly aircraft and radar, lend belief to the 
possibility that some of the objects are controlled either manually, automatically 
or remotely. 

• The apparent common description of the objects is as follows: ... 
• It is possible within the present U.S. knowledge... to construct a piloted aircraft 

which has the general description ... 
• Any development in this country along the lines indicated would be extremely 

expensive... 
• Due consideration must be given to the following: 

The possibility that these objects are of domestic origin - the product of some high 
security project not known to AC/AS-2 or this command. 
The lack of physical evidence in the shape of crash recovered exhibits which 
would undeniably prove the existence of these objects. 
The possibility that some foreign nation has a form of propulsion, possibly 
nuclear, which is outside of our domestic knowledge. 

He recommended that "... Army Air Forces issue a directive assigning a priority, security 
classification and code name for detailed study of this matter."  Though conducted by the 
Army Air Force, the study’s information and conclusions would be made available to all 
the armed services, and to scientific agencies with formal government ties. 

Project Sign 

Twining’s suggestion was approved on December 30 by Major General Laurence 
Craigie, Director of Research and Development under the Deputy Chief of staff for 
Materiel at Headquarters U.S. Air Force. According to Craigie's directive, it would be the 
role of Sign to: “...collect, collate, evaluate and distribute to interested government 
agencies and contractors all information concerning sightings and phenomena in the 
atmosphere which can be construed to be of concern to the national security.”  

On January 22, 1948, Project Sign formally began its work as a branch of Air Technical 
Intelligence Center (ATIC) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, under the direction of 
Captain Robert R. Sneider. 

Sign was seen as a very important undertaking: Ruppelt wrote that Sign "was given a 2A 
priority, 1A being the highest priority an Air Force project could have." Though it was 
classified "restricted", the study’s existence was eventually known to the general public, 
and was often called "Project Saucer". However, UFO historian Wendy Connors 
established, through an interview with a surviving Sign secretary, that "Project Saucer" 
was the project's original informal name and had actually begun in late 1946. If this was 
the case, then the Army Air Force had already begun investigation of UFOs well before 
the Kenneth Arnold sighting that launched the first flood of UFO reports of June–July 
1947 in the United States. 



Studies were undertaken by Air Intelligence at the Air Force base nearest to any 
particular UFO report, though some cases were studied directly by Air Materiel 
Command. Allen Hynek, then teaching astronomy at Ohio State University, was hired as 
a consultant to help weed out UFO reports which could be misidentified meteors, stars 
and the like. Hynek was mentioned by name in Project Sign memos as early as May, 
1948, and was formally involved as a consultant a few months later. In 1985, Hynek 
reported,"I was quite negative in most of my evaluations. I stretched far to give 
something a natural explanation, sometimes when it may not have really had it." 

Early in the modern UFO age, it was taken for granted by the U.S. Air Force that the 
flying saucers existed. As Ruppelt wrote, 

ATIC's intelligence specialists were confident that within a few months or a year 
they would have the answer to the question, "What are UFO's?" The question, 
"Do UFO's exist?" was never mentioned. The only problem that confronted the 
people at ATIC was, "Were the UFO's of Russian or interplanetary origin?" Either 
case called for a serious, secrecy-shrouded project. Only top people at ATIC were 
assigned to Project Sign. 

Dr. Michael D. Swords writes that "The core personnel for the project were probably the 
most talented group to work on UFOs until the air force ended its investigation in 1969. 
Aiding chief officer, Capt. Robert R Sneider, were two outstanding aeronautical 
engineers, Alfred Loedding and Albert B. Deyarmond ... Completing the group was 
nuclear and missile expert Lawrence Truettner ... The quality of these people indicates 
the seriousness (and the comparative difference in later years) with which the air force 
considered the flying disk problem."  

Sign’s first major undertaking was the study of a widely publicized UFO encounter 
known as the Mantell Incident. On 7 January 1948, Air Force pilot Thomas Mantell—in 
pursuit of an aerial artifact Mantell reportedly described as "a metallic object ... it is of 
tremendous size." —died when his aircraft crashed near Franklin, Kentucky. Project Sign 
investigators were officially inclonclusive about the Mantell case, but Hynek determined 
that Mantell had been chasing the planet Venus—a conclusion that eventually met with 
widespread incredulity. The Venus explanation was later formally withdrawn, and the 
Mantell incident remains listed as an "unknown." 

According to later Project Blue Book director Edward J. Ruppelt, Project Sign 
investigators were less skeptical about the Chiles-Whitted UFO Encounter over 
Montgomery, Alabama on 24 July 1948. In this case, two airline pilots reported that a 
rocket-shaped UFO, glowing blue and seeming to emit reddish flames, approached them 
on a near-collision course. Pilots Chiles and Whitted reported the object appeared to 
show a double row of ports or windows emitting an intense bluish-white light. (A similar 
object with a double row of windows was also seen over The Hague, Netherlands a few 
days earlier and independently reported to Project Sign.) Some Sign researchers were 
deeply impressed by the close UFO sighting from two highly credible pilot-witnesses. 
The reports of "windows" also suggested the objects were possibly occupied.  



The Estimate of the Situation 

As Swords notes, "The project members reasoned that they had several dozen aerial 
observations that they could not explain, many of them by military pilots and scientists. 
The objects seemed to act like real technology, but their sources said they were not ours. 
The flying fuselage encounter (Chiles-Whitted) intrigued them. The Prandtl theory of lift 
indicated that such an odd shape can fly, but it would need some form of power plant 
advanced well beyond what we could build (e.g., nuclear) Sign personnel generally 
accepted that the more reliable witnesses were describing accurately what they'd seen. 
Given that there was no evidence that either the U.S. or the U.S.S.R. had anything 
remotely like the UFOs reported, Sign personnel gradually began considering 
extraterrestrial origins for the objects. The result was the legendary Estimate of the 
Situation. 

Swords argues that this consideration of non-earthly origin was "not as incredible in 
intelligence circles as one might think." Because many in the military were "pilots, 
engineers and technical people" they had a "'can do' attitude" and tended to regard 
unavailable technologies not as impossibilities, but as challenges to be overcome. Rather 
than dismissing UFO reports out of hand, they considered how such objects might 
function. This perspective, argues Swords, "contrasted markedly with many scientists' 
characterizations of such concepts as impossible, unthinkable or absurd."  

At about the same time the Estimate was working its way up the ranks, another group 
was arguing against any extraterrestrial origins for the saucers. Informally led by Major 
Aaron J. Boggs, this group was profoundly skeptical of the saucers' reality; Dr. Michael 
D. Swords noted that his peers described Boggs as "the Pentagon's 'saucer killer'"  

Under Boggs' guidance, a competing document prepared by the anti-extraterrestrial group 
in the Directorate of Intelligence was also making the rounds in military intelligence. 
With input from the Office of Naval Intelligence this study argued that the flying saucers 
were probably real, though it suspected that they were craft made by the Soviet Union. 
There was concern in U.S. military intelligence circles that the Soviets could make 
aeronautical advances on the work of Nazi scientists, especially the Horten Brothers, who 
Swords describes as "a pair of brilliant aeronautical engineers far in advance of their U.S. 
counterparts."  If the saucers were of Soviet origin, then they were operated so openly in 
U.S airspace by the Soviets probably as a method of psychological warfare "to negate 
U.S. confidence in atom bomb as the most advanced and decisive weapon."  However, 
Sign researchers could find no hard evidence supporting this hypothesis. With the 
emergence of cases like the Chiles-Whitted sighting, a rift developed within Sign’s staff 
between those who thought UFOs might be extraterrestrial and those who rejected this 
idea in favor of a more prosaic explanation. 

With Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg's rejection of The Estimate, Ruppelt said it was clear to 
the Sign personnel who supported ETH that there was no support at the top. As Swords 
writes, "Despite Vandenberg's negative reception of the estimate, Project Sign personnel 
did not back off."  Sign continued their investigations of UFO reports, and continued 



favoring the ETH. Swords speculates that this refusal to change their approach was due to 
strong minority support for the ETH within the Pentagon and/or a rather mild rejection of 
the Estimate. In one case, seeking evidence of an advanced propulsion system, Sign 
personnel tested the radiation levels of George Gorman's National Guard aircraft which 
was said to have had a "dog fight" with a flying saucer over Fargo, North Dakota. 

General Charles P. Cabell asked Sign for a second, non-extraterrestrial opinion of the 
flying saucers. Sign submitted a brief response which did not explicitly mention 
extraterrestrial ideas, but strongly hinted at them, even citing the works of Charles Fort to 
argue that unusual objects had been flying in the earth's skies for decades before the 
Arnold encounter. A document signed by Sneider, dated December 20, 1948 but written 
earlier, has been called the "Ghost of the Estimate" since it echoes many of the same 
ideas explained in the lost Estimate of the Situation. 

Nonetheless, the rejection of the Estimate quickly took its toll on Project Sign and 
supporters of the ETH. As Ruppelt wrote, 

By the end of 1948, Project Sign had received several hundred UFO reports. Of 
these, 167 had been saved as good reports. About three dozen were "Unknown." 
Even though the UFO reports were getting better and more numerous, the 
enthusiasm over the interplanetary idea was cooling off … More and more work 
was being pushed off onto the other investigative organization that was [sic] 
helping ATIC. The kickback on the Top Secret Estimate of the Situation was 
beginning to dampen a lot of enthusiasms. It was definitely a bear market for 
UFO's. 

Sign's continued study of the ETH led to a debate at the National Bureau of Standards in 
November, 1948 where the competing hypotheses were represented by Sneider and 
Boggs. As Swords writes, "When the smoke cleared, Boggs and AIR-100 were the 
victors."  

Aftermath 

By late 1948, Project Sign was discontinued in name and replaced by a much more 
negatively oriented Project Grudge. Ruppelt reported that the choice of the word 
"Grudge" to describe the new project was deliberate. 

Ruppelt wrote, 

"On February 11, 1949, an order was written that changed the name of the UFO project 
from Project Sign to Project Grudge. The order was supposedly written because the 
classified name, Project Sign, had been compromised. This was always my official 
answer to any questions about the name change. I'd go further and say that the names of 
the projects, first Sign, then Grudge, had no significance. This wasn't true; they did have 
significance, a lot of it." 



Ruppelt referred to the Project Grudge era as the "Dark Ages" of official Air Force UFO 
investigations. Still, by late 1949, some 20 percent of UFO sightings remained classified 
as "unknown" by Grudge. By late 1951, according to Ruppelt, some highly influential 
Pentagon generals had become so disenchanted with Grudge's debunking that Grudge 
itself was dismantled and replaced by Project Blue Book, with Ruppelt in charge. 

Historian David Michael Jacobs argues that, overall, Project Sign’s personnel did an 
admirable job. However, Jacobs has also stated, "[Project Sign's] main problem was that 
the staff was too inexperienced to discriminate between which sightings to investigate 
thoroughly. Because of unfamiliarity with the phenomenon, the staff spent inordinate 
amounts of time on sightings that were obviously aircraft, meteors or hoaxes."  

 

Flying Saucer Working Party 
Flying Saucer Working Party (or FSWP) was the name of the United Kingdom 
Ministry of Defence’s (MOD) first "official study into UFOs" which has its roots in a 
study commissioned in 1950 by the MOD’s then Chief Scientific Adviser, the great radar 
scientist Sir Henry Tizard. As a result of his insistence that UFO sightings should not be 
dismissed without some form of proper scientific study, the Department set up what 
writer Nick Pope has described as "arguably the most marvellously-named committee in 
the history of the civil service"   

The Flying Saucer Working Party was set up in October 1950 by Ministry of Defence 
Chief Scientific Adviser Sir Henry Tizard, who felt that UFO reports should not be 
dismissed out of hand without some serious study. He duly authorised the setting up of a 
small study team to look into the phenomenon. This is the group's final report , which 
was released to UFO researchers Dr David Clarke and Andy Roberts in 2001 by the 
MOD, following requests made under the Code of Practice on Access to Government 
Information. A detailed commentary and analysis of this material can be found at the 
Real UFO Project website including scans of the report and associated documents. 

Tizard was intrigued by the increasing media coverage of UFO sightings in the UK, 
America and other parts of the world. Using his authority as Chief Scientific Adviser at 
the MOD he decided that the subject should not be dismissed without some proper, 
official investigation. Accordingly, he agreed that a small Directorate of Scientific 
Intelligence/Joint Technical Intelligence Committee (DSI/JTIC) working party should be 
set up to investigate the phenomenon. This was dubbed the Flying Saucer Working Party. 
The DSI/JTIC minutes recording this historic development read as follows: 

“The Chairman said that Sir Henry Tizard felt that reports of flying saucers ought not to 
be dismissed without some investigation and he had, therefore, agreed that a small 
DSI/JTIC Working Party should be set up under the chairmanship of Mr Turney to 
investigate future reports. 



After discussion it was agreed that the membership of the Working Party should 
comprise representatives of DSI1, ADNI(Tech), MI10 and ADI(Tech). It was also agreed 
that it would probably be necessary at some time to consult the Meteorological 
Department and ORS Fighter Command but that these two bodies should not at present 
be asked to nominate representatives”. 

It operated under such secrecy that its existence was known to very few. Nevertheless, 
there were two clues that such a study had been carried out. One of these clues was 
obvious, but the other was more obscure. 

The first clue was in the Secretary of State for Air’s response to Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill’s famous 28 July 1952 memo in which he enquired “What does all this stuff 
about flying saucers amount to? What can it mean? What is the truth? Let me have a 
report at your convenience”. The response, dated 9 August 1952, began “The various 
reports about unidentified flying objects, described by the Press as “flying saucers”, 
were the subject of a full Intelligence study in 1951”. 

There was some considerable discussion and debate about the terms of reference of the 
Flying Saucer Working Party. The final version read as follows: 

1. To review the available evidence in reports of “Flying Saucers”. 
2. To examine from now on the evidence on which reports of British origin of 

phenomena attributed to “Flying Saucers” are based. 
3. To report to DSI/JTIC as necessary. 
4. To keep in touch with American occurrences and evaluation of such. 

The five man working party was chaired by a naval intelligence officer, Mr G. L. Turney, 
from one of the MOD’s scientific intelligence branches. All the members were specialists 
in the field of scientific and technical intelligence. One member, Wing Commander 
Myles Formby, Assistant Director of Intelligence (Technical) at the Air Ministry, also 
chaired the Guided Missiles Working Party. 

The working party’s conclusions were set out in a document dated June 1951 and bearing 
the designation DSI/JTIC Report No. 7. It was entitled “Unidentified Flying Objects” and 
classified “Secret Discreet”. 

Dr David Clarke of Sheffield Hallam University was the first person to obtain a copy of 
the report in 2001 under the Code of Practice on Access to government information. The 
discovery was made public in The Observer 

The document was subsequently made available at The National Archives on 1 January 
2002. A full discussion of the Working Party's findings and interviews with some of the 
key players, can be found in Chapter 5 of Clarke and Robert's book 'Out of the Shadows: 
UFOs, the Establishment and the Official Cover-up' (London: Piatkus, 2002). Some of 
the key PRO file references containing the Report and related DSI/JTIC discussions are 
DEFE 44/119, DEFE 41/74 and DEFE 41/75. 



Chapter 9 

Project Blue Book 

 

 
Project Blue Book was one of a series of systematic studies of unidentified flying 
objects (UFOs) conducted by the United States Air Force (U.S.A.F.). Started in 1952, it 
was the second revival of such a study (the first two of its kind being Projects Sign and 
Grudge). A termination order was given for the study in December 1969, and all activity 
under its auspices ceased in January 1970. 

Project Blue Book had two goals: 

1. to determine if UFOs were a threat to national security, and 
2. to scientifically analyze UFO-related data. 

Thousands of UFO reports were collected, analyzed and filed. As the result of the 
Condon Report, which concluded there was nothing anomalous about UFOs, Project Blue 
Book was ordered shut down in December 1969 and the Air Force continues to provide 
the following summary of its investigations: 

1. No UFO reported, investigated and evaluated by the Air Force was ever an 
indication of threat to our national security; 

2. There was no evidence submitted to or discovered by the Air Force that 
sightings categorized as "unidentified" represented technological 
developments or principles beyond the range of modern scientific 
knowledge; and 

3. There was no evidence indicating that sightings categorized as 
"unidentified" were extraterrestrial vehicles. 

By the time Project Blue Book ended, it had collected 12,618 UFO reports, and 
concluded that most of them were misidentifications of natural phenomena (clouds, stars, 
etc.) or conventional aircraft. According to the National Reconnaissance Office a number 
of the reports could be explained by flights of the formerly secret reconnaissance planes 
U-2 and A-12. The UFO reports were archived and are available under the Freedom of 
Information Act, but names and other personal information of all witnesses have been 
changed. 



Previous projects 

Public USAF UFO studies were first initiated under Project Sign at the end of 1947, 
following many widely publicized UFO reports. Project Sign was initiated specifically at 
the request of General Nathan Twining, chief of the Air Force Materiel Command at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Wright-Patterson was also to be the home of Project 
Sign and all subsequent official USAF public investigations. 

Sign was officially inconclusive regarding the cause of the sightings. However, according 
to US Air Force Captain Edward J. Ruppelt (the first director of Project Blue Book), 
Sign's initial intelligence estimate (the so-called Estimate of the Situation) written in the 
late summer of 1948, concluded that the flying saucers were real craft, were not made by 
either the Russians or US, and were likely extraterrestrial in origin. This estimate was 
forwarded to the Pentagon, but subsequently ordered destroyed by Gen. Hoyt 
Vandenberg, USAF Chief of Staff, citing a lack of physical proof. Vandenberg 
subsequently dismantled Project Sign. 

Project Sign was succeeded at the end of 1948 by Project Grudge, which had a debunking 
mandate. Ruppelt referred to the era of Project Grudge as the "dark ages" of early USAF 
UFO investigation. Grudge concluded that all UFOs were natural phenomena or other 
misinterpretations, although it also stated that 23 percent of the reports could not be 
explained. 

Project Blue Book 

The Captain Ruppelt era 

According to Captain Edward J. Ruppelt, by the end of 1951, several high-ranking, very 
influential USAF generals were so dissatisfied with the state of Air Force UFO 
investigations that they dismantled Project Grudge and replaced it with Project Blue 
Book in early 1952. One of these men was Gen. Charles P. Cabell. Another important 
change came when General William Garland joined Cabell's staff; Garland thought the 
UFO question deserved serious scrutiny because he had witnessed a UFO. 

The new name, Project Blue Book, was selected to refer to the blue booklets used for 
testing at some colleges and universities. The name was inspired, said Ruppelt, by the 
close attention that high-ranking officers were giving the new project; it felt as if the 
study of UFOs was as important as a college final exam. Blue Book was also upgraded in 
status from Project Grudge, with the creation of the Aerial Phenomenon Branch. 

Ruppelt was the first head of the project. He was an experienced airman, having been 
decorated for his efforts with the Army Air Corps during World War II, and having 
afterwards earned an aeronautics degree. He officially coined the term "Unidentified 
Flying Object", to replace the many terms ("flying saucer" "flying disk" and so on) the 
military had previously used; Ruppelt thought that "unidentified flying object" was a 
more neutral and accurate term. Ruppelt resigned from the Air Force some years later, 



and wrote the book The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, which described the study 
of UFOs by United States Air Force from 1947 to 1955. Swords writes that "Ruppelt 
would lead the last genuine effort to analyze UFOs". 

Ruppelt implemented a number of changes: He streamlined the manner in which UFOs 
were reported to (and by) military officials, partly in hopes of alleviating the stigma and 
ridicule associated with UFO witnesses. Ruppelt also ordered the development of a 
standard questionnaire for UFO witnesses, hoping to uncover data which could be subject 
to statistical analysis. He commissioned the Battelle Memorial Institute to create the 
questionnaire and computerize the data. Using case reports and the computerized data, 
Battelle then did a massive scientific and statistical study of all Air Force UFO cases, 
completed in 1954 and known as "Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14". 

Knowing that factionalism had harmed the progress of Project Sign, Ruppelt did his best 
to avoid the kinds of open-ended speculation that had led to Sign’s personnel being split 
among advocates and critics of the extraterrestrial hypothesis. As Michael Hall writes, 
"Ruppelt not only took the job seriously but expected his staff to do so as well. If anyone 
under him either became too skeptical or too convinced of one particular theory, they 
soon found themselves off the project." In his book, Ruppelt reported that he fired three 
personnel very early in the project because they were either "too pro" or "too con" one 
hypotheis or another. Ruppelt sought the advice of many scientists and experts, and 
issued regular press releases (along with classified monthly reports for military 
intelligence). 

Each U.S. Air Force Base had a Blue Book officer to collect UFO reports and forward 
them to Ruppelt. During most of Ruppelt's tenure, he and his team were authorized to 
interview any and all military personnel who witnessed UFOs, and were not required to 
follow the chain of command. This unprecedented authority underlined the seriousness of 
Blue Book's investigation. 

Under Ruppelt's direction, Blue Book investigated a number of well-known UFO cases, 
including the so-called Lubbock Lights, and a widely publicized 1952 radar/visual case 
over Washington D.C.. According to Jacques Vallee, Ruppelt started the trend, largely 
followed by later Blue Book investigations, of not giving serious consideration to 
numerous reports of UFO landings and/or interaction with purported UFO occupants. 

Astronomer Dr. J. Allen Hynek was the scientific consultant of the project, as he had 
been with Projects Sign and Grudge. He worked for the project up to its termination and 
initially created the categorization which has been extended and is known today as Close 
encounters. He was a pronounced skeptic when he started, but said that his feelings 
changed to a more wavering skepticism during the research, after encountering a few 
UFO reports he thought were unexplainable, according to what is often said on web 
pages. The book he wrote (Close Encounters) stated the opposite and explains how such 
misinformation arises. 



Ruppelt left Blue Book in February 1953 for a temporary reassignment. He returned a 
few months later to find his staff reduced from more than ten, to two subordinates. 
Frustrated, Ruppelt suggested that an Air Defense Command unit (the 4602nd Air 
Intelligence Service Squadron) be charged with UFO investigations. 

Robertson panel 

In July 1952, after a build-up of hundreds of sightings over the previous few months, a 
series of radar detections coincident with visual sightings were observed near the 
National Airport in Washington, D.C. Future Arizona Senator and 2008 presidential 
nominee John McCain is alleged to be one of these witnesses. 

After much publicity, these sightings led the Central Intelligence Agency to establish a 
panel of scientists headed by Dr. H. P. Robertson, a physicist of the California Institute of 
Technology, which included various physicists, meteorologists, and engineers, and one 
astronomer (Hynek). The Robertson Panel first met on January 14, 1953 in order to 
formulate a response to the overwhelming public interest in UFOs. 

Ruppelt, Hynek, and others presented the best evidence, including movie footage, that 
had been collected by Blue Book. After spending 12 hours reviewing 6 years of data, the 
Robertson Panel concluded that most UFO reports had prosaic explanations, and that all 
could be explained with further investigation, which they deemed not worth the effort. 

In their final report, they stressed that low-grade, unverifiable UFO reports were 
overloading intelligence channels, with the risk of missing a genuine conventional threat 
to the U.S. Therefore, they recommended the Air Force de-emphasize the subject of 
UFOs and embark on a debunking campaign to lessen public interest. They suggested 
debunkery through the mass media, including The Walt Disney Company, and using 
psychologists, astronomers, and celebrities to ridicule the phenomenon and put forward 
prosaic explanations. Furthermore, civilian UFO groups "should be watched because of 
their potentially great influence on mass thinking… The apparent irresponsibility and the 
possible use of such groups for subversive purposes should be kept in mind." 

It is the conclusion of many researchers that the Robertson Panel was recommending 
controlling public opinion through a program of official propaganda and spying. They 
also believe these recommendations helped shape Air Force policy regarding UFO study 
not only immediately afterwards, but also into the present day. There is evidence that the 
Panel's recommendations were being carried out at least two decades after its conclusions 
were issued. 

In December 1953, Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Regulation number 146 made it a crime 
for military personnel to discuss classified UFO reports with unauthorized persons. 
Violators faced up to two years in prison and/or fines of up to $10,000. 



Aftermath of Robertson panel 

In his book Ruppelt described the demoralization of the Blue Book staff and the stripping 
of their investigative duties following the Robertson Panel. 

As an immediate consequence of the Robertson Panel recommendations, in February 
1953, the Air Force issued Regulation 200-2, ordering air base officers to publicly 
discuss UFO incidents only if they were judged to have been solved, and to classify all 
the unsolved cases to keep them out of the public eye. 

The same month, investigative duties started to be taken on by the newly formed 4602nd 
Air Intelligence Squadron (AISS) of the Air Defense Command. The 4602nd AISS was 
tasked with investigating only the most important UFO cases with intelligence or national 
security implications. These were deliberately siphoned away from Blue Book, leaving 
Blue Book to deal with the more trivial reports. 

General Nathan Twining, who got Project Sign started back in 1947, was now Air Force 
Chief of Staff. In August 1954, he was to further codify the responsibilities of the 4602nd 
AISS by issuing an updated Air Force Regulation 200-2. In addition, UFOs (called 
"UFOBs") were defined as "any airborne object which by performance, aerodynamic 
characteristics, or unusual features, does not conform to any presently known aircraft or 
missile type, or which cannot be positively identified as a familiar object." Investigation 
of UFOs was stated to be for the purposes of national security and to ascertain "technical 
aspects." AFR 200-2 again stated that Blue Book could discuss UFO cases with the 
media only if they were regarded as having a conventional explanation. If they were 
unidentified, the media was to be told only that the situation was being analyzed. Blue 
Book was also ordered to reduce the number of unidentified to a minimum. 

All this was done secretly. The public face of Blue Book continued to be the official Air 
Force investigation of UFOs, but the reality was it had essentially been reduced to doing 
very little serious investigation, and had become almost solely a public relations outfit 
with a debunking mandate. To cite one example, by the end of 1956, the number of cases 
listed as unsolved had dipped to barely 0.4 percent, from the 20 to 30% it had been only a 
few years earlier. 

Eventually, Ruppelt requested reassignment; at his departure in August 1953, his staff 
had been reduced from more than ten (precise numbers of personnel varied) to just two 
subordinates and himself. His temporary replacement was a noncommissioned officer. 
Most who succeeded him as Blue Book director exhibited either apathy or outright 
hostility to the subject of UFOs, or were hampered by a lack of funding and official 
support. 

UFO investigators often regard Ruppelt's brief tenure at Blue Book as the high-water 
mark of public Air Force investigations of UFOs, when UFO investigations were treated 
seriously and had support at high levels. Thereafter, Project Blue Book descended into a 
new "Dark Ages" from which many UFO investigators argue it never emerged. However, 



Ruppelt later came to embrace the Blue Book perspective that there was nothing 
extraordinary about UFOs; he even labeled the subject a "Space Age Myth." 

The Captain Hardin era 

In March 1954, Captain Charles Hardin was appointed the head of Blue Book. However, 
most UFO investigations were conducted by the 4602nd, and Hardin had no objection. 
Ruppelt wrote that Hardin "thinks that anyone who is even interested [in UFOs] is crazy. 
They bore him." 

In 1955, the Air Force decided that the goal of Blue Book should be not to investigate 
UFO reports, but rather to reduce the number of unidentified UFO reports to a minimum. 
By late 1956, the number of unidentifed sightings had dropped from the 20-25% of the 
Ruppelt era, to less than 1%. 

The Captain Gregory era 

Captain George T. Gregory took over as Blue Book's director in 1956. Clark writes that 
Gregory led Blue Book "in an even firmer anti-UFO direction than the apathetic Hardin." 
The 4602nd was dissolved, and the 1066th Air Intelligence Service Squadron was 
charged with UFO investigations. 

In fact, there was actually little or no investigation of UFO reports; a revised AFR 200-2 
issued during Gregory's tenure emphasized that unexplained UFO reports must be 
reduced to a minimum. 

One way that Gregory reduced the number of unexplained UFOs was by simple 
reclassification. "Possible cases" became "probable", and "probable" cases were upgraded 
to certainties. By this logic, a possible comet became a probable comet, while a probable 
comet was flatly declared to have been a misidentified comet. Similarly, if a witness 
reported an observation of an unusual balloon-like object, Blue Book usually classified it 
as a balloon, with no research and qualification.  

The Major Friend era 

Major Robert J. Friend was appointed the head of Blue Book in 1958. Friend made some 
attempts to reverse the direction Blue Book had taken since 1954. Clark writes that 
"Friend's efforts to upgrade the files and catalog sightings according to various observed 
statistics were frustrated by a lack of funding and assistance." 

Heartened by Friend's efforts, Hynek organized the first of several meetings between 
Blue Book staffers and ATIC personnel in 1959. Hynek suggested that some older UFO 
reports should be reevaluated, with the ostensible aim of moving them from the 
"unknown" to the "identified" category. Hynek's plans came to naught. 



During Friend's tenure, ATIC contemplated passing oversight Blue Book to another Air 
Force agency, but neither the Air Research and Development Center, nor the Office of 
Information for the Secretary of the Air Force was interested. 

In 1960, there were U.S. Congressional hearings regarding UFOs. Civilian UFO research 
group NICAP had publicly charged Blue Book with covering up UFO evidence, and had 
also acquired a few allies in the U.S. Congress. Blue Book was investigated by the 
Congress and the CIA, with critics—most notably the civilian UFO group NICAP 
asserting that Blue Book was lacking as a scientific study. In response, ATIC added 
personnel (increasing the total personnel to three military personnel, plus civilian 
secretaries) and increased Blue Book's budget. This seemed to mollify some of Blue 
Book's critics, that but it was only temporary. A few years later, the criticism would be 
even louder. 

By the time he was transferred from Blue Book in 1963, Friend thought that Blue Book 
was effectively useless and ought to be dissolved, even if it caused an outcry amongst the 
public. 

The Major Quintanilla era 

Major Hector Quintanilla took over as Blue Book's leader in August 1963. He largely 
continued the debunking efforts, and it was under his direction that Blue Book received 
some of its sharpest criticism. UFO researcher Jerome Clark goes so far as to write that, 
by this time, Blue Book had "lost all credibility." 

Physicist and UFO researcher Dr. James E. McDonald once flatly declared that 
Quintanilla was "not competent" from either a scientific or an investigative perspective. 
However, McDonald also stressed that Quintanilla "shouldn't be held accountable for it", 
as he was chosen for his position by a superior officer, and was following orders in 
directing Blue Book. 

Blue Book’s explanations of UFO reports were not universally accepted, however, and 
critics — including some scientists — suggested that Project Blue Book was engaged in 
questionable research or, worse, perpetrating cover up. This criticism grew especially 
strong and widespread in the 1960s. 

Take for example, the many mostly nighttime UFO reports from the midwestern and 
southeastern United States in the summer of 1965: Witnesses in Texas reported 
"multicolored lights" and large aerial objects shaped like eggs or diamonds. The 
Oklahoma Highway Patrol reported that Tinker Air Force Base (near Oklahoma City) had 
tracked up to four UFO’s simultaneously, and that several of them had descended very 
rapidly: from about 22000 feet to about 4000 feet in just a few seconds, an action well 
beyond the capabilities of conventional aircraft of the era. John Shockley, a meteorologist 
from Wichita, Kansas, reported that, using the state Weather Bureau radar, he tracked a 
number of odd aerial objects flying at altitudes between about 6000 and 9000 feet. These 
and other reports received wide publicity. 



Project Blue Book officially determined the witnesses had mistaken Jupiter or bright stars 
(such as Rigel or Betelgeuse) for something else. 

Blue Book’s explanation was widely criticized as inaccurate. Robert Riser, director of the 
Oklahoma Science and Art Foundation Planetarium offered a strongly-worded rebuke of 
Project Blue Book that was widely circulated: “That is as far from the truth as you can 
get. These stars and planets are on the opposite side of the earth from Oklahoma City at 
this time of year. The Air Force must have had its star finder upside-down during 
August." 

A newspaper editorial from the Richmond News Leader opined that "Attempts to dismiss 
the reported sightings under the rationale as exhibited by Project Bluebook (sic) won’t 
solve the mystery … and serve only to heighten the suspicion that there’s something out 
there that the air force doesn't want us to know about", while a Wichita-based UPI 
reporter noted that "Ordinary radar does not pick up planets and stars." 

Another case that Blue Book's critics seized upon was the so-called Portage County UFO 
Chase, which began at about 5.00am, near Ravenna, Ohio on April 17, 1966. Police 
officers Dale Spaur and Wilbur Neff spotted what they described as a disc-shaped, silvery 
object with a bright light emanating from its underside, at about 1000 feet in altitude. 
They began following the object (which they reported sometimes descended as low as 50 
feet), and police from several other jurisdictions were involved in the pursuit. The chase 
ended about 30 minutes later near Freedom, Pennsylvania, some 85 miles away. 

The UFO chase made national news, and the police submitted detailed reports to Blue 
Book. Five days later, following brief interviews with only one of the police officers (but 
none of the other ground witnesses), Blue Book's director, Major Hector Quintanilla, 
announced their conclusions: The police (one of them an Air Force gunner during the 
Korean War) had first chased a communications satellite, then the planet Venus. 

This conclusion was widely derided, and was strenuously rejected by the police officers. 
In his dissenting conclusion, Hynek described Blue Book's conclusions as absurd: in their 
reports, several of the police had unknowingly described the moon, Venus and the UFO, 
though they unknowingly described Venus as a bright "star" very near the moon. Ohio 
Congressman William Stanton said that "The Air Force has suffered a great loss of 
prestige in this community … Once people entrusted with the public welfare no longer 
think the people can handle the truth, then the people, in return, will no longer trust the 
government." 

In September 1968, Hynek received a letter from Colonel Raymond Sleeper of the 
Foreign Technology Division. Sleeper noted that Hynek had publicly accused Blue Book 
of shoddy science, and further asked Hynek to offer advice on how Blue Book could 
improve its scientific methodology. Hynek was to later declare that Sleeper's letter was 
"the first time in my 20 year association with the air force as scientific consultant that I 
had been officially asked for criticism and advice [regarding] … the UFO problem." 



Hynek wrote a detailed response, dated October 7, 1968, suggesting several areas where 
Blue Book could improve. In part, he wrote: 

A. ... neither of the two missions of Blue Book [determining if UFOs are a threat to 
national security and using scientific data gathered by Blue Book] are being 
adequately executed. 

B. The staff of Blue Book, both in numbers and in scientific training, is grossly 
inadequate... 

C. Blue Book suffers … in that it is a closed system ... there is virtually no scientific 
dialogue between Blue Book and the outside scientific world... 

D. The statistical methods employed by Blue Book are nothing less than a travesty. 
E. There has been a lack of attention to significant UFO cases ... and too much time 

spent on routine cases ... and on peripheral public relations tasks. Concentration 
could be on two or three potentially scientific significant cases per month [instead 
of being] spread thin over 40 to 70 cases per month. 

F. The information input to Blue Book is grossly inadequate. An impossible load is 
placed on Blue Book by the almost consistent failure of UFO officers at local air 
bases to transmit adequate information... 

G. The basic attitude and approach within Blue Book is illogical and unscientific... 
H. Inadequate use had been made of the Project scientific consultant [Hynek 

himself]. Only cases that the project monitor deems worthwhile are brought to his 
attention. His scope of operation ... has been consistently thwarted ... He often 
learns of interesting cases only a month or two after the receipt of the report at 
Blue Book. 

Despite Sleeper's request for criticism, none of Hynek's commentary resulted in any 
substantial changes in Blue Book. 

Quinatnilla's own perspective on the project is documented in his manuscript, "UFOs, An 
Air Force Dilemma.” Lt. Col Quintanilla wrote the manuscript in 1975, but it was not 
published until after his death. Quintanilla states in the text that he personally believed it 
arrogant to think human beings were the only intelligent life in the universe. Yet, while 
he found it highly likely that intelligent life existed beyond earth, he had no hard 
evidence of any extra terrestrial visitation. 

The Condon Committee 

Criticism of Blue Book continued to grow through the mid-1960s. NICAP's membership 
ballooned to about 15,000, and the group charged the U.S. Government with a cover-up 
of UFO evidence. 

Following U.S. Congressional hearings, the Condon Committee was established in 1966, 
ostensibly as a neutral scientific research body. However, the Committee became mired 
in controversy, with some members charging director Edward U. Condon with bias, and 
critics would question the validity and the scientific rigor of the Condon Report. 



In the end, the Condon Committee suggested that there was nothing extraordinary about 
UFOs, and while it left one case unexplained, further research would not be likely to 
yield very significant results. 

The End 

In response to the Condon Committee's conclusions, Secretary of the Air Force Robert C. 
Seamans, Jr. announced that Blue Book would soon be closed, because further funding 
"cannot be justified either on the grounds of national security or in the interest of 
science." The last publicly acknowledged day of Blue Book operations was December 
17, 1969. However, researcher Brad Sparks, citing research from the May, 1970 issue of 
NICAP's UFO Investigator, reports that the last day of Blue Book activity was actually 
January 30, 1970. According to Sparks, Air Force officials wanted to keep the Air Force's 
reaction to the UFO problem from overlapping into a fourth decade, and thus altered the 
date of Blue Book's closure in official files. 

Blue Book's files were sent to the Air Force Archives at Maxwell Air Force Base in 
Alabama. Major David Shea was to later claim that Maxwell was chosen because it was 
"accessible yet not too inviting." 

Ultimately, Project Blue Book stated that UFOs sightings were generated as a result of: 

• A mild form of mass hysteria. 
• Individuals who fabricate such reports to perpetrate a hoax or seek publicity. 
• Psychopathological persons. 
• Misidentification of various conventional objects. 

These official conclusions were directly contradicted by the USAF's own commissioned 
Blue Book Special Report #14. Psychological factors and hoaxes actually constituted less 
than 10% of all cases and 22% of all sightings, particularly the better-documented cases, 
remained unsolved.  

As of April 2003, the USAF has publicly indicated that there are no immediate plans to 
re-establish any official government UFO study programs. 

USAF current official statement on UFOs 

Below is the United States Air Force's official statement regarding UFOs, as noted in 
USAF Fact Sheet 95-03: 

From 1947 to 1969, the Air Force investigated Unidentified Flying Objects under Project 
Blue Book. The project, headquartered at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, was 
terminated December 17, 1969. Of a total of 12,618 sightings reported to Project Blue 
Book, 701 remained "unidentified."  



The decision to discontinue UFO investigations was based on an evaluation of a report 
prepared by the University of Colorado entitled, "Scientific Study of Unidentified Flying 
Objects;" a review of the University of Colorado's report by the National Academy of 
Sciences; previous UFO studies and Air Force experience investigating UFO reports 
during 1940 to 1969. 

As a result of these investigations, studies and experience gained from investigating UFO 
reports since 1948, the conclusions of Project Blue Book were: 

1. No UFO reported, investigated, and evaluated by the Air Force has ever 
given any indication of threat to our national security. 

2. There has been no evidence submitted to or discovered by the Air Force 
that sightings categorized as "unidentified" represent technological 
developments or principles beyond the range of present day scientific 
knowledge. 

3. There has been no evidence indicating the sightings categorized as 
"unidentified" are extraterrestrial vehicles. 

With the termination of Project Blue Book, the Air Force regulation establishing and 
controlling the program for investigating and analyzing UFOs was rescinded. 
Documentation regarding the former Blue Book investigation was permanently 
transferred to the Modern Military Branch, National Archives and Records Service, and 
is available for public review and analysis. 

Since the termination of Project Blue Book, nothing has occurred that would support a 
resumption of UFO investigations by the Air Force. 

There are a number of universities and professional scientific organizations that have 
considered UFO phenomena during periodic meetings and seminars. A list of private 
organizations interested in aerial phenomena may be found in "Encyclopaedia of 
Associations", published by Gale Research. Interest in and timely review of UFO reports 
by private groups ensures that sound evidence is not overlooked by the scientific 
community. Persons wishing to report UFO sightings should be advised to contact local 
law enforcement agencies. 

Post-Blue Book U.S.A.F. UFO activities 

An Air Force memorandum (released via the Freedom of Information Act) dated October 
20, 1969 and signed by Brigadier General C.H. Bolander states that even after Blue Book 
was dissolved, that "reports of UFOs" would still "continue to be handled through the 
standard Air Force procedure designed for this purpose." Furthermore, wrote Bolander, 
"Reports of unidentified flying objects which could affect national security … are not 
part of the Blue Book system." To date, these other investigation channels, agencies or 
groups are unknown. 



Additionally, Blum reports that Freedom of Information Act requests show that the U.S. 
Air Force has continued to catalog and track UFO sightings, particularly a series of 
dozens of UFO encounters from the late 1960s to the mid-1970s that occurred at U.S. 
military facilities with nuclear weapons. Blum writes that some of these official 
documents depart drastically from the normally dry and bureaucratic wording of 
government paperwork, making obvious the sense of "terror" that these UFO incidents 
inspired in many U.S.A.F. personnel. 

Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14 

In late December 1951, Ruppelt met with members of the Battelle Memorial Institute, a 
think tank based in Columbus, Ohio. Ruppelt wanted their experts to assist them in 
making the Air Force UFO study more scientific. It was the Battelle Institute that devised 
the standardized reporting form. Starting in late March 1952, the Institute started 
analyzing existing sighting reports and encoding about 30 report characteristics onto IBM 
punched cards for computer analysis. 

Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14 was their massive statistical analysis of Blue 
Book cases to date, some 3200 by the time the report was completed in 1954, after 
Ruppelt had left Blue Book. Even today, it represents the largest such study ever 
undertaken. Battelle employed four scientific analysts, who sought to divide cases into 
"knowns", "unknowns", and a third category of "insufficient information." They also 
broke down knowns and unknowns into four categories of quality, from excellent to poor. 
E.g., cases deemed excellent might typically involve experienced witnesses such as 
airline pilots or trained military personnel, multiple witnesses, corroborating evidence 
such as radar contact or photographs, etc. In order for a case to be deemed a "known", 
only two analysts had to independently agree on a solution. However, for a case to be 
called an "unknown", all four analysts had to agree. Thus the criterion for an "unknown" 
was quite stringent. 

In addition, sightings were broken down into six different characteristics — color, 
number, duration of observation, brightness, shape, and speed — and then these 
characteristics were compared between knowns and unknowns to see if there was a 
statistically significant difference. 

The main results of the statistical analysis were: 

• About 69% of the cases were judged known or identified (38% were considered 
conclusively identified while 31% were still "doubtfully" explained); about 9% 
fell into insufficient information. About 22% were deemed "unknown", down 
from the earlier 28% value of the Air Force studies. 

• In the known category, 86% of the knowns were aircraft, balloons, or had 
astronomical explanations. Only 1.5% of all cases were judged to be 
psychological or "crackpot" cases. A "miscellaneous" category comprised 8% of 
all cases and included possible hoaxes. 



• The higher the quality of the case, the more likely it was to be classified 
unknown. 35% of the excellent cases were deemed unknowns, as opposed to only 
18% of the poorest cases. This was the exact opposite of the result predicted by 
skeptics, who usually argued unknowns were poorer quality cases involving 
unreliable witnesses that could be solved if only better information were 
available. 

• In all six studied sighting characteristics, the unknowns were different from the 
knowns at a highly statistically significant level: in five of the six measures the 
odds of knowns differing from unknowns by chance was only 1% or less. When 
all six characteristics were considered together, the probability of a match 
between knowns and unknowns was less than 1 in a billion. 

Despite this, the summary section of the Battelle Institute's final report declared it was 
"highly improbable that any of the reports of unidentified aerial objects... represent 
observations of technological developments outside the range of present-day knowledge." 
A number of researchers, including Dr. Bruce Maccabee, who extensively reviewed the 
data, have noted that the conclusions of the analysts were usually at odds with their own 
statistical results, displayed in 240 charts, tables, graphs and maps. Some conjecture that 
the analysts may simply have had trouble accepting their own results or may have written 
the conclusions to satisfy the new political climate within Blue Book following the 
Robertson Panel. 

When the Air Force finally made Special Report #14 public in October 1955, it was 
claimed that the report scientifically proved that UFOs did not exist. Critics of this claim 
note that the report actually proved that the "unknowns" were distinctly different from the 
"knowns" at a very high statistical significance level. The Air Force also incorrectly 
claimed that only 3% of the cases studied were unknowns, instead of the actual 22%. 
They further claimed that the residual 3% would probably disappear if more complete 
data were available. Critics counter that this ignored the fact that the analysts had already 
thrown such cases into the category of "insufficient information", whereas both "knowns" 
and "unknowns" were deemed to have sufficient information to make a determination. 
Also the "unknowns" tended to represent the higher quality cases, q.e. reports that already 
had better information and witnesses. 

The result of the monumental BMI study were echoed by a 1979 French GEPAN report 
which stated that about a quarter of over 1,600 closely studied UFO cases defied 
explanation, stating, in part, "These cases … pose a real question." When GEPAN's 
successor SEPRA closed in 2004, 5800 cases had been analyzed, and the percentage of 
inexplicable unknowns had dropped to about 14%. The head of SEPRA, Dr. Jean-Jacques 
Velasco, found the evidence of extraterrestrial origins so convincing in these remaining 
unknowns, that he wrote a book about it in 2005. 

Hynek's criticism 

Hynek was an associate member of the Robertson Panel, which recommended that UFOs 
needed debunking. A few years later, however, Hynek's opinions about UFOs changed, 



and he thought they represented an unsolved mystery deserving scientific scrutiny. As the 
only scientist involved with US Government UFO studies from the beginning to the end, 
he could offer a unique perspective on Projects Sign, Grudge, and Blue Book. 

After what he described as a promising beginning with a potential for scientific research, 
Hynek grew increasingly disenchanted with Blue Book during his tenure with the project, 
leveling accusations of indifference, incompetence, and of shoddy research on the part of 
Air Force personnel. Hynek notes that during its existence, critics dubbed Blue Book 
"The Society for the Explanation of the Uninvestigated." 

Blue Book was headed by Ruppelt, then Captain Hardin, Captain Gregory, Major Friend, 
and finally Major Hector Quintanilla. Hynek had kind words only for Ruppelt and Friend. 
Of Ruppelt, he wrote "In my contacts with him I found him to be honest and seriously 
puzzled about the whole phenomenon." Of Friend, he wrote "Of all the officers I worked 
with in Blue Book, Colonel Friend earned my respect. Whatever private views he may 
have held, he was a total and practical realist, and sitting where he could see the 
scoreboard, he recognized the limitations of his office but conducted himself with dignity 
and a total lack of the bombast that characterized several of the other Blue Book heads." 

He held Quintanilla in especially low regard: "Quintanilla's method was simple: disregard 
any evidence that was counter to his hypothesis." Hynek wrote that during Air Force 
Major Hector Quintanilla's tenure as Blue Book's director, “the flag of the utter nonsense 
school was flying at its highest on the mast.” Hynek reported that Sergeant David Moody, 
one of Quintanilla’s subordinates, “epitomized the conviction-before-trial method. 
Anything that he didn’t understand or didn’t like was immediately put into the 
psychological category, which meant ‘crackpot’.” 

Hynek reported bitter exchanges with Moody when the latter refused to research UFO 
sightings thoroughly, describing Moody as “the master of the possible: possible balloon, 
possible aircraft, possible birds, which then became, by his own hand (and I argued with 
him violently at times) the probable.” 

Project Blue Book in Fiction 

Project UFO 

Project Blue Book was the inspiration for the 1978–1979 TV show Project UFO (which 
was also called Project Blue Book), which was supposedly based on Project Blue Book 
cases. However, the show frequently went against the actual project conclusions, 
suggesting on many occasions that some sightings were real extraterrestrials. 

Twin Peaks 

Project Blue Book played a major role in the second season of the 1990–1991 TV series 
Twin Peaks. Major Garland Briggs, an Air Force officer who worked on the program, 
approaches protagonist Dale Cooper and reveals that Cooper's name turned up in an 



otherwise nonsensical radio transmission intercepted by the Air Force, which 
inexplicably originated from the woods surrounding the town of Twin Peaks. As the 
season progresses, it is revealed that the source of the transmission is the 
transdimensional realm of The Black Lodge, inhabited by beings which feed on the 
human emotions of pain and suffering; it eventually comes out that Briggs worked with 
Cooper's rival, corrupt FBI agent Windom Earle, on Project Blue Book, and that the two 
men apparently uncovered evidence of the Lodge during the course of their work. 

Galactica 1980 

Every episode of the original Battlestar Galactica spin-off series Galactica 1980 ended 
with a short statement about the U.S. Air Force's 1969 Project Blue Book findings that 
UFOs are not proven to exist and "are not a threat to national security". 



Chapter 10 

Condon Committee 

 

 

 
 
Mass-market paperback edition of the Condon Report, published by New York 
Times/Bantam Books (January, 1969), 965 pages. 

The Condon Committee was the informal name of the University of Colorado UFO 
Project, a study of unidentified flying objects, undertaken at the University of Colorado 
from 1966 to 1968 under the direction of physicist Edward Condon. 

The Condon Committee was instigated at the behest of the United States Air Force, 
which had studied UFOs since the 1940s. After examining many hundreds of UFO files 
from the Air Force’s Project Blue Book and from civilian UFO groups NICAP and 
APRO, the Committee selected 56 to analyze in detail for the purpose of deciding 



whether "analysis of new sightings may provide some additions to scientific knowledge 
of value to the Air Force" and "to learn from UFO reports anything that could be 
considered as adding to scientific knowledge". 

This final report (Formally titled Scientific Study of Unidentified Flying Objects but 
commonly called the Condon Report) was published in 1968. Arguing that the study of 
UFOs was unlikely to yield major scientific discoveries, the report also suggested that 
"persons with good ideas for specific studies in this field should be supported" by Federal 
government agencies on a case by case basis. In particular, the Committee noted that 
there were gaps in scientific knowledge in the fields of "atmospheric optics, including 
radio wave propagation, and of atmospheric electricity" that might benefit from further 
research in the UFO field. 

The Report was reviewed by a panel of the National Academy of Sciences, which 
endorsed its scope, conclusions and recommendations. The Report’s conclusions were 
generally welcomed by the scientific community, and have been cited as a decisive factor 
in the generally low levels of interest regarding UFOs among academics in subsequent 
years. Peter Sturrock writes that the report is "the most influential public document 
concerning the scientific status of this [UFO] problem. Hence, all current scientific work 
on the UFO problem must make reference to the Condon Report." However, the report 
has faced much criticism as to its methodology and bias, from both investigators who 
worked on the project and others. 

History 

Background 

Beginning in 1947 with Project Sign (which then became Project Grudge and finally 
Project Blue Book), the U.S. Air Force had undertaken a formal study of UFOs, which 
had become a subject of considerable public (and some governmental) interest. Yet Blue 
Book had come under increasing criticism in the 1960s. Growing numbers of critics—
including U.S. politicians, newspaper writers, UFO researchers, scientists and some of 
the general public—were suggesting that Blue Book was conducting shoddy, 
unsupported research, or worse, perpetrating a cover up. UFO researcher Jerome Clark 
goes so far as to write that Blue Book had "lost all credibility." (p. 592) The Air Force 
wished to stop studying UFOs, yet they found themselves in a bind: If they simply ended 
Blue Book, they’d risk inflaming cover up accusation, but UFOs had become such a 
controversial issue that no other governmental agency was willing to take responsibility 
for further UFO studies. 

Following a wave of UFO reports in 1965, astronomer and Blue Book consultant J. Allen 
Hynek wrote a letter to the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board (AFSAB) suggesting that 
a panel convene to re-examine Blue Book, and offer some new ideas as to goals and 
directions. The AFSAB agreed, and asked Brian O’Brien to chair a committee. The Ad 
Hoc Committee to Review Project Blue Book (also called the O’Brien Committee) 
convened for one day in February, 1966. All Committee members but astronomer Carl 



Sagan had formal ties to the AFSAB. While none of the O’Brien committee accepted as 
viable anything so radical as the extraterrestrial hypothesis (or ETH), they did suggest 
that previous UFO studies had been lacking, and could be undertaken "in more detail and 
depth than had been possible to date" and that the U.S. Air Force should work "with a 
few selected universities to provide scientific teams" to study UFOs. The O’Brien 
Committee suggested that, ideally, about 100 well-documented UFO sightings should be 
studied annually, with about 10 man-days devoted to each case. (Saunders and Harkins, 
25) 

In late March, 1966, two days of mass UFO sightings were reported in Michigan. After 
studying the reports, Hynek offered a provisional hypothesis for some of the sightings: a 
few of about 100 witnesses had mistaken swamp gas for something more spectacular. At 
the press conference where he made his announcement, Hynek made repeated, strenuous 
qualification that swamp gas was a plausible explanation for only a portion of the 
Michigan UFO reports, and certainly not for UFO reports in general. His qualifications 
were largely overlooked, and the words "swamp gas" were repeated ad infinitum in 
relation to UFO reports, and the explanation was subject to national derision. Soon, a 
UFO hearing was scheduled for April 5, 1966, before the United States Congress, 
directed by L. Mendel Rivers. 

At the hearing, Air Force secretary Harold Brown defended the Air Force’s UFO studies, 
but he also echoed the O’Brien Committee in stating that there was room for "even 
stronger emphasis on the scientific aspects". At the same hearing Hynek suggested that "a 
civilian panel of physical and social scientists ... examine the UFO problem critically for 
the express purpose of determining whether a major problem exists."  Shortly after the 
congressional hearing, the Air Force announced it was seeking one or more universities 
to undertake a study of UFOs. The Air Force wanted a respected figure with no publicly 
declared opinions on UFOs to direct the study, hoping such an effort might reduce or 
eliminate Air Force critic. (Saunders, 25) The Air Force ideally wanted to have several 
groups active at several universities, but it took some time to find even a single school 
willing to accept the Air Force’s offer. Both Hynek and James E. McDonald suggested 
their own campuses (Northwestern University and the University of Arizona, 
respectively), but they were not accepted, because both men had become lighting rods for 
UFO-related controversy, though for very different reasons: to some, Hynek was tainted 
by his Air Force association, while McDonald was publicly discussing the extraterrestrial 
hypothesis as a viable explanation for UFOs. Astronomer Donald Menzel was suggested 
to lead the project, but he was rejected because many saw him as a biased debunker. 

Harvard University, the University of California, Berkeley, the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill were all asked to 
consider the UFO project, but all declined. Some schools were afraid of attracting 
controversy if they mishandled the study, but more often, UFOs were seen as a somewhat 
suspect field of study. 



After the National Center for Atmospheric Research declined to undertake the Air 
Force’s UFO study, its director Walter Orr Roberts suggested that the Air Force ask 
physicist Edward Condon of the University of Colorado to take the project. 

Enter Condon 

In the summer of 1966, Condon agreed to consider the Air Force’s offer. Condon was 
among the best known and most distinguished scientists of his time, but he required some 
persuading to accept the Air Force’s project. Condon would later report that Air Force 
Col. Ratchford had appealed to his vanity and sense of civic responsibility, telling him 
that the UFO project was "a dirty chore", but a man of Condon's reputation would 
produce results readily accepted by the scientific community. (Jacobs, 208) 

Despite his reticence, Condon was an ideal project director, from the Air Force’s 
perspective. Perhaps most impressively, Condon had years earlier bucked the House 
Unamerican Activities Committee when it investigated him due in part to his wife’s 
Czechoslovakian background; Saunders characterized Condon's tenacious encounters 
with the HUAC as "almost legendary" among fellow scientists (Saunders and Harkins, 
33). Saunders writes that this and other occasions had created an impression that Condon 
"was a scientist who spoke the public language" and who was willing to point out 
governmental abuses where he saw them. (Saunders and Harkins, 33) Hynek noted that 
Condon "was noted not only for his scientific record, but also for his courage in speaking 
out on controversial issues."  

Condon asked Robert J. Low—an assistant dean of the university’s graduate school 
program—his opinion of the University of Colorado undertaking the study. Low 
approved of the idea, and presented it to several professors and deans. Reactions were 
mixed. Some thought the UFO project could be worthwhile, but others rejected it as too 
controversial or too disreputable. 

The Trick Memo 

On August 9, 1966, Low wrote a memorandum intended to persuade the more reluctant 
faculty to accept the UFO project. This so-called "Trick Memo" explained how the 
University could perform the project without risking their reputation, and how the 
University UFO research project could arrive at a predetermined conclusion while 
appearing objective. In part, Low wrote: 

Our study would be conducted almost entirely by non-believers who, though they 
couldn't possibly prove a negative result, could and probably would add an 
impressive body of thick evidence that there is no reality to the observations. The 
trick would be, I think, to describe the project so that, to the public, it would 
appear a totally objective study but, to the scientific community, would present 
the image of a group of non-believers trying their best to be objective but having 
an almost zero expectation of finding a saucer." 



Low also suggested that if the study focused less on "the physical reality of the saucer", 
and more on the "psychology and sociology of person and groups who report seeing 
UFOs", then "the scientific community would get the message" (emphasis as in original). 

In the same article cited above, Klass suggests that the word "trick," as used by Low, did 
not have the "devious" connotation perceived by Americans, but rather that the Oxford 
University-educated Low might have absorbed the British usage, meaning, "the art or 
knack of doing something skillfully." Low insisted he'd meant the word "trick" this way 
in the memo, and one of Low's colleagues reported that Low had sometimes used the 
word "trick" more in line with British usage, but Klass's interpretation of this memo, 
however, seems to be in the minority, with critics suggesting that Low's meaning is 
obviously deceptive, by its context. This Trick Memo would later come to public 
attention, and would generate considerable controversy. Though Committee member 
David Saunders had some sharp criticism for Low, he also wrote that even considering 
the Trick Memo, "to present Low as a plotter or conspirator is unfair and hardly accurate" 
(Saunders and Harkins, 128), though Saunders does suggest that it was "hasty and foolish 
to express such ideas on paper--especially foolish if Low really believed what he was 
saying." (Saunders and Harkins, 129) Similarly, Hynek wrote that "I believe Low has 
been unduly criticized for this memo. I can appreciate the dilemma Low faced. He 
wanted his university to get the contract (for whatever worldly reason) and to convince 
the university administration that they should take it ... He wanted to invoke a path of 
respectability. But the path he chose was unfortunate."  

Afterwards, Low approached several members of the school’s psychology staff, notably 
William A. Scott and David R. Saunders, who agreed to aid for the project, though they 
were initially unaware that the prime focus of the study would be psychological. 
Saunders would become a co-principal investigator, would play a major role in the 
project, and also in the subsequent controversies and publicity. Saunders was a NICAP 
member, and the only committee member with more than a passing interest in UFOs. 

Critics (including Jerome Clark) have suggested that finances were factor in persuading 
the school to accept the Air Force’s project: The University of Colorado had recently 
seen substantial budget cuts, while the Air Force offered $313,000 for the study (the total 
funding would later rise to over $500,000). Condon dismissed this suggestion, noting that 
$313,000 was a rather modest budget for an undertaking scheduled to last more than a 
year with a staff of over a dozen. (Saunders and Harkins, 29) 

The study begins 

On October 6, 1966, the University of Colorado formally agreed to undertake the UFO 
study. Condon would be the director, while Low was coordinator and Saunders a co-
principal investigator, along with astronomer Franklin Roach. The other primary 
Committee members were astronomer William K. Hartmann; psychologists Michael 
Wertheimer, Dan Culbertson and James Wadsworth (a graduate student); chemist Roy 
Craig; electrical engineer Norman Levine; physicist Frederick Ayer; and administrative 



assistant Mary Louise Armstrong. Several other scientists or experts would serve in part-
time and temporary roles, or as consultants. 

Two days after the Committee had formally accepted the project, the Denver Post quoted 
Low as saying that the project had met the University's acceptance threshold by the 
narrowest of margins, and furthermore that the project was accepted largely because it 
was difficult to say no to the Air Force. 

Public response to the Committee's announcement was generally positive; historian 
Jacobs argues that there was "optimism on all sides." (Jacobs, 225). Hynek characterized 
Condon's perspective towards UFOs as "basically negative", but he also assumed the 
Condon's opinions would change once he familiarized himself with evidence in some of 
the more puzzling UFO cases. NICAP’s Donald Keyhoe was publicly supportive, but 
privately expressed fears that the Air Force would be controlling things from behind the 
scenes. That a scientist of Condon's standing would involve himself with UFO research 
marked something of a sea change, and heartened some academics who had long 
expressed interest in the subject, such as atmospheric physicist James E. McDonald. 
Many other scientists who’d earlier been hesitant to speak out on the subject now offered 
their opinions, whether skeptical, supportive or somewhere in between. 

One of the Condon Committee’s first formal duties was a briefing by Hynek and 
astrophysicist/mathematician Jacques Vallee. Both men stressed the importance of 
implementing a fast, consistent, statistical rating system to sort UFO reports and focus 
attention towards the best documented and most puzzling cases. The Committee also met 
with Major Hector Quintanilla (then head of Project Blue Book), and with Col. Robert 
Hippler of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. 

The Committee secured the help of civilian UFO research group APRO, though they 
would play a relatively minor role in the project when compared to NICAP's 
involvement. In November 1966, Keyhoe and Richard Hall (both of NICAP), briefed the 
panel. They agreed to share NICAP’s considerable research files, and also to implement 
an Early Warning System to better collect UFO reports. Eventually, Hall and Saunders 
would form a "close working relationship" after Hall worked for the Committee as a paid 
consultant for two weeks. 

The remainder of 1966 was devoted primarily to assembling a library, and determining 
how to best collect on-site investigations of UFO reports as quickly as possible. Despite 
these advances, the Committee was somewhat adrift for a few months, due in no small 
part to disagreements among the Committee’s members as use of funding (Saunders and 
Harkins, 77) and methodology debates. A particular problem was that by seeking out 
people with no position on UFOs, the Committee was staffed by persons with no 
experience regarding (or knowledge of) previous UFO studies. One Committee member 
suggested filming UFOs using stereo cameras mounted with diffraction gratings in order 
to study the spectrum of light emitted by UFOs. This had been attempted some fifteen 
years earlier following a specific suggestion regarding UFOs made by Dr Joseph Kaplan 



in 1954, but was quickly judged impractical after a number of such cameras were 
distributed to Air Force bases. 

When the Air Force asked for a progress report in January, 1967, Committee members 
scrambled to prepare a presentation. During the meeting with Air Force officials, 
Committee members noted that they had decided to focus more on alleged UFO 
eyewitnesses than on UFO reports themselves, and hoped to stage false UFO reports to 
test witness perception and memory. This plan was quashed by Air Force Colonel 
Hippler, who feared what Michael D. Swords described as "a public relations catastrophe 
for the Air Force." The meeting was unproductive until Low asked specifically what the 
Air Force expected from the Committee. The Air Force representatives had no ready 
reply, but a few days later, Col. Hippler wrote to Low. Though he wrote on Air Force 
letterhead, Hippler stressed that he was writing not in any official capacity, and suggested 
that ultimately, the UFO project "ought to be able to come to an anti-ETH conclusion", as 
Clark writes. Hippler went on to write that the Air Force wanted to cease its UFO studies, 
and that an official study reporting that there was nothing unusual about UFO reports 
would be the best way to accomplish this goal. Low replied to the letter, thanking Hippler 
for clarifying the Air Force’s expectations. With this sequence of events, Swords argued 
some years later, "the fix was in," and the Committee had formally abandoned any 
pretense of objectivity. 

Internal tensions begin 

In late January 1967, Keyhoe and Hall gave Saunders a clipping of The Elmira Star-
Gazette, dated January 26. Condon was quoted as saying that he thought the government 
should not study UFOs because the subject was nonsense, adding, "but I'm not supposed 
to reach that conclusion for another year." Saunders was stunned. He asked if Condon 
could have been misquoted, but Keyhoe reported that several NICAP members had been 
present when Condon delivered his lecture; one of them had resigned from NICAP in 
protest, arguing that the Condon Committee was nothing more than pretense. The next 
day Saunders confronted Condon about the press clipping. Saunders feared that NICAP 
would end their association with the Committee (thus eliminating a valuable source of 
case files), and furthermore that the negative publicity following a split from NICAP 
could harm public perception of the committee. 

In the meantime, Condon had taken no part in the field investigations; he would 
ultimately investigate at most four or five UFO cases, mostly contactees, of several 
hundred cases which the Committee examined. Furthermore, the committee’s members 
found it difficult to speak with Condon: they usually had to speak to coordinator Low 
with questions or problems, but were often unsatisfied with Low's efforts. On at least one 
occasion, Condon fell asleep while a consultant was offering a presentation. Consultant 
James E. McDonald had initially been hopeful for the Committee, but after making a few 
presentations and feeling as though Condon completely ignored his contributions, 
McDonald grew increasingly vocal in his criticism. He would soon begin to detail his 
view of the committee’s problems in letters to Frederick Seitz, president of the National 
Academy of Science. 



Despite the growing internal tension, the Committee’s members continued to collect, 
study and analyze UFO reports, including nearly 40 field investigations around the 
United States. They investigated a few well-known reports, including an early cattle 
mutilation report. There was, however, an increasing suspicion among the Committee’s 
members that their research would be used to support a foregone conclusion. Most of the 
Committee’s regular members objected to the manner in which Condon and Low were 
directing the Committee, and several members were considering writing a dissenting 
minority report if Condon overruled their conclusions that some UFO reports seemed 
anomalous and deserving of closer scrutiny. The Committee was disturbed that Condon 
and Low tried to insulate them from Hynek, Vallee, McDonald and others who thought 
UFOs deserved study, while simultaneously openly consulting with avowed UFO 
debunkers. That Condon focused most of his interest towards the lunatic fringe of UFO 
reports disturbed much of the Committee as well. Another particular irritation was that 
while NICAP and Blue Book had promised to share new UFO reports as quickly as 
possible, only NICAP had done so. Even Condon—so often criticized for bias and 
ambivalence—formally complained to the Air Force about their lack of cooperation. 

The Committee's members usually worked solo, and rarely (if ever) met as a group to 
discuss their progress, to critique one another's work, or to reach a consensus on 
disagreements. Because of this, individuals embraced a number of approaches, 
sometimes resulting in conflict or disagreements. Notably, the Committee’s members 
differed in their opinions regarding the extraterrestrial hypothesis. Some (especially 
Saunders) thought the ETH should be included as one of a range of hypotheses to explain 
UFOs; others (notably Low and Wertheimer) rejected any consideration of the ETH. Low 
wrote a position paper characterizing the ETH as "nonsense"; Wertheimer adamantly 
argued that the ETH could neither be proved nor disproved, and he afterwards had little 
to do with the Committee. (Jacobs, 228) This ETH dispute developed into an ideological 
and methodological schism among the Committee’s members: One group, championed 
by Low, thought that, as Jacobs writes "the solution to the UFO mystery was to be found 
in the psychological makeup of witnesses"; the other group, championed by Saunders, 
"wanted to look at as much as the data as possible." (Jacobs, 230) 

In September 1967, another collision with NICAP was narrowly averted. Keyhoe learned 
that Condon had given a lecture to the National Bureau of Standards, a group Condon had 
once chaired. In his lecture, Condon had discussed three UFO reports made by obviously 
unstable kooks, and had intimated that many or most UFO reports came from such 
persons. An irritated Keyhoe asked Saunders why NICAP's time and money should be 
used in collecting and forwarding UFO reports to the Committee when Condon's bias was 
obvious. Keyhoe threatened to sever NICAP's association with the Condon Committee. 
In spite of his own growing doubts, Saunders convinced Keyhoe that Condon could 
separate his own opinions from his work, and had simply forgotten to state where his 
personal opinions began. Keyhoe accepted this, but also warned that if the committee 
could not demonstrate a more objective manner, NICAP would cease their involvement 
and publicize their complaints. 



After Keyhoe was mollified (at least temporarily), Saunders told Condon of the 
development. Condon was nonplussed; if NICAP chose to sever their association he had 
no objection. After some thirty minutes of discussion, Saunders persuaded Condon to 
write Keyhoe and report that the quotes from the National Bureau of Standards speech 
were taken out of context. Shortly after this, both Low and Condon were quoted in the 
Rocky Mountain News as expressing their approval of an article in Science arguing 
against the ETH. Privately and publicly—including during Committee proceedings—
Low and Condon were repeatedly arguing that UFO studies were a waste of time. Clark 
writes that, "By now all that was keeping the staff from open revolt was one hold-out: 
Roy Craig, who insisted that Condon still had his full confidence." 

Fearing the worst from NICAP following the Rocky Mountain News story, Low flew 
from Colorado to Washington, DC for a meeting with Keyhoe. Keyhoe asked Low if the 
Committee was "on the level". According to Keyhoe, Low replied, "I see no reason why 
you have to determine whether the Colorado Project is on the level or not," and 
furthermore admitted that Condon had a very negative opinion of the Project and of UFO 
studies in general. Low noted that much of the Committee held opinions very different 
from Condon's, but Keyhoe countered that as director, Condon could override any 
dissenting opinions when the final report was written. 

Despite these problems, Low urged Keyhoe to continue sending case files and reports to 
the Committee. When Keyhoe asked why NICAP should continue supporting a project 
which had effectively reached its findings, Keyhoe reported Low’s reply as, "If you 
don’t, the project could be accused of reaching a conclusion without all of NICAP’s 
evidence." 

Cracks in the dam 

Due to several developments in 1966 and 1967, the internal conflicts in the Condon 
Committee were about to burst into public awareness. 

On November 14, 1966, Keyhoe wrote a long letter to Condon (cc’d to Low), detailing 
his concerns and questions regarding the project. Were Condon and Low’s biases tainting 
the project? Were the Air Force’s orders directing the project? Had Condon himself read 
any of the NICAP case studies? Why had Condon himself done so little field research? 
Condon and Low replied by telling Keyhoe that they were under no obligation to answer 
his queries. With their non-answer, Keyhoe had nearly reached his breaking point; 
NICAP was no longer sending UFO case files to the Committee. 

The Trick Memo exposed 

In July, 1967, Committee Member Roy Craig was scheduled to speak before a Portland, 
Oregon audience regarding the Condon Committee. When Craig asked Low for some 
documentation regarding the Committee’s origins, Low gave him a stack of papers, 
unaware that a copy of the Trick Memo was included. After giving the speech, Craig—
previously Condon's staunchest ally on the Committee, other than Low—showed the 



Trick Memo to Committee member Norman Levine, saying, "See if this doesn’t give you 
a funny feeling in the stomach." 

Levine showed the memo to Saunders, who was saddened but not surprised; the memo 
seemed to explain the attitudes Low and Condon had demonstrated from the project’s 
beginning. Copies of the Trick Memo were circulated to the entire Committee, barring 
Low and Condon. Public disclosure of the memo was considered, but decided against: 
there was still hope that the final report might recommend further study of the UFO 
phenomenon. Eventually, however, Saunders gave a copy of the memo to Keyhoe. In 
turn, Keyhoe told James E. McDonald of the memo's contents, but, citing confidentiality 
promises, did not give him a copy of the memo. Eventually, McDonald located a copy of 
the memo in the project's open files. 

The Trick Memo confirmed McDonald’s worst suspicions about the Committee. In 
response, he wrote a seven page letter to Condon, explaining point by point, his 
problems, frustration and disappointment with the Committee's shortcomings. Apparently 
unaware that the Trick Memo was never intended for public circulation, McDonald 
quoted a few lines from it (the same "...the trick would be..." portion cited above), then 
added, "I am rather puzzled by the viewpoints expressed there ... but I gather that they 
seem straightforward to you, else this part of the record would, presumably, not be 
available for inspection in the open Project files." 

When Condon read McDonald’s letter on February 5, 1968, he became furious. Low read 
the letter, and Armstrong reported that he "exploded," suggesting that whomever was 
responsible for McDonald’s having the memo should be fired, before calming down and 
discussing the affair with Condon. (Saunders and Harkins, 188) The next day, Condon 
called a meeting of the Committee to uncover the chain of events that had led to 
McDonald’s receiving the Trick Memo. Saunders characterized Condon's manner as 
imperious, behaving as though he were "the Grand Inquisitor." (Saunders and Harkins, 
190) Condon asked the Committee to read McDonald’s letter. When they did, the 
Committee was initially occupied with the substance McDonald’s incisive, pointed 
critique and all but ignored the few lines quoted from the Trick Memo. When Condon 
wanted to know how McDonald had received a copy of a project memo, Saunders 
admitted that he’d forwarded the Trick Memo to Keyhoe. Condon reportedly called 
Saunders "disloyal" and said, "For an act like that you deserve to be ruined 
professionally." (Saunders and Harkins, 189) Saunders responded, he said, by stating he 
was loyal to the American public, while Condon seemed beholden to the Air Force. 

The next day, in brief letters, Saunders and Levine were fired "for cause", and Condon 
issued a press release reporting that the men had been fired "for incompetence." The 
Colorado Daily asked Condon to elaborate on the nature of the incompetence, and he 
declined. Fearing libel charges from Saunders and Levine if the paper ran unqualified 
accusations of incompetence, the Colorado Daily omitted the reason for Saunders and 
Levine’s termination, thus angering Condon. (Saunders and Harkins, 193) Though the 
Trick Memo had never formally been declared confidential or personal, and though 
McDonald had located the memo in the project's open files, Condon repeatedly insisted 



in subsequent months that McDonald had "stolen" it from Low’s personal files. 
(Saunders and Harkins, 201) 

Condon telephoned the president of the University of Arizona to report that McDonald 
had stolen the trick memo from the Project’s files, and also wrote a letter to the Air Force 
to deprecate Levine in an attempt to harm his security clearance. These were not the only 
instances in which Condon tried to damage someone’s career after they’d dissatisfied him 
regarding the UFO Project. Condon had earlier tried to get Committee consultant Robert 
M. Wood fired from his McDonnell Douglas position after Wood had written "a critical 
but polite letter listing his concerns about project shortcomings"; and Condon would later 
consider blocking Carl Sagan’s entry into the distinguished Cosmos Club because Sagan-
-though quite skeptical of UFOs--had argued the subject deserved serious scrutiny. 

On February 24, 1968 administrative assistant Mary Lou Armstrong resigned from the 
Condon Committee. In her letter she wrote staff morale had reached a deplorable depth, 
and that "there is an almost universal 'lack of confidence'" in coordinator Low, arguing 
that much of the Committee's troubles was Low's fault. "Had you [Condon] handled the 
direction of our activities, there would not have been such a serious conflict." 

Publicity 

On April 30, 1968, Keyhoe held a press conference to announce that NICAP had severed 
all ties with the Committee. He circulated copies of the Trick Memo, which received 
wide publicity. 

By now, the Condon Committee’s conflicts were being covered in the mass media, 
including a John G. Fuller article, "Flying Saucer Fiasco" in the May, 1968 issue of the 
popular magazine Look. Including interviews with Saunders and Levine, Fuller detailed 
the controversy and accusations leveled against the Condon Committee, and described 
the project as a "$500,000 trick."  Condon responded by writing to Look, declaring that 
Fuller’s article contained unspecified "falsehoods and misrepresentations". (Jacobs, 231) 

The press had earlier occasionally mention of the Committee’s troubles, but Fuller’s 
article brought a much higher level of attention, especially from scientific and technical 
journals, many of which began discussing the Committee in their editorial and letters 
pages. Industrial Research reprinted the Trick Memo, while Scientific Research 
interviewed Saunders and Levine, who reported that that they were considering a libel 
suit against Condon for terminating them for alleged "incompetence"; they furthermore 
said that Condon had used an "unscientific approach" in directing the Committee. 
(Jacobs, 231) Condon said that calling his methods "unscientific" was itself libelous, and 
in turn threatened to sue Saunders and Levine. 

When the American Association for the Advancement of Science covered the ongoing 
Committee controversy in an issue of its official journal Science, Condon first promised 
to grant an interview apparently in the hopes of offering his side of the conflict. Shortly 
thereafter, however, Science editor Daniel S. Greenberg reported that Condon announced 



a change of opinion and refused to cooperate. When Greenberg pressed Condon for help, 
Condon refused to communicate further, and resigned from the AAAS in protest when 
the article was published without his input. (Jacobs, 233) 

The Fuller article also helped inspire Congressional hearings. Representative J. Edward 
Roush spoke on the House floor, arguing that Fuller’s article brought up "grave doubts 
about as to the scientific profundity and objectivity of the project"; in a Denver Post 
interview, Roush suggested that the Trick Memo proved that the Air Force had been 
dictating the Project’s direction and conclusions, despite denials. (Jacobs, 233) 

Even before the Condon Report was released, astronomer Frank Drake wrote to the 
National Academy of Sciences, suggesting that the Condon Committee's final report was 
tainted, and should thus be discredited. The General Accounting Office announced that 
they were considering an investigation of the Committee’s finances. 

The Condon report 

In spite of the ongoing controversy, the Committee’s members largely continued their 
work. By late 1968, they’d completed their reports and handed them over to Condon, 
who wrote summaries of each case study and then offered the manuscript to the NAS, 
then headed by Condon's longtime friend and former student, Frederick Seitz. A panel of 
11 NAS members claimed they reviewed the report (the nature of their review has been 
debated), then issued a statement that supported the manuscript’s conclusions. In 
response to the report's findings, Project Blue Book formally closed down in January, 
1970. 

The Report ran to 1,485 pages in hardcover and 965 pages in the Bantam paperback 
edition. It divided UFO cases into five categories: old ufo reports (from before the 
Committee convened), new reports, photographic cases, radar/visual cases, and UFOs 
reported by astronauts (some UFO cases fell into multiple categories).   

In the second paragraph of his introductory "Conclusions and Recommendations", 
Condon wrote: "Our general conclusion is that nothing has come from the study of UFOs 
in the past 21 years that has added to scientific knowledge. Careful consideration of the 
record as it is available to us leads us to conclude that further extensive study of UFOs 
probably cannot be justified in the expectation that science will be advanced thereby." 
(Condon, 1) This was the core of Condon's position of UFOs, and these are his words 
which received wide attention in the mass media. Many reviews of the book and 
newspaper editorials supported Condon's position that the UFO question was answered 
and the case was closed. 

The report earned a mixed reception from scientists and academic journals. 
Astrophysicist Peter A. Sturrock notes that, in general, "critical reviews [of the 
Committee's report] came from scientists who had actually carried out research in the 
UFO area, while the laudatory reviews came from scientists who had not carried out such 
research." (Sturrock, 46) Sturrock also writes that "most of the scientific community paid 



little attention when the report was published, and none later." (Sturrock, 49) 
Furthermore, Sturrock writes that while the Condon report received "almost universal 
praise from the news media", responses from "scientific journals were mixed." The 
esteemed journal Nature, printed A Sledgehammer for Nuts, a largely positive review, 
while Icarus (then edited by Carl Sagan) published both an approving review by Dr 
Hong-Yee Chiu, and a negative appraisal by Dr James E. McDonald. 

Sturrock summarized his analysis of the report as follows: 

In sum, it is my opinion that weaknesses of the Condon Report are an 
understandable but regrettable consequence of a misapprehension concerning the 
nature and subtlety of the phenomenon. It is also my opinion that there is much in 
the Condon Report that could be used in support of the proposition that an 
analysis of the totality of UFO reports would show that a signal emerges from the 
noise and that the signal is not readily comprehensible in terms of phenomena 
now well known to science. If this is so, then the Report makes a case for the 
further scientific study of UFO reports. It appears that this opinion is, in fact, 
shared by certain members of the Colorado Project staff. For instance, Professor 
David R. Saunders, who left the project in unfortunate circumstances, has 
published a book (Saunders & Hawkins 1968) challenging the findings of the 
Condon Report. Gordon D. Thayer also has continued his interest in the 
phenomenon, as is evident from his report on the Lakenheath case for the journal 
Astronautics and Aeronautics (Thayer, 1971).  

To no one’s surprise, however, a number of critics—several of whom had already 
attacked the Committee—argued that the Report was profoundly flawed, or even 
unscientific. Journalist C.D.B. Bryan writes that the final report "left nearly everyone 
dissatisfied." (Bryan, 189) 

Positive responses 

Science and Time were among the many newspapers, magazines and journals which 
published approving reviews or editorials related to the Condon Report. Some compared 
any continued belief in UFOs as an unusual phenomenon to those who insisted the earth 
was flat; others predicted that interest in UFOs would wane and in a few generations be 
only dimly remembered, like relics of spiritualism such as ectoplasm or table-raising. 

The March 8, 1969 issue of Nature offered a generally positive review for the Condon 
Report, but seemed to suggest that UFO studies were a wasteful, futile indulgence, 
writing, "The Colorado project is a monumental achievement, but one of perhaps 
misapplied ingenuity. It would doubtless be inapt to compare it with earlier centuries' 
attempts to calculate how many angels could balance on the point of a pin; it is more like 
taking a sledgehammer to crack a nut, except that the nuts will be quite immune to its 
impact." 



On January 8, 1969, the New York Times headline reported, "U.F.O. Finding: No Visits 
From Afar." The article (by Walter Sullivan) declared that due to the report’s finding, the 
ETH could finally be dismissed and all UFO reports had prosaic explanations. Sullivan 
noted that the report had its critics, but characterized them as "U.F.O. enthusiasts", a term 
which would subsequently reappear (often with the same dismissive tone) in later 
descriptions of UFO researchers. Clark argues that Sullivan had a conflict of interest by 
failing to disclose his as-yet-unpublished introduction to the report's paperback edition 
for Bantam Books Furthermore, Clark characterizes Sullivan’s introduction as "a 
revisionist history of the project."  

Negative responses 

Several observers have criticised the report as a sloppy work: Jacobs describes the report 
as "a rather unorganized compilation of independent articles on disparate subjects, a 
minority of which dealt with UFOs." (Jacobs, 240) Hynek agrees with this 
characterisation, he argues that the report is "a voluminous, rambling, poorly organized 
report ... considerably less than half of which was addressed to the investigation of UFO 
reports."  Hynek also contended that beyond Condon's introduction, "the rest of the 
lengthy report defies succinct description. It is a loose compilation of partly related 
subjects, each by a different author." Swords contends that the report's daunting structure 
"indicates very clearly that the organization's chaos and personnel dislocations ... made 
the creation of a smooth document impossible." 

In the April 14, 1969 issue of Scientific Research, Robert L. M. Baker, Jr. wrote that 
rather than settling the UFO issue, the Condon Committee’s report "seems to justify 
scientific investigation along many general and specialized frontiers."  

In the December, 1969 issue of Physics Today, Condon Committee consultant Gerald 
Rothberg wrote that he had thoroughly investigated about 100 UFO cases, three of four 
of which left him puzzled. He thought that this "residue of unexplained reports [indicated 
a] legitimate scientific controversy."  

In the November, 1970 issue of Astronautics and Aeronautics, The American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics published their review of the Condon Report. The AIAA 
subcommittee appreciated the difficulty of the undertaking, and generally agreed with 
Condon's suggestion that little of value had been uncovered by scientific UFO studies, 
but had some criticism for the Condon Report, stating that the AIAA "did not find a basis 
in the report for [Condon's] prediction that nothing of scientific value will come of 
further studies."  

30 of the report's 56 UFO cases are classified as unknown, though some were regarded as 
possibly hoaxes or misidentifications. In a review published in Bulletin of the Atomic 
Scientists, Hynek noted that the percentage of unknowns in the Condon report was well 
above the unknowns in Project Sign, Project Grudge and Project Blue Book. 



Critics charge that Condon's case summaries are inaccurate or misleading. For example, 
Gordon David Thayer  was the Committee’s consultant on the 35 radar-visual cases. 
Thayer concluded that 19 of 35 cases were almost certainly due to "anomalous 
propagation": so called "radar ghosts" which appear to be a solid object, but are actually 
generated by fog, clouds, birds, insect swarms, or temperature inversions. Though Thayer 
offered anomalous propagation as a likely explanation for just over 50% of the cases he 
studied, Condon suggested that anomalous propagation was responsible for all the radar 
cases. 

Committee members regarded a few of the UFO reports as genuinely anomalous, yet in 
his summaries, Condon makes no mention of these conclusions. Jacobs argues that these 
enigmatic reports were "buried" among the confirmed cases. (Jacobs, 241) In his analysis 
of a 1965 Lakenheath, England radar-visual case, Thayer wrote,"The apparently rational, 
intelligent behavior of the UFO suggests a mechanical device of unknown origin as the 
most probable explanation of this sighting ... The probability of at least one UFO 
involved appears to be fairly high", yet Condon completely ignores this conclusion. 
Another instance is Case Number 46, a series of photographs taken in 1950 in 
McMinnville, Oregon. After inspecting original photo negatives, Committee investigator 
William K. Hartmann wrote that, "This is one of the few UFO reports in which all factors 
investigated, geometric, psychological, and physical appear to be consistent with the 
assertion that an extraordinary flying object, silvery, metallic, disk-shaped, tens of meters 
in diameter, and evidently artificial, flew within sight of two witnesses." Condon made 
no mention of this conclusion. 

In the section devoted to UFO reports made by astronauts, Franklin Roach declared that 
three accounts related by astronauts Frank Borman aboard Gemini 7 and James McDivitt 
aboard Gemini 4 were "a challenge to the analyst" and "puzzling". Roach writes that if 
NORAD’s list of space objects near the Gemini 4 spacecraft was accurate (as he 
concluded), than the objects McDivitt reported remained unidentified. (Condon, 312) 
Again, Condon's summary doesn't mention Roach's conclusion. 

In 1969, as part of his lecture "Science in Default", physicist James E. McDonald said, 
"The Condon Report, released in January, 1968, after about two years of Air Force-
supported study is, in my opinion, quite inadequate. The sheer bulk of the Report, and the 
inclusion of much that can only be viewed as 'scientific padding', cannot conceal from 
anyone who studies it closely the salient point that it represents an examination of only a 
tiny fraction of the most puzzling UFO reports of the past two decades, and that its level 
of scientific argumentation is wholly unsatisfactory. Furthermore, of the roughly 90 cases 
that it specifically confronts, over 30 are conceded to be unexplained. With so large a 
fraction of unexplained cases (out of a sample that is by no means limited only to the 
truly puzzling cases, but includes an objectionably large number of obviously trivial 
cases), it is far from clear how Dr. Condon felt justified in concluding that the study 
indicated 'that further extensive study of UFOs probably cannot be justified in the 
expectation that science will be advanced thereby.'" 



In a 1969 issue of The American Journal of Physics, Thornton Page reviewed the Condon 
Report and wrote, "Intelligent laymen can (and do) point out the logical flaw in Condon's 
conclusion based on a statistically small (and selected) sample, Even in this sample a 
consistent pattern can be recognized; it is ignored by the 'authorities,' who then 
compound their 'felony' by recommending that no further observational data be 
collected." Ironically, Page had been a member of the Robertson Panel which suggested 
UFOs should be debunked to reduce public interest, though his opinions regarding UFOs 
changed in his later years. 

J. Allen Hynek's criticism 

In his 1972 book The UFO Experience: A Scientific Inquiry, astronomer J. Allen Hynek 
discussed the Condon Report at length in a chapter titled "Science Is Not Always What 
Scientists Do." He argues that the report is so flawed as to be nearly worthless as a 
scientific study. In brief, Hynek argued, "The Condon Report settled nothing." He also 
suggested that people should essentially read the Condon Report backwards: the case 
studies first, then Condon's summaries. 

Hynek described Condon's introduction as "singularly slanted," but also notes that it 
"avoided mentioning that there was embedded within the bowels of the report a 
remaining mystery; that the committee had been unable to furnish adequate explanations 
for more than a quarter of the cases examined." Hynek argues that "Unimpeachable 
evidence shows that Condon did not understand the nature and scope of the problem" he 
was charged with studying. 

Like many other critics, Hynek notes that some of the unsolved cases were judged most 
puzzling. Particularly bothersome to Hynek was the overriding notion that UFOs were 
tied inexorably to the idea of extraterrestrial life. By focusing on this one hypothesis, the 
report "did not try to establish whether UFOs really constituted a problem for the 
scientist, whether physical or social." 

Furthermore, Hynek notes that the report relies on so few UFO reports that overarching 
trends may have been ignored. 

Hynek also argues that the Condon Report was not scientific. They chose to hinge on the 
ETH, but, Hynek insists, the data are simply lacking to analyse that hypothesis and reach 
an informed conclusion. By not being able to demonstrate that a hypothesis was 
falsifiable, they violated one of the fundamental rules of the scientific method. The only 
hypothesis the Committee could have tested, Hynek wrote, was "There exists a 
phenomenon, described by the content of the UFO reports, which presently is not 
physically explainable." 

Peter A. Sturrock's criticism 

Astrophysicist Peter A. Sturrock has offered a number of detailed critiques of the Condon 
Report. 



A review of Sturrock's critique notes that "This report has clouded all attempts at 
legitimate UFO research since its release. Much of the public, including the scientific 
community and the press, erroneously assumes that this project represents a serious, in-
depth look into the issues. Sturrock assiduously dissects the Condon Report and makes it 
clear that the study is scientifically flawed. In fact, anyone who actually reads the report 
carefully will be surprised to find that Edward Condon, who personally wrote the 
Summary and Conclusions, did not investigate any of the cases. Rather it was his staff 
that did the legwork. That is why the report is internally inconsistent with the body of the 
document supporting some UFO cases, while the summary does not." 

In his own detailed critiques of the Condon Committee, Sturrock writes that "Another 
important point of scientific methodology is that, if one is evaluating a hypothesis (such 
as ETH), it is beneficial to regard this hypothesis as one member of a complete and 
mutually exclusive set of hypotheses. This point seems to have been recognized by 
Thayer ... but it was apparently ignored by Condon and other members of the project 
staff. It is of little use to argue that the evidence does not support one hypothesis, unless 
one known what the surviving hypotheses are." (Sturrock, 40) 

Sturrock also criticizes the Condon Committee for heavy reliance on what he calls 
"'theory dependent' arguments. This requirement, above all, makes the appraisal of the 
UFO phenomenon very difficult: if we entertain the hypothesis that the phenomenon may 
be due to an extremely advanced civilization, we must face the possibility that many 
ideas we accept as simple truths may, in a wider and more sophisticated context, not be as 
simple, and may not even be truths." (Sturrock, 40) As a specific example of "theory 
dependent" analysis in the Condon Report, Sturrock notes a case where an allegedly 
supersonic UFO did not produce a sonic boom. He notes that "we should not assume that 
a more advanced civilization could not find some way at traveling with supersonic speeds 
without producing a sonic boom." Furthermore, Sturrock notes that J.P. Petit “has 
proposed a procedure involving magnetohydrodynamic processes whereby the 
shockwave of a supersonic object would be suppressed.” (Sturrock, 40) 



Chapter 11 

Robertson Panel and Project Magnet 
 

 

Robertson Panel 
The Robertson Panel was a committee commissioned by the Central Intelligence 
Agency in 1952 in response to widespread reports of unidentified flying objects, 
especially in the Washington, D.C. area. The panel was briefed on U.S. military activities 
and intelligence; hence the report was originally classified Secret. 

Later declassified, the Robertson Panel's report concluded that UFOs were not a direct 
threat to national security, but could pose an indirect threat by overwhelming standard 
military communications due to public interest in the subject. Most UFO reports, they 
concluded, could be explained as misidentification of mundane aerial objects, and the 
remaining minority could, in all likelihood, be similarly explained with further study. 

The Robertson Panel concluded that a public relations campaign should be undertaken in 
order to "debunk" UFOs, and reduce public interest in the subject, and that civilian UFO 
groups should be monitored. There is evidence this was carried out more than two 
decades after the Panel's conclusion. 

Critics (including a few panel members) would later lament the Robertson Panel's role in 
making UFOs a somewhat disreputable field of study. 

History 

In 1952, a wave of UFO reports in the United States centered around Washington DC. So 
many civilians contacted various government agencies regarding UFO's that daily 
governmental duties were impacted; the New York Times reported on August 1, 1952, 
"regular intelligence work has been affected." Various newspapers, such as the Baltimore 
Sun, Washington Star, Denver Post, and Los Angeles Times, reported on July 31 that Air 
Force Chief of Staff Hoyt S. Vandenberg thought that the recent spate of UFO sightings 
and reports had generated "mass hysteria".  There was a general concern among the 
military that the hysteria and confusion generated by UFO reports could be utilized by the 
United States' enemies, primarily the Soviet Union. 



Documents indicate that the CIA became involved at the request of the National Security 
Council after President Truman personally expressed concern over UFOs at a July 28, 
1952, NSC meeting.  (However, there was no formal NSC meeting on that date). The 
CIA's study was largely conducted by the CIA's Office of Scientific Intelligence (OSI). 
The CIA thought the question so pressing that they authorized an ad hoc committee in 
late 1952. 

The Robertson Panel first met formally on January 14, 1953 under the direction of 
Howard Percy Robertson. He was a physicist, a CIA employee, and the director of the 
Defense Department Weapons Evaluation Group. He was instructed by OSI to assemble 
a group of prominent scientists to review the Air Force's UFO files. 

In preparation for this, Robertson first personally reviewed Air Force files and 
procedures. The Air Force had recently commissioned the Battelle Memorial Institute to 
scientifically study all of the UFO reports collected by Project Sign, Project Grudge and 
Project Blue Book. Robertson hoped to draw on their statistical results, but Battelle 
insisted that they needed much more time to conduct a proper study.   

Other panel members were respected scientists and military personnel who had worked 
on other classified military projects or studies. All were then skeptical of UFO reports, 
though to varying degrees. Apart from Robertson, the panel included: 

• Luis Alvarez,, physicist, radar expert (and later, a Nobel Prize recipient); 
• Frederick C. Durant, missile expert; 
• Samuel Abraham Goudsmit, Brookhaven National Laboratories nuclear physicist 
• Thornton Page, astrophysicist, radar expert, deputy director of Johns Hopkins 

Operations Research Office; 
• Lloyd Berkner, physicist, and J. Allen Hynek, astronomer, were associate panel 

members. 

Most of what is known about the actual proceedings of the meetings comes from sketchy 
minutes kept by Durant, later submitted as a memo to the NSC. It is the only declassified 
document to date that details the panel's discussions. In addition, various participants 
would later comment on what transpired from their perspective. Ed Ruppelt, then head of 
Project Blue Book, first revealed the existence of the secret panel in his 1956 insider 
book, but without revealing names of panel members. 

Formal meetings 

The Panel had four consecutive days of formal meetings. In total, they met for only 12 
hours. Only 23 cases out of 2,331 Air Force UFO cases on record (or about 1%) were 
reviewed. Although Ruppelt wrote that the Panel studied their best cases, Hynek would 
opine that the panel in fact seemed to have neither the time nor the desire to study the 
more puzzling ones. For example, the radar experts on the panel ( Alvarez and Page) 
seemed to show little interest in reports of radar UFO cases, which they dismissed as 
"anxiety over fast radar tracks" by the Air Defense Command. 



Of the Panel members, Ruppelt would write in his private papers that Goudsmit was 
exceptionally hostile to the subject: "Goudsmit was probably the most violent anti-saucer 
man at the panel meeting. Everything was a big joke to him which brought down the 
wrath of the other panel members on numerous occasions." Goudsmit even stated later 
that reporters of UFOs were as dangerous to society as drug addicts. 

Alvarez was also extremely skeptical but more professional in his conduct. Page at the 
time was likewise hostile, later recalling that he made a statement during the meeting that 
UFOs were "nonsense", bringing about a reprimand from Robertson, despite their good 
friendship. Ruppelt, however, felt that Page was more open-minded, and although he 
obviously did not know much about UFOs, he tended to line up with Hynek against 
Alvarez and Goudsmit in their adamancy that UFOs could not exist. 

In contrast, Robertson, Berkner, and Durant seemed to have a personal interest in the 
subject. It was noted, for example, in a CIA memo that although Berkner was not keen to 
participate, he "felt strongly that the saucer problem should be thoroughly investigated 
from a scientific point of view." Another CIA memo produced after the completion of the 
panel's work indicates that Durant, despite the panel's negative conclusions, thought that 
materials on flying saucers should continue to be maintained by a major division of OSI, 
such as Physics and Electronics. 

The first day, the panel viewed two amateur motion pictures of UFOs: the Mariana UFO 
Incident footage and 1952 Utah UFO Film (the latter was taken by Navy Chief Petty 
Officer Delbert C. Newhouse, who had extensive experience with aerial photography). 
Two Navy photograph and film analysts (Lieutenants R.S. Neasham and Harry Woo) 
then reported their conclusions: based on more than 1,000 man hours of detailed analysis, 
the two films depicted objects that were not any known aircraft, creature or weather 
phenomena. Air Force Captain Edward J. Ruppelt then began a summary of Air Force 
efforts regarding UFO studies. 

The second day, Ruppelt finished his presentation. Hynek then discussed the Battelle 
study, and the panel discussed with Air Force personnel the problems inherent in 
monitoring UFO sightings. 

The third day, Air Force Major Dewey J. Fournet spoke to the panel. For over a year he 
had coordinated UFO affairs for the Pentagon. Fournett supported the extraterrestrial 
hypothesis as the best explanation for some puzzling UFO reports. For the remainder of 
the third day, the panel discussed their conclusions, and Robertson agreed to draft a 
preliminary report. 

The fourth and final day, the panel rewrote and finalized their report. 

Conclusions and the Robertson Panel Report 

The Robertson Panel's official report concluded that 90 percent of UFO sightings could 
be readily identified with meteorological, astronomical, or natural phenomena, and that 



the remaining 10 percent of UFO reports could, in all likelihood, be similarly explained 
with detailed study. It was suggested that witnesses had misidentified bright stars and 
planets, meteors, auroras, mirages, atmospheric temperature inversions, and lenticular 
clouds; other sightings were judged as likely misinterpretation of conventional aircraft, 
weather balloons, birds, searchlights, kites, and other phenomena. 

None of the Panel's members was formally trained in motion picture or photographic 
analysis, and only one had any experience with photography (astronomic still 
photography and not motion picture film). Nonetheless, after screening the films only a 
few times, they dismissed the idea that either the 1950 Montana UFO Film or the 1952 
Utah UFO Film showed "genuine" UFOs. The Panel's members instead argued that the 
"UFOs" in the Montana film were actually the reflections of two jet fighters alleged to be 
in the area at the time and that those in the Utah film were actually seagulls flying near 
the Great Salt Lake. However, the Panel's conclusions contradicted U.S. Air Force photo 
analysts who had earlier specifically ruled out birds as an explanation for the Utah film 
and had thought that jets were a highly unlikely, but remotely plausible, explanation for 
the Montana film (Clark, 1998). The Panel's conclusions also seemingly ignored 
eyewitness testimony in both film cases that the objects, while closer to the camera 
operators, were clearly-defined metallic flying saucers, not the rather indistinct lights 
seen on the films. 

Furthermore, the Panel suggested the Air Force should begin a "debunking" effort to 
reduce "public gullibility" and demystify UFO reports, partly via a public relations 
campaign, using psychiatrists, astronomers and assorted celebrities to significantly reduce 
public interest in UFOs. It was also recommended that the mass media be used for the 
debunking, including influential media giants like the Walt Disney Corporation. The 
primary reasoning for this recommendation lay in the belief that the Soviets might try to 
"mask" an actual invasion of the USA by causing a wave of false "UFO" reports to 
swamp the Pentagon and other military agencies, thus temporarily blinding the US 
government to the impending Communist invasion. 

Their formal recommendation stated "That the national security agencies take immediate 
steps to strip the Unidentified Flying Objects of the special status they have been given 
and the aura of mystery they have unfortunately acquired." 

Also recommended was government monitoring of civilian groups studying or 
researching UFOs "because of their potentially great influence on mass thinking... the 
apparent irresponsibility and possible use of such groups for subversive purposes should 
be kept in mind." Two UFO groups in particular were singled out: APRO and Civilian 
Saucer Investigations (CSI). 

The recommendations of the Robertson Panel were implemented by a series of special 
military regulations. Joint-Army-Navy-Air Force Publication 147 (JANAP 146) of 
December 1953 made reprinting of any UFO sighting to the public a crime under the 
Espionage Act, with fines of up to ten thousand dollars and imprisonment ranging from 
one to ten years. This act was considered binding on all who knew of the act's existence, 



including commercial airline pilots. A 1954 revision of Air Force Regulation 200-2 (AFR 
200-2) made all sighting reports submitted to the air force classified material and 
prohibited the release of any information about UFO sightings unless the sighting was 
able to be positively identified. In February 1958 a revision of AFR 200-2 allowed the 
military to give the FBI the names of people who were "illegally or deceptively bringing 
the subject [of UFOs] to public attention". Because of the Robertson Panel the Air Force's 
Project Blue Book's procedures of investigating UFOs also changed, attempting to find a 
quick explanation and then file them away. Project Blue Book was a successor of Project 
Grudge. 

In 1956 retired Marine Major Donald Keyhoe founded the National Investigations 
Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), a UFO investigations organization. By 1969 
Keyhoe turned his focus on the CIA as the source of the UFO cover up. NICAP's board, 
headed by Colonel Jospeph Bryan III, forced Keyhoe to retire as NICAP chief. Bryan 
was actually a former covert CIA agent who had served the agency as founder and head 
of its psychological warfare division. Under Bryan's leadership, the NICAP disbanded its 
local and state affiliate groups, and by 1973 it had been completely closed. 

Publicity and responses 

Ruppelt's 1956 book The Report On unidentified Flying Objects contained the first 
publicly-released information about the Robertson Panel, with a summary of their 
proceedings and conclusions. Ruppelt's book did not include the names of the Panel 
members, nor any institutional or governmental affiliations. 

In 1958, the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), a 
civilian UFO research group, requested that the Air Force release the panel's report. The 
Air Force released three summary paragraphs and the names of the panel's members. In 
1966 a nearly full-length version of the report was printed in the science column of the 
Saturday Review. 

Panel member Thornton Page would later change some of his more stridently skeptical 
conclusions regarding the Panel's report, and regarding UFOs in general. In his 1969 
critique of the Condon Report, Page would lament the "excessive levity" he brought to 
the Panel's proceeding, detailing how he later thought the UFO subject deserved serious 
scrutiny. 

Hynek's opinions changed in later years as well, so much that he became, to many, the 
scientifically respectable voice of Ufology. He would lament that the Robertson Panel 
had "made the subject of UFOs scientifically unrespectable, and for nearly 20 years not 
enough attention was paid to the subject to acquire the kind of data needed even to decide 
the nature of the UFO phenomenon." 



Effects of the Robertson Panel report 

According to Swords, the Robertson Panel's report had an "enormous" impact throughout 
the U.S. Government: the CIA abandoned a "major high level [UFO] investigation" 
planned in conjunction with the National Security Council; UFO research projects by 
personnel in The Pentagon were quashed; and Project Blue Book's hopes to establish a 
scientific advisory board were dashed. Blue Book was also downgraded in status and 
stripped of most responsibility for investigating serious, well-attested UFO cases, which 
were instead secretly turned over to a newly-formed division of the Air Defense 
Command. Directives were also issued not to discuss the unexplainable cases with the 
public and to reduce the percentage of "unknowns" 

Though the CIA's official history suggests that the Robertson Panel's conclusions were 
never carried out, there is evidence that contradicts this. Perhaps the most unambiguous 
evidence for the Robertson Panel's covert impact on news media reporting about UFOs is 
a personal letter by Dr. Thornton Page, discovered in the Smithsonian archives by 
biochemist Michael D. Swords. The 1966 letter, addressed to former Robertson Panel 
Secretary Frederick C. Durant, confides that Page "helped organize the CBS TV show 
around the Robertson Panel conclusions." Page was no doubt referring to the CBS 
Reports TV broadcast of the same year, "UFOs: Friend, Foe, or Fantasy?" narrated by 
Walter Cronkite. (Incidentally, this program was criticized for inaccurate and misleading 
presentations.) Page's letter indicates that the Robertson Panel was still putting a negative 
spin on UFO news at least 13 years after the panel met. 

Furthermore, according to Swords, there is ample evidence to prove that CSI was 
pressured to disband by the U.S. Government. FBI documents indicate that noted 
engineer Walther Riedel was pressured to resign from CSI, and not long afterwards, the 
group disbanded; in response, Robertson wrote to Marshall Chadwell, stating "[t]hat 
ought to fix the Forteans." (Robertson was referring to the devotees of American writer 
Charles Fort (1874-1932), whose books argued in favor of the reality of extraterrestrial 
on Earth.) APRO was active through the late 1980s. There has also been speculation that 
UFO group NICAP was infiltrated by CIA operatives. 

Even later, Randles and Hough note that there was a "CIA memo from 1976" which "tells 
how the agency is still having to 'keep in touch with reporting channels' in ufology (in 
other words, to spy on UFO groups." (Randles and Hough, 103) 

Some scholars investigators have suggested that the Robertson Panel's true objective was 
to justify a CIA domestic propaganda-and-surveillance campaign, rather than to 
investigate UFOs. For example, journalist Howard Blum writes that it is difficult to 
accept any argument that the Robertson Panel was ever intended as a serious scientific 
analysis: Blum argues that the Panel's perfunctory rejection of the U.S. Navy's detailed 
examination of the UFO films is all but impossible to justify on scientific grounds. 
Similarly, Swords has argued that the Panel seems to have been designed as an elaborate 
theater exercise instead of a serious attempt to get to the bottom of the UFO issue. 
Although the Panel put on a show of evaluating some UFO evidence, its scientific 



analysis was cursory and its conclusions mostly likely pre-ordained. Also, the Panel only 
looked only at evidence in the public domain, not higher-quality classified military 
evidence. Psychologist David R. Saunders, a member of the University of Colorado's 
UFO study (the Condon Committee), had earlier expressed similar conclusions. Given 
that Robertson had worked as a high-level scientific-intelligence officer during World 
War II, he would have been familiar with the use of such tactics to hide a sensitive 
national-security problem from scrutiny by outsiders. 

It is a widely-held conclusion amongst UFO investigators that the Robertson Panel's 
conclusions and recommendations had a great influence on official United States policy 
regarding UFOs for many decades. 

Contrast with Battelle Memorial Institute study results 

When the Battelle Memorial Institute finally finished their massive review of Air Force 
UFO cases in 1954 (called "Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14"), their results were 
markedly different from those of the Robertson Panel. Whereas the Robertson Panel 
spent only twelve hours reviewing a limited number of cases, the Battelle Institute had 
four full-time scientific analysts working for over two years analyzing 3201 reports. 
Classifying a case as "unknown" required agreement among all four analysts, whereas a 
"known" or conventional classification required agreement by only two analysts. Still 
they concluded 22% of the cases remained unsolvable. The percentage climbed to 35% 
when considering only the best cases and fell to 18% for the worst cases. Not only are the 
percentages of unknowns much higher than those for the Robertson Panel, but the higher 
percentages for the better cases are directly opposite one conclusion of the panel that their 
remaining 10% of unknowns would disappear if further investigated and more 
information was available. Furthermore, the Battelle study had already thrown out cases 
they deemed to have insufficient information to make a determination (9% of all cases). 
Thus, the fact that a case was classified as "unknown" had nothing to do with lack of 
information or investigation. 

The study also looked at six characteristics of the sightings: duration, speed, number, 
brightness, color, and shape. For all characteristics, the knowns and unknowns differed at 
a highly statistically significant level, further indicating that the knowns and unknowns 
were distinctly different classes of phenomena. 

Despite this, the summary section of the final report declared it was "highly improbable 
that any of the reports of unidentified aerial objects... represent observations of 
technological developments outside the range of present-day knowledge." A number of 
researchers have noted that the conclusions of the analysts were usually at odds with their 
own statistical results, displayed in 240 charts, tables, graphs and maps. Possibly the 
analysts simply had trouble accepting their own results. Others conjecture this was 
another result of the Robertson Panel, the conclusions being written to satisfy the new 
political climate within Project Blue Book following the panel. 

 



Project Magnet 
Project Magnet was an unidentified flying object (UFO) study programme established 
by the Canadian Department of Transport (DOT) on December 2, 1950, under the 
direction of Wilbert B. Smith, senior radio engineer for the DOT's Broadcast and 
Measurements Section. It was formally active until mid-1954, and informally until 
Smith's death in 1962. 

The ultimate goal of the project was to apply any findings on the subject of 
geomagnetism to the possibility of exploiting Earth's magnetic field as a source of 
propulsion for vehicles. Smith and his colleagues in government believed that UFOs, if 
real, might hold the key to this new source of power. 

A small-scale undertaking, Magnet used DOT facilities, with some assistance from 
personnel at the Defence Research Board (DRB) and the National Research Council. 
Smith eventually concluded that UFOs were probably extraterrestrial in origin and likely 
operated by manipulation of magnetism. 

History 

Smith had been interested in UFO reports since about 1947, when, according to a friend, 
he first claimed to have received "mental messages from space people." 

While Smith attended a radio engineer's conference in Washington D.C. in September 
1950, two books on UFOs came out, one by Variety magazine columnist Frank Scully 
called Behind the Flying Saucers, about crashed New Mexico saucers and recovered alien 
beings, and another by U.S. UFO researcher Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe, The Flying Saucers 
are Real, accusing the U.S. Air Force of concealing vital information about flying saucer 
reality. Smith had some theories about how the saucers might obtain their energy and 
propulsion through magnetic means, but before committing any time or money first 
wanted to know if the saucers were indeed real. Smith contacted the Canadian embassy 
and asked them to conduct inquiries into the matter. An interview was arranged by the 
embassy military attaché with Dr. Robert Sarbacher, a U.S. physicist, missile expert, and 
consultant to the Defense Department's Research and Development Board. In Smith's 
notes and a later memo summarizing Sarbacher's briefing (plus possibly other unnamed 
sources), it was stated that: 

• The saucers existed 
• The substance of Scully's book was correct 
• The matter was the most highly classified subject in the U.S. government, ranking 

even higher than the H-bomb 
• It was considered of tremendous significance by the government 
• A small group headed by Dr. Vannevar Bush was looking into the "modus 

operandi" of the saucers   



• Other aspects of the saucers were being investigated, including possible "mental 
phenomena"  

This led Smith to lobby his agency for funding to study UFOs. Smith's memo of 
November 21, 1950, also said he had discussed the matter with Dr. Omond Solandt, head 
of the Canadian Defence Research Board, who agreed the work should go forward as 
rapidly as possible, and offered full cooperation of the DRB. 

This development led in turn to the creation of Project Magnet, which was formally 
approved on December 2, 1950, by Cmdr. C.P. Edwards, with two major goals: 

1. Collection and analysis of high quality data to draw conclusions about UFOs; 
2. Application of any data recovered to practical engineering and technology. 

In June 1952, Smith issued a preliminary report arguing that UFOs likely came from 
intelligent, extraterrestrial sources, and almost certainly manipulated magnetism for 
flight. A 1953 report reiterated these same conclusions. 

In late 1952, Project Magnet released a large weather balloon with a bright magnesium 
flare attached, to see if it might be reported as a UFO. It was not. 

Also in April 1952, the Canadian government established Project Second Storey, a 
parallel UFO research project, with Smith also involved. It consisted of a group of 
scientists and military officers who met periodically to consider the UFO question and to 
recommend government action. Smith reported to Second Storey on some of Project 
Magnet's findings and conclusions. 

Shirley's Bay 

Based on his preliminary findings, Smith lobbied for a better equipped research facility. 
In November, 1953, Project Magnet established what Arthur Bray called "the world's first 
'flying saucer sighting station' at Shirley's Bay, outside Ottawa." The Shirley's Bay 
facility contained some expensive, highly sensitive equipment, including a gamma ray 
detector, a magnetometer, several radio receivers, and a gravimeter; each of these was 
wired to a graph paper device to record the fluctuations they might find, and an alarm 
system to alert personnel to any notable fluctuations. Smith also acquired a small staff, 
though they all worked on their own time: physicist James Wait and telecommunications 
expert John Hector Thompson (both of the DRB), J.T. Wilson of the University of 
Toronto, and G.D. Garland of the Dominion Observatory. The Shirley's Bay station 
earned significant mainstream press attention. 

At 3.01 p.m. on August 8, 1954, the Shirley's Bay instruments recorded a substantial 
gravimetric variation. The day was overcast, and Magnet's personnel were unable to 
witness any flying saucers that might have been flying overhead. 



Following unwanted publicity about the incident, DOT officials formally ended Project 
Magnet only two days later. A press release from the Controller of Telecommunications 
admitted "that DOT had been engaged in the study of UFOs for three and a half years, 
that considerable data was collected and analyzed but it had not been possible to reach 
any definite conclusion, and since new data simply confirmed existing data there seemed 
little point in carrying the investigation any further on an official level." It went on to say 
that Project Magnet would be discontinued along with any further study of UFOs, 
although Smith would continue to collect future data "on a purely unofficial basis." A 
memo was also sent to Smith the same day instructing him to discontinue the DOT 
activities. 

According to Smith's account, press inquiries into the project had embarrassed DOT 
officials and those working on the project. A memo dated June 1954 indicates that public 
exposure had already led to the decision to discontinue Magnet as an official 
government-sponsored project, although Smith could "continue on his own free time, not 
on Departmental time. He may continue to use Departmental equipment not otherwise in 
use."  

Smith was allowed to use the Shirley's Bay facilities on his own time, and with his own 
funding. He did so until his death in 1962. 
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